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Abstract 

The influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) surface protein attracts much attention as a target widely 

unexploited by licensed therapeutics. From the numerous experimental HA inhibitors, the recently 

reported Q sialosides stand out through their high affinity and accurate, multivalent approximation 

of the receptor binding site (RBS) geometry. Building upon these intriguing characteristics, this work 

expands the variety of the Q sialoside platform with regard to novel variants and explores new areas 

of application.  

 

Several strategies were compared to remove lipopolysaccharides (LPS) from capsid preparations, 

determining cloud point extraction (CPE) with Triton X-114 as the most suitable. LPS-purified material 

was demonstrated to be suitable for in vivo experiments. The inhibitory activities of partially sialylated 

capsids were compared to statistical models to obtain further indication for the prevalence of trivalent 

interactions between Q sialosides and HA. Moreover, this work contains the first examples of 

heterobifunctional Q sialosides, bearing multiple sialic acid (SA) derivatives or combinations of sugars 

and fluorescent dyes. Fluorescently labeled Q sialosides were applied in mucus mobility studies to 

visualize their entrapment in the outer mucus layer. Several novel SA esters were examined as 

potential masked-charge ligands to increase mucus permeation. All esters were found labile to 

hydrolysis under neutral, aqueous conditions, which complicates their incorporation in Q sialosides.  

 

A second focal point of the thesis was the design of a novel, peptide-based HA inhibitor. A library of 

peptides derived from HA-binding antibodies and lactoferrin was investigated using microscale 

thermophoresis (MST) for binding to recombinant HA or influenza A/X31 (H3N2) concentrate. 

Preliminary results indicated good affinity for some of the candidates. Multivalent polymer-peptide 

conjugates of several peptides were synthesized by immobilization on low molecular weight linear 

polyglycerol (LPG). However, none of the conjugates was able to inhibit influenza strains A/X31 (H3N2) 

or A/PR8 (H1N1) in a hemagglutination inhibition (HAI) test. 

 

In conclusion, this work contributes to the translation of the Q sialoside platform towards further 

therapeutic and scientific applications as well as providing a foundation for the development of a new 

multivalent HA inhibitor based on biomolecule-derived peptides.   
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Zusammenfassung 

Als weitgehend unerschlossene Zielstruktur lizensierter Therapeutika ist das Oberflächenprotein 

Hämagglutinin (HA) des Influenzavirus ein attraktiver Forschungsgegenstand. Aus der Menge der 

experimentellen HA-Inhibitoren stechen die kürzlich beschriebenen Q-Sialoside aufgrund ihrer 

hohen Affinität und akkuraten, multivalenten Abbildung der Rezeptorbindungsstellengeometrie 

besonders hervor. In Anknüpfung an diese spannenden Eigenschaften beschreibt die vorliegende 

Arbeit die Erweiterung der Q-Sialosidplattform mit Hinblick auf neuartige Varianten und 

Anwendungsgebiete.  

 

Dazu wurden verschiedene Strategien für die Entfernung von Lipopolysacchariden aus 

Kapsidpräparationen untersucht, wobei sich das Verfahren der Cloud Point Extraktion mit Triton X-

114 als am besten geeignet herausstellte. Das LPS-bereinigte Material erwies sich im Folgenden als 

geeignet für in vivo Versuche. Zudem wurden teilsialylierte Kaspidvarianten auf ihre inhibitorische 

Aktivität untersucht und im Vergleich der Ergebnisse mit statistischen Berechnungen ein weiterer 

Hinweis auf einen vorherrschend trivalenten Bindungsmodus zwischen Q-Sialosiden und HA 

gefunden. Die Arbeit beinhaltet außerdem die ersten Beispiele heterobifunktionaler Q-Sialoside, die 

entweder verschiedene Sialinsäurederivate oder Kombinationen aus Zuckern und 

Fluoreszenzfarbstoffen aufweisen. Die fluoreszenzmarkierten Kapside wurden in Mukus-

Mobilitätsstudien angewendet und ihre Undurchgängigkeit der äußeren Mukusbarriere visualisiert. 

Daraufhin wurden mehrere Sialinsäureester als potenzielle ladungsmaskierte Liganden für erhöhte 

Mukusgängigkeit untersucht, die sich jedoch leider als labil unter neutralen, wässrigen Bedingungen 

herausstellten. 

 

Ein zweiter Schwerpunkt der Arbeit war die Entwicklung eines neuartigen, peptidbasierten HA-

Inhibitors. Hierfür wurde eine Gruppe von aus HA-bindenden Antikörpern und Lactoferrin 

abgeleiteten Peptiden mit Hilfe der mikroskaligen Thermophorese auf ihre Affinität zu 

rekombinantem HA oder Influenza A/X31 (H3N2) getestet. Die vorläufigen Resultate weisen auf eine 

gute Bindung bei mehreren Kandidaten hin. Multivalente Peptid-Polymer-Konjugate einiger Peptide 

wurden durch Immobilisierung an linearem Polygylcerol niedrigen Molekulargewichts synthetisiert. 

Jedoch zeigte keines dieser Konjugate eine Inhibierung der Influenzastämme A/X31 (H3N2) oder 

A/PR8 (H1N1) im Hämagglutinations-inhibitionstest.  

 

Zusammenfassend liefert die vorliegende Arbeit einen Beitrag zur Weiterentwicklung der Q-

Sialosidplattform in Richtung neuer therapeutischer und wissenschaftlicher Anwendungsgebiete und 

schafft gleichzeitig eine Grundlage zur Entwicklung eines neuen, multivalenten HA-Inhibitors auf Basis 

von aus Biomolekülen abgeleiteten Peptiden. 
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1. Introduction and theory 

 

1.1. Motivation 
 

The influenza A virus (IAV) continues to be a critical threat to human health, with annual outbreaks 

being responsible for 3-5 million cases of severe illness and 500,000 fatalities worldwide. [1], [2] This is 

complemented by the risk of irregularly occurring influenza pandemics caused by particularly 

aggressive strains, such as the infamous Spanish flu of 1918 with an estimated 20 million casualties or 

the 2009 H1N1 swine flu virus. [3] Furthermore, the virus’ high mutational frequency complicates the 

effective use of vaccination and, in recent strains, has led to the occurrence of resistances against 

currently approved drugs, which target either the M2 ion channel or the neuraminidase (NA) surface 

protein. [2]–[5]  

 

Much effort has thus been directed towards discovering alternative therapeutic targets for influenza 

treatment. One promising candidate is HA, another surface protein, which is responsible for both viral 

target binding and cell entry through endosomal membrane fusion. [6], [7] This work is therefore 

dedicated to studying multivalent HA inhibition by means of the Q sialoside platform and the 

development of novel, peptide-based HA inhibitors. 

 

1.2. Influenza virus 
 

1.2.1. Classification 
 

Influenza viruses are enveloped, single-stranded, negative-sense ribonucleic acid (RNA) viruses and 

members of the family Orthomyxoviridae. [8] They are classified into four genera, termed influenza A-

D, based on the antigenicity of their nucleo- (NP) and matrix (M) proteins. [9], [10] Each genus is 

furthermore associated with distinctive properties in terms of their genomic structure, viral proteins, 

infectivity and implication in (human) disease. [8], [11]  
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In order to facilitate unambiguous identification of individual influenza strains, the World Health 

Organization (WHO) has published a generally accepted naming scheme of the following format: [12]  

Antigenic type (i.e. A, B, C, D)/Host of origin/Geographic origin/Strain number/Year of collection  

In the case of IAV, the HA and NA subtypes (see chapter 1.2.1.1.) are appended in parentheses, as 

shown in the example below: 

A/mallard/Germany/439/2004 (H2N3) 

For human-origin viruses, no host of origin is specified. Additionally, some pandemic strains were 

assigned the suffix pdm to distinguish them from the seasonal influenza strains circulating at the time 

and in a similar manner, viruses that have infected humans, but are regularly in zoonic circulation are 

designated with the letter v for “variant”. [13] 

 

1.2.1.1. Influenza A virus 

 

IAV is the most diverse among the four genera and the predominant pathogen in seasonal influenza 

epidemics. [8], [11] It is also the only genus known to have caused pandemics, such as the “Spanish flu” 

1918 or more recently the 2009 “swine flu”. [8], [14] Aside from aquatic birds as their main reservoir, IAV 

were proven to circulate in a variety of zoonic species (i.e. poultry and other land birds, pigs, horses, 

seals, dogs, whales, mink and bats) and in humans. [11], [15], [16]  

 

The IAV genome comprises eight RNA segments encoding eleven viral proteins. In the viral core, the 

genetic material associates with NP and the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) – consisting of 

one polymerase acidic (PA) and two polymerase basic (PB1 or the alternatively transcribed PB1-F2 and 

PB2) subunits – forming ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes. The core is encapsulated by a host 

plasma membrane-derived viral envelope. Underlying the envelope is a layer of matrix protein 1 (M1), 

which anchors the cytoplasmic tails of the viral surface proteins and the RNP complexes. The virion’s 

outer surface is covered with HA and NA proteins protruding as characteristic rod- and mushroom 

shaped spikes, respectively, and to a small extent with matrix protein 2 (M2). The two remaining non-

structural proteins (NS1 and NS2 or NEP) have important functions in immune suppression and 

hijacking the host cell transcription machinery. While NS2 resides in mature virions attached to the 

M1 protein layer, NS1 is found only in infected cells (fig. 1). [8], [11]  
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A) 

 

B)  

C) 

Figure 1: Structure of the influenza A virus. A) Schematic representation of a virion. The RNP genome with associated 
polymerase complexes is encapsulated by the viral envelope with M1 on the inner, HA, NA on the outer surface and M2 
as a transmembrane ion channel. B) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of an X31 influenza A virion (kindly 
provided by Kai Ludwig, FU Berlin). The HA and NA proteins protrude as characteristic spikes from the membrane 
surface. C) Genomic structure of IAV. The eight RNA segments are depicted in light blue, the three frame shifted (+1) 
reading frames are shaded orange. The two alternative splicing products M2 and NEP/NS2 are indicated by indented 
lines. The lengths and positions of individual genes are not to scale. 

 

Reflecting their great structural variety, IAV are sub-categorized according to the antigenic properties 

of their HA and NA surface glycoproteins. 18 different HA and 11 NA subtypes were identified to date, 

with 131 of their 198 possible combinations being found in nature. [13], [17] The vast majority of this 

diverse spectrum is confined within its main waterfowl reservoir and the only two subtypes currently 

circulating in humans are H1N1 and H3N2. [10], [13], [17] The pathological relevance of these subtypes is 

reflected in the selection of viral strains for bioactivity assays in this work (see chapter 5.2.). 

Historically, only three HA subtypes (H1, H2, H3) and 2 NA subtypes (N1, N2) have caused human 

epidemics. [18] On the other hand, zoonic viruses frequently spill over to infect humans and pose an 

evident public health risk, as prominently exemplified by the 1997 (H5N1) and 2013 (H7N9) “bird flu” 

outbreaks. [15], [17] 
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1.2.1.2. Influenza B virus 

 

Influenza B virus (IBV) shares many structural features with IAV and the two genera are 

morphologically indistinguishable. [11] IBV, however, are much less diverse and therefore not further 

classified into subtypes. Instead, they are assigned to one of two currently circulating ancestral 

lineages (B/Victoria or B/Yamagata) that split in the early 1980s from the parent strain originally 

isolated in 1940. [14], [19] In contrast to IAV, the main reservoir of IBV are humans, with seals being the 

only known zoonic host to date. [17], [20] IBV so far have not been linked to pandemics, but they 

contribute significantly to seasonal influenza epidemics and represent a substantial burden for human 

health. [21] An IBV strain, if available, would therefore be an interesting addition to the panel of viruses 

used for bioactivity testing in this work. 

 

On the genomic and proteomic levels, IBV exhibits only few substantial differences to IAV (fig. 2). [22], 

[23] Notably, both share their principal surface proteins HA, NA and the M2 matrix protein (termed 

BM2 for IBV). In addition, IBV produces a fourth surface protein NB of yet unknown function. NB is not 

essential for viral replication in vitro or transmission in vivo, but seems to confer a growth advantage 

in certain scenarios. [11], [24]  

 

Figure 2: Genomic structure of IBV. NB is transcribed from the NA gene through leaky scanning of a second start codon 
(indicated in purple). BM2 transcription happens following a termination/re-initiation event at the overlapping stop/start 
pentanucleotide UAAUG (colored in yellow). Alternative splicing of the NS1 gene leads to the transcription of NEP/NS2 
(shaded orange). The lengths and positions of individual genes are not to scale. 

 

1.2.1.3. Influenza C virus 

 

Influenza C virus (ICV) has been isolated from both humans and pigs. [17], [20] However, ICV infection is 

typically associated with mild symptoms and therefore of low clinical relevance. [10], [14], [25], [26]  
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Structurally, ICV differs significantly from the aforementioned types. Its genome consists of seven 

instead of eight RNA segments, encoding only nine proteins. [27] Crucially, ICV lacks an NA gene and 

instead produces the HA-esterase-fusion protein (HEF), which carries out both HA and NA functions 

within the infectious cycle (see chapter 1.2.2.). Similar to IBV, ICV can be categorized into six genetic 

lineages according to the structure of their HEF genes (Yamagata/26/81, Aichi/1/81, Mississippi/80, 

Taylor/1233/47, Sao Paulo/378/82 and Kanagawa/1/76). [28] 

 

1.2.1.4. Influenza D virus 

 

The first influenza D virus (IDV) specimen was discovered in 2011. [29] Its structure resembles that of 

ICV by virtue of its genome comprising seven RNA segments and its major surface protein HEF, yet the 

overall amino acid sequence identity between the two genera amounts to only 50%. [10] The main IDV 

reservoir is cattle with no documented cases of human illness so far. [14], [30] The presence of IDV 

antibodies in some humans, however, suggests that human infection is possible. [31]  Comparison of 

their HEF genetic sequence revealed two currently circulating IDV lineages 

(D/swine/Oklahoma/1334/2011 and D/bovine/Oklahoma/660/2013). [32] 

 

1.2.2. Viral replication cycle of influenza 
 

As a virus, influenza lacks the ability to autonomously replicate. Its replication cycle thus relies on the 

infection of a host cell and the utilization of external molecular machinery. Due to their structural 

particularities, each influenza genus has its own specific mechanism of replication. Nonetheless, the 

principal concepts generally apply. The following is therefore a representative description of the IAV 

replication cycle (fig. 3), reviewed in [33]). 

 

IAV host cell infection is initiated by recognition of SA containing glycans on the cell surface by the 

viral HA protein. [34] The term SA generally refers to an entire class of acidic sugars with a nine-carbon 

backbone, which are a common component of cell surface and secreted proteins in vertebrates and 

“higher” non-vertebrates. [35] IAV interacts mainly with 5-N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac), one of 

the most common SAs, even though some affinity for other SA variants has been shown for HA. [7], [36] 

The anomeric linkage of SA plays an important role in host specificity of a virus strain. Humans show 

a high abundance of -(2,6)-linked SA in their lungs and consequently most human-bred influenza 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-acetylneuraminic_acid
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strains specifically recognize this pattern. By contrast, the predominant SA linkage in birds is -(2,3) 

and appears mainly in the intestine, making influenza an enteric disease in these animals. Pig 

respiratory tracts exhibit both -(2,3)- and -(2,6)-linked SA, which renders them an ideal transition 

host for zoonotic viruses. [6] 

 

 
Figure 3: Depiction of the individual steps comprising the IAV infectious cycle. 1: IAV attaches via HA  to SA on the cell surface 
and is eventually internalized. 2-3: Low endosomal pH triggers HA-mediated membrane fusion and release of viral RNPs. 4: 
Viral RNPs are transported into the host nucleus and replicated/transcribed by RdRp. 5: Viral mRNA is exported into the 
cytosol and translated by host cell ribosomes. The resulting proteins are shuttled back into the nucleus. 6: IAV proteins and 
genomic RNA are packaged into RNPs and transported to the cell surface. 7: Viral surface proteins are translated into the ER 
and shuttled via the Golgi to the cellular membrane. 8: IAV components are packaged into the nascent virion budding from 
the cell surface. 9: NA releases the newly formed virus by severing SA attachment points.  

 

The virus proceeds to move along the cell surface by using the sialidase function of NA to cleave non-

productive SA interactions (a mechanism which likely also allows IAV to penetrate protective mucin 

layers with sialylated “decoy-receptors”). [37], [38] Upon binding to its receptor, which yet remains 

unknown, the virus is internalized into the host cell by clathrin-mediated endocytosis or 

macropinocytosis. [39], [40]  
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Following cell entry, the low pH of the virus-containing endosome activates the M2 ion channel to 

shuttle protons into the viral interior. [41] This leads to the detachment of viral RNPs from the interior 

matrix protein M1. [42] At the same time, endosomal pH triggers an irreversible conformational change 

in HA to its fusion-competent form. [6], [43], [44] This results in the fusion of the viral and endosomal 

membranes, releasing the contents of the viral lumen into the host cytosol.  

 

Both transcription and replication of the influenza viral genome take place in the nucleus of the host 

cell, which stands in contrast to other RNA viruses. [9] Accordingly, viral RNPs in the cytosol recruit the 

adaptor protein importin- by means of nuclear localization sequences on NP and are subsequently 

transported to the nucleoplasm via the importin-/ nuclear import pathway. [45], [46] There, the viral 

RdRps are able to replicate their associated genes without the involvement of primers, generating the 

respective complementary RNA (cRNA). [47] cRNA is packaged in the same fashion as viral RNPs to form 

complementary RNPs (cRNPs), which are in turn transcribed to replicate the viral genome. Conversely, 

messenger RNA (mRNA) transcription by the RdRp is a primed process. As influenza lacks the means 

for primer production and post-transcriptional RNA modification, it employs a mechanism called “cap-

snatching” to excise the capped 5’ ends of cellular mRNAs as primers for its own mRNA production. 

[48] The RdRp binds the 5’ caps of host transcripts with its PB2 subunit, whereupon the PA 

endonuclease domain initiates their cleavage. [49], [50] Transcription is carried out by PB1. [51] The 3’ 

poly-adenosine tail is directly encoded in the RNP template by a short 5’ poly-uridine sequence, which 

is copied by a discontinuous “stuttering” process. [9], [52] Potential splicing of the transcripts is carried 

out by the host spliceosome. [53]  

 

Translation of most viral proteins (in case of IAV i.e. PB1, PB1-F2, PB2, PA, NP, M1, NS1, NS2/NEP) 

after mRNA export from the nucleus is carried out by cytosolic ribosomes. [33] Each of these proteins 

is then shuttled back into the nucleus, where they exert their specific functions in the viral replication 

cycle. [45], [54] PB1, PB2, PA and NP are used for the production of nascent RNPs, whereas M1 and 

NS2/NEP are responsible for RNP nuclear export. It is believed that M1 acts as an adaptor protein 

between the RNPs and the export signal protein NS2/NEP, while at the same time blocking NP nuclear 

localization signals to prevent re-import from the cytosol. [55]–[57] NS1 has been attributed a wide array 

of functions, such as the regulation of viral and host transcription and translation and the suppression 

of host mRNA processing, thereby trapping it in the nucleus and making it available for cap-snatching. 

Crucially, NS1 inhibits the interferon (IFN) pathway at multiple stages and by that interferes with the 

host organism’s immune response. [9], [58]  
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The viral membrane proteins (in case of IAV i.e. HA, NA, M2) are translated by ribosomes on the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER). [33] The nascent proteins are translocated into the ER lumen, from where 

they are trafficked via the Golgi apparatus to the cell surface.[59]–[63] For some strains, HA undergoes 

proteolytic activation from its fusion incompetent HA0 precursor to its active HA1 and HA2 subunits 

through cleavage by proteases in the trans-Golgi network, such as furin. [64] Furin activation in 

particular has been linked to high pathogenicity (in avian strains), which is consistent with its 

ubiquitous expression pattern. [11], [64] Contrarily, human and low pathogenic avian IAV HA are 

activated by proteases with narrow tissue tropism of the respiratory tract (HAT, a trypsin-like 

protease, and TMPRSS2), residing either in the trans-Golgi network or at the cellular membrane. [33], 

[65] The M2 ion channel during transport prevents the premature pH-induced conformational change 

of the activated HA by equilibrating the proton gradient between Golgi lumen and cytosol. [66]  

 

At the cell surface, the viral proteins accumulate at lipid rafts and initiate membrane curvature to form 

new viral envelopes. [67] This budding is believed to result from a combination of different mechanisms 

such as molecular crowding of HA and NA on the external and the oligomerization of M1 forcing a 

bent structure on the internal side of the membrane. [33] Viral RNPs are transported to the budding 

site in a Rab11-dependent manner and packaged into the nascent virions. [68] In the final step, NA 

cleaves local interacting SA residues and releases the virus from the host cell. [38]  

 

1.2.3. Influenza prophylaxis and therapy 
 

Throughout the medical field, it is widely agreed upon that vaccination is the most effective means of 

controlling the health burden by influenza. [14], [69] Still, the nature of the virus poses a number of 

challenges which make it necessary to complement vaccination with a potent toolkit of therapeutics.  

 

Like many other RNA-viruses, influenza has a relatively high mutational frequency, which can be 

explained mainly by two of its characteristics. [70] First, the influenza RdRp lacks any proofreading 

activity and consequently introduces, on average, one error per replicated genome. This leads to a 

gradual evolution of the viral structure and thereby changes in the surface antigen patterns, which 

eventually enables immune evasion from pre-existing antibodies – a process referred to as antigenic 

drift. [71] Secondly, the segmented genome of the virus facilitates genetic reassortment through the 

exchange of RNPs in cells co-infected with multiple influenza variants. [22] This so-called antigenic shift 
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leads to drastic changes in the antigenic pattern and generates new strains with oftentimes high 

immune escape potential. A particular threat comes from reassortment between strains from 

different species, introducing an entirely new set of features into the infected population. Such events 

can occur, for example, in pigs, which are susceptible to infection with both avian and human influenza 

strains and are the cause for many of the known influenza pandemics. [72]  

 

Owing to the virus’ fast evolution, influenza vaccines rapidly lose their potency against emerging 

strains. Each seasonal outbreak - or “flu season” - therefore requires the development of a novel 

vaccine. This is coordinated on a biannual basis, alternating between northern and southern 

hemisphere, by the WHO through recommendations based on global surveillance data. [73] Despite 

this streamlined procedure, the process requires several months until the production of sufficient 

quantities is completed. In addition, some high-risk groups such as young children and the elderly 

show limited immune responses after vaccination, undermining its protective effect. [74] 

 

1.2.3.1. Currently and historically licensed influenza therapeutics 

 

Considering the above explanations, effective therapeutics are an integral component of a 

comprehensive healthcare response to influenza. To this day, nine compounds have been approved 

in different countries for the acute treatment of influenza, which can be categorized by their target 

within the infectious cycle.  

 

The first class of therapeutics are the M2 ion channel blockers rimantadine (1) and amantadine (2) 

(fig. 4). Both feature an adamantane core structure and act by allosterically stabilizing the closed 

conformation of the proton channel. [75] However, neither compound is recommended for use since 

the 2004-2005 influenza season, as most modern strains have acquired resistance. [74], [76] 

 

 

Figure 4: Chemical structures of influenza M2 ion channel blockers amantadine and rimantadine. 
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NA inhibitors are the largest and most commonly used class of influenza drugs, comprising the globally 

recognized substances oseltamivir (3), zanamivir (4) and peramivir (6) as well as laninamivir (5), which 

is approved only in a small number of countries (fig. 5). Their structures are based on a transition state 

analog of the enzyme’s substrate Neu5Ac and thereby designed to block its active site. [77] In 2007, 

resistances against oseltamivir started to occur in influenza A (H1N1) subtypes and peaked in 2009, 

with some countries in Northern America, Europe and Asia reporting quotas close to 100% of all tested 

strains. [78], [79] Luckily, this trend has since returned to around 1% among H1N1 strains in 2017-2018, 

possibly because oseltamivir resistance is associated in general with lower transmissibility and 

decreased viral fitness. Furthermore, oseltamivir resistant strains remained susceptible to other NA 

inhibitors. [80] Albeit considered unlikely, the development of cross-resistances is conceivable and has 

been demonstrated in structural and functional studies. [77] 

 

 

Figure 5: Chemical structures of licensed NA inhibitors oseltamivir, zanamivir, laninamivir and peramivir. 

 

A third class of influenza therapeutics inhibits viral replication by targeting the RdRp. It consists of the 

two compounds baloxavir marboxil (7) and favipiravir (8), the latter of which is licensed for influenza 

treatment only in Japan (fig. 6). Baloxavir marboxil is a prodrug that is hydrolyzed to form the active 

drug baloxavir acid and acts by blocking PA endonuclease activity required for the cap-snatching 

mechanism. [81] It has some advantages over NA inhibitors with regard to efficacy and ease of 

application, but elicits substantial development of resistant mutants (in 9.7% of recipients in phase 3 

clinical trial) upon treatment. [82] Favipiravir, on the other hand, is a broad spectrum RNA polymerase 

inhibitor, which shows activity against a multitude of other RNA viruses besides influenza. [83] For 

example, its use against the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic virus is being evaluated and several 

countries have started to stockpile the substance. [84] However, it leads to high numbers of mutations 

in the viral genome and has been associated with the occurrence of teratogenicity in animal models. 

[85], [86] Therefore, its use against influenza is strictly limited by the Japanese authorities. [74] 
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Figure 6: Chemical structures of licensed influenza RdRp inhibitors baloxavir marboxil and favipiravir. 

 

1.2.3.2. Hemagglutinin as a target for influenza therapeutics 

 

Among the functional influenza proteins, HA is strikingly underrepresented as a target of licensed 

therapeutics. A plausible explanation for this might be that in its role as the virus’ major surface 

antigen, HA is subject to the largest evolutionary pressure for immune escape and therefore exhibits 

the greatest structural variety.  

 

During biosynthesis, HA is translated as a continuous pro-protein called HA0. This precursor is 

eventually cleaved by host cell arginine-specific proteases into two parts, HA1 and HA2, which are 

interconnected by disulfide bonds to form the mature monomer. HA that doesn’t undergo post-

translational proteolytic processing is still able to bind SA but cannot achieve its fusion-competent 

state. Three of these monomers finally assemble by non-covalent interactions into a homo-trimer to 

form the HA protein complex on the cell surface (fig. 7). With regard to its quaternary structure, HA 

can be divided into a globular, membrane-distal head domain and an elongated, membrane-anchored 

stem (or stalk) domain. The head domain is made up of the interior part of HA1 and contains the three 

receptor-binding sites (RBS). [7] Covering a major part of the viral surface area, the HA head domain is 

the target of most naturally elicited antibodies and therefore highly evolutionarily variable, with the 

exception of the widely conserved RBS. The stem, in turn, consists of the N- and C-terminal portions 

of HA1 and the entire HA2, harbors the fusion machinery, and shows less evolutionary diversity. [87]  

 

One HA-targeting therapeutic by the name of arbidol (9) has been licensed in Russia and China for the 

treatment of influenza (fig. 8). [89] It is a broad-spectrum antiviral inhibitor that binds to a region in the 
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HA-stem and prevents its low pH-induced rearrangement to the fusion-competent conformation. [90] 

However, its safety and efficacy are under debate in Western countries. Their evaluation within a 

phase 4 clinical trial of 2011 so far have not yielded any accessible results. [91] 

 

  

Figure 7: Quaternary protein structure of influenza A/X-31 (H3N2) HA  (protein data bank (PDB)# 1HGG). [88] A: Side view 
of the trimeric protein complex. Individual monomers in yellow, green and blue are represented as space-fill model, the 
receptor 2,3-siallyllactose is shown inside the binding pockets as yellow sticks. B: Top view of the HA trimer with bound 
2,3-siallyllactose. 

 

Consequently, a substantial research effort has been directed towards the design of functional HA 

inhibitors with strategies spanning a broad spectrum of compound classes. In the small molecule field, 

the approval of arbidol in Russia prompted a surge in development in the 1990s to afford a multitude 

of potent candidates. Among them were quinone derivatives, such as tert-butylhydroquinone (TBHQ, 

10), and the natural product stachyflin (11). [92]–[94] Alas, none of them found successful application in 

the clinic. More recent studies investigated benzenesulfonamides and, most notably, the compound 

class of thiazolides (e.g. 12). [92], [95] The latter were shown to target HA through a unique mode of 

action by inhibiting its glycosylation during biosynthesis, thus interfering with its cellular trafficking 

and cell surface assembly. [96] The thiazolide compound nitazoxanide (13) completed phase 3 clinical 

trials in 2019, but no results are publicly available (fig. 8). [97] 

 

Other approaches are trying to use biomolecules to interfere with HA function. DAS181 is a sialidase 

catalytic domain fused to an amphiregulin respiratory epithelium anchoring domain, which is designed 

to prevent virus-cell-interaction by cleaving SA from the cell surface. [98] By virtue of targeting the host, 

 

 

A: Side view B: Top view 
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this method is able to circumvent the typical issues of other therapeutics concerning selectivity and 

resistance. It was reportedly effective and well tolerated in participants of a phase 2 clinical trial of 

2011 but as of yet, development has not surpassed this stage. [98] The drug is, however, undergoing 

phase 3 studies for the treatment of other viruses such as parainfluenza and SARS-CoV-2. [99] 

 

 

Figure 8: Small molecule inhibitors for influenza HA. Arbidol has been licensed for treatment of influenza in Russia and China. 
RO5464466 is a benzenesulfonamide derivative developed by the company Roche Pharma. Nitazoxanide is one of the more 
promising candidates for clinical application, with phase 3 clinical trials completed in 2019. 

 

Aptamers were used to target HA by several research groups. Novoseltseva et al. developed the DNA 

aptamer RHA0385, which was able to bind a wide range of HA subtypes in both recombinant proteins 

and whole viruses. [100] Other aptamers, such as D-26 or HBA1 and HBA2, are tailored to a specific HA 

subtype or even viral strain to confer high binding affinity and selectivity. [101]–[103] Instead of viral 

inhibition, this feature is more beneficial for influenza sensing and subtyping, which is the most 

common application for HA aptamers in the literature. 

 

Among the biomolecules, antibodies have received much attention due to their typically high affinity 

and established development protocols. On the other hand, the antigenic diversity of influenza HA 

frequently limits antibodies to a narrow subset of strains, precluding their application as broad-

spectrum therapeutics. The most successful and versatile, so-called broadly neutralizing antibodies 

(bNAbs), thus target the more conserved areas of the protein, mostly within the stem region. [87] 

bNAbs occur in small fractions in the course of natural immunization and can be isolated from patient 
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blood samples, or they can be specifically elicited by directed immunization strategies with conserved 

HA immunogenic fragments. [104] Three such bNAbs have proceeded into clinical investigation, all of 

them binding to a unique sequence of the HA stem and inhibiting its transition to the fusion-

competent conformation as their mechanism of action. The first candidate, MHAA4549A, was found 

in a phase 2 trial in patients with mild influenza to show no significant improvement over placebo 

treatment and even caused adverse effects when applied in combination with oseltamivir for the 

treatment of complicated illness. [105]–[107] The second candidate, VIS410, showed some efficacy over 

placebo treatment in a 2017 phase 2 trial for mild influenza treatment and was last assessed in 

comparison to oseltamivir in patients hospitalized with severe influenza. [108]–[111] The final candidate, 

MEDI8852, was demonstrated in a phase 2 study to be equal, but not superior to oseltamivir for the 

treatment of uncomplicated influenza. [112], [113] Two planned follow-up phase 2 studies were since 

withdrawn. [114], [115]  

 

On the pre-clinical stage, there are as well examples for bNAbs that bind to conserved regions in the 

HA head domain. For instance, S139/1 achieves broad neutralization by interacting with the HA RBS 

and thereby interfering with cellular recognition. [116], [117] 

 

Biomolecules have also served as templates to design HA-binding peptides. The complementary 

determining regions (CDRs) of bNABs were chemically synthesized and optimized in several studies to 

afford high affinity influenza inhibitors, but peptides derived from other immunoproteins (e.g. 

lactoferrin) were also successfully applied. [5], [118], [119] To potentiate their binding affinity, these 

peptides can furthermore be immobilized as part of a bigger molecule to exploit the effect of 

multivalency. A typical strategy to this end would include their conjugation to a (bio-)polymer scaffold, 

the choice of which simultaneously allows the introduction of various levels of structural pre-

organization. This concept is exemplified in the work of Lauster and Glanz to link antibody-derived 

peptides with polyglycerol dendrimers, by which they were able to increase the inhibitory activity of 

an individual peptide more than tenfold. [120] Matsubara et al. reported on a similar approach using 

Lys-dendrimers as a multivalent scaffold for peptide immobilization. [121] In a work by Strauch et al., 

antibody-derived peptides were heavily optimized with the help of molecular modeling and yeast 

display screening, which resulted in the development of a broad-spectrum, trivalent HA RBS-binder 

containing macrocyclic peptide ligands. [122], [123] Other macromolecular organization principles have 

been explored, such as the micellar assembly of peptides endowed with a steaoryl or palmitoyl lipid 

tail. [124]–[126] However, it was found that acylated peptides can nonspecifically insert into cellular 

membranes in vivo and have a proclivity to form amyloid-like supramolecular assemblies. [125] 
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Another class of HA ligands that has been applied in multivalent influenza inhibition are pentacyclic 

triterpenes. The Xiao lab has reported several studies on cyclodextrin conjugates of such compounds 

achieving efficient virus inhibition. [127], [128] A different approach uses an unspecific conjugation 

strategy to link multiple copies of oleanolic acid to human serum albumin. [129] 

 

When searching for an HA-binding ligand, utilizing the natural HA-SA-interaction comes close at hand. 

Monomeric variants of the receptor-borne sugars yet exhibit very high dissociation constants in the 

millimolar range (KD = 2.8 mM for Neu5AcOMe [36]), necessitating once again the application of 

multivalency to achieve sufficient affinity. For example, Waldmann et al. reported a KD of 446 nM for 

a trivalent construct, which connected SA through a peptide linker to a central phenyl branching point. 

[130] This rational design was inspired by detailed in silico analysis of the HA head domain topology to 

match the triangular SA binding site geometry. Similar tripodal systems with different core structures 

were found to have lower affinity. [131] Pre-organized presentation of sialyl oligosaccharides to reflect 

the distance between HA SA binding sites has also been achieved by forming complexes between a 

repetitive DNA template and sialyllactose-functionalized PNA oligomers. [132] 

 

In a less predetermined approach, Bhatia, Lauster et al. investigated linear and dendritic polyglycerol 

scaffolds with various loadings of SA and found that the more flexible linear systems could outperform 

the more rigid structures on a per-sugar basis. [2] Such results emphasize the importance of finding the 

right balance between the structural approximation of the natural binding conformation and allowing 

sufficient flexibility to accommodate minor deviations. Other polymer-based systems for multivalent 

influenza inhibition are composed of sialyl oligosaccharides on hyperbranched polyglycerol [133], - or 

-poly(glutamic acid) [134], [135], polystyrene [136] or chitosan backbones [137]. Furthermore, SA has been 

conjugated to the surface of gold nanoparticles [138], proteins [139], cyclic peptides [140] and nanogels [141] 

to design multivalent inhibitors. Similar to the aforementioned peptide ligands, SA derivatives have 

also been presented on the surface of self-assembled phospholipid micelles. [142], [143]   

 

Two recently published works highlight another interesting strategy to maximize the binding affinity 

of an inhibitor by moving from homo- to heteromultivalent systems. The idea is to combine ligands 

for the two most abundant influenza surface proteins, HA and NA, on the same structure in order to 

synergize their effects. In the first construct, virus-like particles (VLPs) were decorated with the NA 

inhibitor zanamivir and sialyllactose to obtain a spherical, bifunctional inhibitor, which achieved more 

potent neutralization of the tested virus strains than its monofunctional counterparts. [144] 
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Interestingly, the study also investigated the effects of nanoparticle topology on inhibitor activity and 

found that “spiky” VLPs, whose structure resembles that of the virus more closely, were more effective 

than smooth ones. The second work used red blood cell membranes as a source of SA, following the 

rationale that cell-derived membranes bind a wider range of influenza HA subtypes than synthetic 

derivatives. [145] Zanamivir was then immobilized on the membranes via a lipid anchor and the 

heteromultivalent product coated onto nanostructures. Again, the importance of inhibitor topology 

was demonstrated by comparing concave and convex particles. Concave nanobowls, which were able 

to accommodate the spherical virus with a larger contact area, were shown to be more effective than 

the corresponding nanospheres.  

 

1.2.3.3. The Q bacteriophage sialoside platform 

 

Q bacteriophage sialosides were developed by Lauster, Klenk et al. as a platform for the inhibition 

and investigation of influenza. [146] They chose the capsid protein of Q as a scaffold for the 

immobilization of SA and were able to make use of its high degree of symmetry to project highly 

accurate representations of the HA RBS onto its surface.  

 

The Q capsid is an icosahedral structure consisting of 180 equal monomers, with each face consisting 

of 3 monomers (T = 3 quasi symmetry, for mathematical rationalization of icosahedra with more than 

20 faces see [147]). [148]  By virtue of this regular arrangement, any position within the primary sequence 

of the monomer will repeat in triangular patterns throughout the entire arrangement. Coincidentally, 

the K16 residue is surface exposed and forms a triangle congruent with the geometry of SA binding 

sites in HA trimers (fig. 9). 

 

 

Figure 9: Geometric comparison of position K16 on the Q capsid surface versus SA binding sites on influenza HA. A: Fully 
assembled capsid with capsid protein as yellow cartoons, K16 represented by blue spheres (PDB# 1QBE [149]). The triangular 
arrangement is indicated by red lines. B: Single icosahedral face consisting of three capsid protein monomers with triangular 
arrangement of K16. All edges of the triangle have the same length of 5-6 nm. C: Top view of influenza A/X-31 (H3N2) HA 
(PDB# 1HGG [88]) with bound 2,3-siallyllactose. The distances in between the SA binding sites match those of the K16 residues 
in A and B. 
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By creating a K16M mutant and using the technique of selective pressure incorporation (SPI) (see 

chapter 1.3.2.), the authors were able to introduce an alkyne functionality in the K16 position, which 

they could further use for the bioorthogonal attachment of SA through a glycosidic poly(ethylene 

glycol) (PEG)-azide linker (scheme 1) (see chapter 1.3.1.). 

 

 

Scheme 1: Bioorthogonal conjugation of SA to Q capsids. K16 in the capsid monomer is substituted with 
homopropargylglycine (Hpg) by SPI, which can be addressed by copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) for the 
attachment of SA-azides with variable PEG-linkers.  

 

With this system, they demonstrated potent neutralization of several influenza strains in vitro by HAI 

test (see chapter 1.2.4.) and reduction of viral titers in cell culture supernatants. [146] Initial in vivo 

application was, however, complicated by immunogenicity of the capsids and inability to pass the 

airway epithelium mucus layer, which is addressed as part of the present work (chapters 3.1.2 and 

3.1.4.2.). Interestingly, the authors reported cases of strain-specific neutralization dependent on the 

length of the PEG-linker, highlighting again the importance of appropriate but not excessive flexibility 

(table 1). 

 

Table 1: Ki values [nM] (see chapter 1.2.4.) for strain-specific neutralization of several influenza strains depending on PEG-
linker length. These values are reported in [146]. 

Virus strain Q[Sia1(100%)] 
17a 

Q[Sia3(100%)] 
18a 

Q[Sia5(100%)] 
19a 

Q[Sia8(100%)] 
20a 

A/X31 (H3N2) 1.3 (± 0.5) 7.4 (± 2.9) 25.0 (± 8.5) 112.5 (± 56.1) 
A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 
(H1N1) 

> 100 25.0 (± 0.0) 25.0 (± 0.0) 50.0 (± 16.7) 

A/WSN/1933 (H1N1) > 100 12.5 (± 4.2) 12.5 (± 0.0) 12.5 (± 0.0) 
A/teal/Germany/2005 
(H5N1) 

> 100 > 100 > 100 > 100 
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Aside from SA, the capsids were functionalized with sialyllactose oligosaccharide azides 2,3-SL (21a) 

and 2,6-SL (21b). The -(2,3)-regioisomer enabled specific inhibition of the avian 

A/teal/Germany/2005 (H5N1) strain, while -(2,6)-functionalized variants retained activity versus 

human-borne viruses (table 2). 

 

Table 2: Ki values [nM] (see chapter 1.2.4.) for specific neutralization of human and avian influenza strains depending on 
sialyllactose regioisomerism. These values are reported in [146]. 

  

Virus strain Q[2,3-SL] 
22a 

Q[2,6-SL] 
22b 

A/X31 (H3N2) 41.7 (± 10.4) > 250 

A/teal/Germany/2005 (H5N1) > 250 9.1 (± 3.4) 

 

1.2.4. The HAI test as a measure of influenza virus neutralization 
 

Influenza binds to cellular surfaces by attaching to SA using its HA spike protein (see chapter 1.2.2.). 

In cases where the virus is not subsequently internalized, e.g. after binding to erythrocytes, it can 

thereby act as a cross-linker between two neighboring cells. At sufficient concentrations, this cross-

linking can transform an erythrocyte suspension into a gel-like matrix – a process known as 

hemagglutination. The minimal concentration of a virus solution required to induce hemagglutination 

in a given erythrocyte suspension is therefore a measure for its cell-binding ability and one parameter 

to determine its infectious potential. For a set volume, the amount of virus necessary to reach this 

concentration is specified as one hemagglutinating unit (1 HAU) and can be determined from the 

hemagglutination pattern of a serial virus dilution. The readout in this so-called hemagglutination test 

is obtained by the sedimentation of non-hemagglutinated erythrocytes, typically in round-bottom well 

plates to form a “button”, versus the uniform gelation in case of positive hemagglutination (fig. 10). 

The HA test is not a method for influenza identification, since various other viruses and bacteria cause 

hemagglutination as well. [150] 
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Conversely, the required amount of an inhibitor to prevent hemagglutination of a given influenza virus 

load reflects its ability to interfere with HA-mediated cell binding. In the HAI test, inhibitors are serially 

diluted and incubated with fixed quantities of virus and erythrocytes to determine the inhibitory 

constant Ki,HAI, which is the lowest concentration to still afford complete hemagglutination inhibition. 

[151] It is important to note that the HAI test examines specifically the SA-binding ability of influenza 

and may therefore not be sensitive to inhibitors targeting RBS-distal parts of HA, such as the stem 

region. 

 

 

Figure 10: Principles of the HAI test. A: Erythrocytes in suspension will eventually settle inside a round-bottom well plate to 
form a “button”. B: Adding a hemagglutinating virus introduces cross-links between erythrocytes. If the virus concentration 
is high enough, a gel-like mesh will form and prevent sedimentation of the cells, resulting in a uniform color pattern. Preparing 
a serial dilution of a virus sample allows to determine its hemagglutination titer, which is one parameter for viral infectivity. 
C: Inhibitors interfering with HA-mediated SA-binding can prevent hemagglutination. The lowest concentration to inhibit 
hemagglutination (Ki, HAI) is a measure for inhibitor potency and can be determined in a titration experiment. 
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1.3. Bioorthogonal protein modification 
 

1.3.1. CuAAC as a bioorthogonal reaction 
 

A reaction is considered to be bioorthogonal if neither itself nor any of its components interfere with 

biological systems – a quality, that by analogy designates such a reaction for use in the simplified 

context of biochemical protein modification. In order to assess the bioorthogonality of a given 

transformation, there is a considerable catalog of criteria to be evaluated. The first prerequisite is the 

highly selective formation of a stable, covalent bond between the reaction partners that precludes the 

formation of side products with abundant functional groups in the surroundings. Secondly, the 

reaction should proceed with fast kinetics under physiological conditions (specifically at physiological 

pH and temperature, in aqueous media and in the presence of oxygen) to enable satisfactory turnover 

at low substrate concentrations. Finally, the reaction components should be to a sufficient extent 

bioinert and non-toxic. [152], [153]  

 
The cycloaddition between azides and alkynes already fulfils the criteria of selectivity and inertness, 

but in its uncatalyzed form requires high temperatures to proceed at even subpar rates. It was not 

until the discovery of the copper(I)-catalyzed variant of the reaction, which was reported in 2002 

simultaneously by Sharpless and Meldal, that it received any consideration as a member of the 

bioorthogonal reaction class. [154], [155] The addition of Cu(I) brings about a drastic reaction rate increase 

by seven orders of magnitude and effects the replacement of the classical concerted mechanism with 

a stepwise one, which has been shown to proceed via a binuclear copper intermediate (scheme 2). [156] 

This mechanism exclusively yields the 1,4-regioisomer as a product, but the regioselectivity can be 

inverted by using other metals. [157] 

 

Scheme 2: Binuclear reaction mechanism of the CuAAC. Before the attachment of the azide, the two copper ions are 
chemically distinct, whereas they show equal properties in the step directly prior to the formation of the five-membered 
triazole ring. [156] 
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On the other hand, the heavy metal catalyst entails problems with regard to toxicity. Cu(I) is cytotoxic 

in itself and residual or excess Cu(II), which is formed during the reaction, can as well introduce 

damage to biological systems and proteins by facilitating the formation of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS). [158] To circumvent these issues, a variety of Cu(I)-chelating ligands were developed to even 

further accelerate the reaction, while at the same time sacrificially intercepting ROS from the reaction 

mixture. [159] Their structure is frequently derived from the first reported member of the family, Tris((1-

benzyl-4-triazolyl)methyl)amine (TBTA) (23), although some alternative scaffolds (e.g. based on 

phenanthroline) have been explored [160] (reviewed in [161]). A few representative examples are shown 

in fig. 11. The advent of ligand accelerated CuAAC finally rendered the technology compatible with 

live cell applications. [162] 

 

 

Figure 11: Chemical structures of some Cu(I)-chelating ligands used in CuAAC. TBTA (23) was the first reported catalyst for 
the acceleration of CuAAC.[160] THPTA (Tris-((3-hydroxypropyltriazolyl)methyl)amine, 24) is a TBTA-analog with improved 
water solubility, making it applicable for bioorthogonal chemistry in aqueous media. [163] TEOTA (Tris((1-(2-ethoxy-2-
oxoethyl)triazolyl)methyl)amine, 25) is a slightly less water-soluble variant of THPTA. [164] BPS (bathophenanthrolinedisulfonic 
acid, 26) is a catalyst based on an alternative phenanthroline scaffold. [165] 

 

Streamlining its establishment as a standard method for bioconjugation, the Finn group - who 

pioneered a major share of the innovations within the field - developed a set of conditions that serve 

as an ideal starting point for the setup of a new CuAAC reaction in a biochemical context. [159] This 

protocol employs a Cu(II) source, which is reduced by a large excess of sodium ascorbate to form the 

required Cu(I) catalyst in situ, and the accelerating ligand THPTA. Furthermore, it introduces 

aminoguanidine as an additive to intercept the oxidative by-product dehydroascorbate and prevent it 

from forming protein crosslinks. 

 

1.3.2. Incorporation of bioorthogonal handles into proteins 

 

There are a number of strategies that make use of the enhanced reactivity of certain canonical amino 

acid side chains to achieve the site selective modification of proteins (reviewed in [166]–[169]). The most 

prominent examples comprise reactions at cysteine, which can be addressed e.g. by reaction with 
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Michael-acceptors such as maleimides [170], haloacyl or -alkyl reagents [171] or by unsaturated 

electrophiles [166] (fig. 12). In many cases, the low natural abundance of cysteine allows the selective 

targeting of a small number of accessible thiols by these reagents, sometimes after introduction of an 

unnatural cysteine at the desired position by site-directed mutagenesis. [172] However, the 

modification of a canonical amino acid is strictly speaking not bioorthogonal and can lead to 

complications in a more complex biological sample. The same argument holds true for methods 

targeting other canonical amino acids, such as lysine, methionine, tryptophan, histidine, tyrosine, or 

the active site residues of enzymes. 

 

 

Figure 12: Strategies for the modification of canonical amino acids. A: Reaction of solvent accessible cysteine side chains with 
Michael acceptors. The archetypical example is the reaction with maleimide, some modern reagents are shown on the side. 
The reagents can be connected to a payload of choice, e.g. a fluorescent reporter or a drug molecule. B: Alkylation of thiols 
with electrophiles containing a leaving group. The classical reaction with iodoacetamide is part of many sample preparation 
protocols for mass spectrometry (MS). C: Cysteine modification with unsaturated electrophiles. D: Labeling of other 
nucleophilic side chains. Unspecific labeling with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester usually leads to heterogeneous product 
mixtures due to the high abundance of reactive functional groups. Some more selective reagents are shown on the side with 
their respective selectivity indicated. Model protein structure of Sonic Hedgehog protein (Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe) 
accession number 6pjv) published in [173].  
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Specific labeling of canonical amino acids can also be achieved if they are part of an enzymatic 

recognition sequence. In this approach, known as chemoenzymatic protein modification, short 

peptide sequences are incorporated into a protein of interest by means of genetic fusion. These 

peptides are then targeted by the labeling enzyme and covalently modified with a functional substrate 

(reviewed in [167], [174]). Examples for such enzymes include N-Myristoyltransferase (NMT), sortase A 

(SrtA), tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL) and biotin ligase (BirA), although many more exist (fig. 13). A 

variation of this concept is enzymatic self-labeling, where a modifying enzyme is linked directly to the 

protein of interest. The enzyme then proceeds to attach its substrate to its own structure, thereby 

labeling the entire fusion protein. Well-known examples are the halo-tag, SNAP-tag and CLIP-tag 

systems.  

Figure 13: Enzymatic protein labeling methods. A: Chemoenzymatic labeling uses short peptide recognition motives attached 
to a protein of interest to mediate the covalent attachment of a labeled substrate by an external enzyme. B: Self-labeling 
enzymes fused to a protein of interest react with a labeled substrate to attach it to their own structure. Model protein 
structure of SNAP tag (PDB# 6Y8P) yet to be published. 
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While chemoenzymatic protein modification is efficient and highly selective, its main drawback is its 

inability to modify positions within most native protein sequences. The position of the recognition 

peptides is in many cases limited to the N- or C-terminus, but even for enzymes that recognize internal 

tags, the insertion of a non-native peptide sequence could disturb structure and function of the 

protein of interest. The same is true for the attachment of an entire self-labeling enzyme. 

It can therefore be a powerful technique to incorporate nonatural amino acids into protein structures, 

that either perform a desired function by themselves or can later be used in bioorthogonal reactions 

(reviewed in [175], [176]). Should it be possible to obtain the target by (semi-) synthesis, such 

functionalities can be introduced during the course of solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS), native 

chemical or expressed protein ligation, or in vitro translation (fig. 14). [177], [178] These aforementioned 

synthetic approaches yet struggle to prepare many, especially large, proteins and cannot be applied 

in living cells.  

A complementary set of methods thus aims at repurposing an organism’s translational machinery to 

include the desired modifications during biosynthesis. This can on the one hand be achieved in a site 

specific manner by artificially endowing an expression organism with an orthogonal tRNA synthetase 

(RS)/tRNA pair, which recognizes an alternative codon and can be loaded with the artificial amino acid 

of interest – a process generally referred to as genetic code expansion (fig. 17). [175], [176] The majority 

of currently developed systems targets the UAG “amber“ stop codon, because it has the lowest natural 

abundance in the popular expression hosts Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. [175] This 

strategy is often called stop codon suppression. Ideally, the enzyme pair already shows an inherent 

promiscuity for the desired substrate, whereas otherwise it needs to be engineered for this purpose. 

[180] A common strategy is to use a heterologous tRNA/synthetase pair as a starting point for this

development, since it has been demonstrated that different organisms can rely on distinct recognition 

elements for tRNA loading, but not translation. [181] In such fashion, four systems have emerged to 

successfully incorporate a variety of unnatural amino acids into proteins: The Methanococcus 

jannaschii Tyrosyl-RS (MjTyrRS)/tRNACUA pair, the Tyrosyl-RS (EcTyrRS)/tRNACUA and Leucyl-RS 

(EcLeuRS)/tRNACUA pairs from E. coli, and several Pyrrolysyl-RS (PylRS)/tRNACUA pairs from 

Methanosarcinae. [175], [176], [182], [183]  
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Figure 14: (Semi-) synthetic methods to incorporate non-natural functionalities into proteins. A: SPPS as a fully synthetic 
method allows for arbitrary arrangement of compatible building blocks to form a peptide or protein structure. Amino acids 
immobilized on a solid support are conjugated by iterative coupling and deprotection cycles. Limited by the efficiency of the 
individual coupling reactions, the method is commonly restricted to sequences up to 50 amino acids, even though proteins up 
to 164 amino acids have been achieved with specialized equipment. [179] B: Native chemical ligation is able to join a protein 
fragment bearing an N-terminal cysteine (or thiol-containing analog) with another fragment containing a C-terminal 
thioester. Both fragments can be prepared by SPPS. Alternatively, the thioester-containing fragment can be obtained after 
expression in an organism as an intein fusion protein. The process is then referred to as expressed protein ligation. C: A 
synthetic C-A-dinucleotide linked to an unnatural amino acid via its 3’-OH is joined with a two-nucleotide truncated tRNA 
using RNA ligase. The resulting aminoacyl-tRNA can then be used as a substrate for the ribosome during the in vitro 
translation of proteins. 

 

A special variant of genetic code expansion is the quadruplet-decoding ribosome developed in Jason 

Chin’s group. [184] By engineering an orthogonal ribosome with the ability to efficiently decode four-

nucleotide codons, they generated a large space of blank codons available for reassignment to 

unnatural amino acids. The orthogonal ribosome specifically translates designer orthogonal mRNA, 

ensuring that its expression does not interfere with host protein homeostasis. [184]–[186] Thereby, the 

system enables the incorporation of multiple distinct unnatural amino acids in parallel. 
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Fig. 15 shows representative examples of compatible substrates, however, many other amino acids 

have been applied successfully. Among them are electrophilic and cycloaddition-prone amino acids 

(26-34), which serve as conjugation handles for functional cargos. The photoreactive compounds 

comprise photocaged amino acids (35), photocrosslinkers (36 and 37) and photoswitches (38). If 

desired, some fluorophores can be introduced directly into proteins using genetic code expansion (39 

and 40). Further examples include substrates for cross-coupling reactions (41a and 41b), amino acids 

mimicking post-translational modifications (43) or precursors thereof (42) and caged compounds (44 

and 45). Thiazolidine 45 can be modified after uncaging in a condensation reaction with 

cyanobenzothiazoles. 

 

 

Figure 15: Examples for unnatural amino acids, that have been incorporated into proteins using stop codon suppression. 
Included are ketones for imine conjugation, azides, alkynes and tetrazines for cycloaddition chemistry, aryl halogens suitable 
for cross-coupling reactions, fluorogenic reporters and photoreactive groups. 
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Another approach termed SPI exploits the inability of some organisms to synthesize a certain canonical 

amino acid – typically methionine (fig. 17). [176] Such deficiencies are described as auxotrophies with 

regard to the respective metabolite, which is why the method is also sometimes referred to as 

auxotrophic expression. Auxotrophic organisms can emerge in nutrient-rich environments, where the 

uptake of external metabolites awards them an evolutionary advantage, and can be identified 

computationally by genomic analysis of their metabolic networks. [187], [188] In a laboratory setting, they 

rely on feeding of the deficient metabolite through the culture medium for survival. If an auxotrophic 

host is withheld the essential amino acid, one can make use of the innate promiscuity of the 

corresponding RS by providing a structural analog as a substrate. The analog will then, despite its 

usually much lower rate of activation, quantitatively replace positions of the natural substrate in 

translated proteins which can, if necessary, again be introduced freely by point mutagenesis. In such 

fashion, methionine-auxotrophic E. coli strains have been applied for the incorporation of 

selenomethionine (SeMet, 46), azidohomoalanine (Aha, 47), Hpg (48) and homoallylglycine (Hag, 49) 

without the need for genetic engineering of the RS. [189]–[191] Further structures are accessible by editing 

either the RS substrate recognition mechanism or the so-called editing domain, which is responsible 

for the hydrolysis of incorrectly loaded tRNAs (fig. 16). [176] 

 

 

Figure 16: Examples for unnatural amino acids, that have been incorporated into proteins using SPI. The methionine analogs 
40-43 are substrates for the wild type E. coli MetRS and can be used in commercial auxotrophic expression strains without 
the need for genetic engineering.  

 

A typical SPI experiment starts by growing the expression host in medium supplemented with the 

deficient amino acid. The host carries transfected plasmids containing the gene(s) of interest under 

the tight regulation of an inducible promotor. After the growth phase, the natural substrate is 

depleted by a culture period in minimal medium and finally replaced by addition of the analog. 

Concomitant induction of the promotor then leads to translation of the protein of interest bearing the 

analog at the desired position. [146]  
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Figure 17: Strategies for the modification of proteins during translation. A: The majority of naturally occurring proteins is 
synthesized via RNA-templated translation by the ribosome. Translation requires the proteinogenic amino acids activated in 
the form of aminoacyl-tRNA as building blocks, which are incorporated in response to specific trinucleotide sequences 
(codons) on the mRNA template. The three stop-codons UAG, UAA and UGA do not code for any natural amino acid and 
instead signal the binding of release factors to terminate translation. B: Stop codon suppression assigns stop codons to an 
exogenous, orthogonal tRNA, which is able to activate a desired, unnatural amino acid for ribosomal processing. C: 
Auxotrophic organisms require the uptake of environmental amino acids to perform protein synthesis. D: SPI pushes an 
auxotrophic organism to incorporate structural analogs of the deficient amino acid if it is no longer supplied through the 
medium. Structure of E. coli 70s elongation-competent ribosome (PDB# 6o9j) published in [192] . 
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1.3.3. Dual modification of proteins 

 

There is a multitude of applications in which the modification of a protein with two (or more) different 

entities is required. For example, a protein can be attached to an immobilization handle or fluorescent 

reporter combined with a functional payload, two Förster resonance energy transfer compatible dyes, 

combinations of multiple bioactive substances, additional targeting or stabilizing ligands, etc. Various 

strategies have been developed to achieve protein dual modification, that can be classified into 

different categories (reviewed in [193]).  

 

The most straightforward approach is to target the same functionality with two substances of the 

same reactivity (fig. 18). This method, which has been applied in this work (chapters 3.1.4. and 3.1.6.), 

is an efficient tool if the exact distribution of individual payloads plays no role in the general function 

of a product population (e.g. in large multimers with high numbers of equal attachment points). 

Relative abundances of each component can then be adjusted by the ratios of reagents added to the 

reaction, but the products will always be heterogenous. However, more evolved concepts exist, that 

allow the specific attachment of two cargoes to distinct conjugation sites. The easiest strategy here is 

combining selective labeling techniques for two different canonical amino acids (see chapter 1.3.2.). 

 

 

Figure 18: Schematic of the one-pot labeling strategy used in this work. Both cargos carry the same reactive handle so that 
there is no selectivity for individual attachment points. Macroscopic product properties can be adjusted by varying the relative 
abundance of the reagents.  

 

Sequential labeling of two amino acids with the same side chain functionality can be possible, if one 

of the residues is not accessible in the native protein conformation. In molecules, where no two 

suitable positions exist naturally, reactive amino acids may be introduced by rational design. For 

instance, Ratner et al. demonstrated the sequential labeling of two engineered Cys residues 

introduced into the structure of E. coli adenylate kinase. [194] One of the residues, which showed slow 

reaction kinetics in the native conformation, could be made accessible under protein unfolding 

conditions (fig. 19).  
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Figure 19: Selective labeling of canonical amino acid side chains, which are accessible under distinct reaction conditions. The 
example uses two different labeling reagents, however the general method applies also to reagents carrying the same 
reactive group. 

 

Furthermore, selectivity between same type amino acids can be achieved, if at least one of them is 

part of a reactive motif. Using the -clamp technology developed in the Pentelute lab, selective 

functionalization of one of two cysteines with a perfluoroalkyl reagent has been demonstrated in a 

model protein. [195] The second cysteine could then be modified using standard maleimide chemistry 

(fig. 20). 

 

 

Figure 20: -clamp technology for dual protein modification. The Cys in the FCPF directing motif is selectively labeled by the 
perfluoroalkyl reagent. Any other functionality can then be addressed by common strategies for protein 
monofunctionalization, such as maleimide conjugation to Cys shown here. 

 

Chemoenzymatic labeling lends itself well to dual protein modification owing to its high selectivity. 

Oftentimes, this means that functionalization of two different recognition sites can be achieved in 

parallel without the need for intermediary purification. One example is the work of Antos et al., which 

uses sortases from two different species for N- and C-terminal dual labeling of a polypeptide 

(fig.21). [196]  
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Figure 21: Dual protein modification using two chemoenzymatic labeling systems. Amino acids in parentheses were cleaved 
before the conjugation reaction to liberate an N-terminal Gly. Capital letters in italic are abbreviations for fluorophores; 
TAMRA: carboxytetramethylrhodamine, FITC: fluorescein isothiocyanate. Model protein structure of S. Aureus sortase A 
(PDB# 1T2P) published in [197]. 

 

Chemoenzymatic labeling can also be combined with chemoselective side chain modification in 

sequential dual labeling protocols. This idea has been demonstrated by Puthenveetil et al., who 

introduced an azide-reactive bicyclononane handle into trastuzumab by means of transglutaminase 

and used complementary Cys-selective maleimides to conjugate two different fluorophores (fig. 22). 

[198] However, for both of the above strategies, the same limitations with regard to the introduction of 

chemoenzymatic recognition tags apply that were discussed in chapter 1.3.2. 

 

 

Figure 22: Antibody dual functionalization using a combination of chemoenzymatic labeling and Cys-selective maleimides. In 
this case, no enzymatic affinity tag needed to be inserted, as transglutaminase is able to modify the deglycosylated antibody 
directly. 

 

Similar to monofunctional labeling, unnatural amino acids are useful building blocks to achieve 

orthogonality for bifunctional protein conjugates. Once again, the technologies outlined in chapter 

1.3.2. can be applied to introduce either two distinct unnatural handles or combined with another 
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selective labeling strategy. Mühlberg et al. have used SPI to substitute multiple positions in 

thermophilic lipase from Thermoanaerobacter thermohydrosulfuricus with Aha (47) for the CuAAC 

conjugation of carbohydrates (56), while the N-terminus was modified chemically to incorporate a 

biotin immobilization tag. [199] On the other hand, Bednar et al. in a recent work demonstrated the 

application of two orthogonal stop codon suppression systems to include a tetrazine and an azide 

handle into a protein, which enabled them to conduct simultaneous and selective protein dual 

modification intracellularly (fig. 23). [200] 

 

 

Figure 23: Strategies using unnatural amino acids to achieve dual protein modification. Both SPI and stop codon suppression 
can be used to introduce the desired functionalities into a protein structure.  

 

The final category comprises methods that rely on techniques for monofunctional protein 

modification to introduce bifunctional adaptor molecules, which are subsequently used to attach the 

actual payloads. For example, Walker et al. were able to design an azide- and tetrazine-containing 

linker, that could be conjugated to trastuzumab via the aforementioned transglutaminase 

reaction. [201] The Waser lab reported an ethynylbenziodoxolone reagent (57), that reacts with 

cysteine with retention of the hypervalent iodine center for subsequent use in palladium cross-
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coupling reactions. [202] An additional azide moiety could be used for dual functionalization via strain-

promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition. Other groups have used stop codon suppression to incorporate 

a bifunctional, unnatural amino acid (58) into a camelid heavy chain antibody (fig. 24). [203]  

 

 

Figure 24: Bifunctional linkers to enable selective protein dual functionalization.  

 

In a slight variation of the concept, some works feature labeled reagents that contain an orthogonal 

attachment point for a second payload to be conjugated in a separate reaction. Canovas et al. reported 

a class of Cys-specific chlorotetrazines, that contained metal-chelating or fluorogenic substituents. [204] 

After conjugation to bovine serum albumin (BSA), the tetrazine functionality of the linker was then 

available for inverse electron demand Diels-Alder (IEDDA) reaction with a strained alkyne labeling 

reagent. A similar system from the Bernardes lab uses labeled azabicyclic vinyl sulfones for Cys 

conjugation, followed by IEDDA secondary labeling with tetrazines (fig. 25). [205]  
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Figure 25: Protein dual modification strategies, in which the first reagent contains the specific conjugation handle for the 
second. 

 
Orthogonality within the bifunctional linker can also be achieved by virtue of protecting groups, as 

exemplified in the work of Levengood et al. [206] They showed a Cys-reactive maleimide linker 

containing two orthogonally protected thiol functions, which they applied for the preparation of 

heterobifunctional antibody-drug-conjugates (fig. 26).  

 

 

Figure 26: A bifunctional linker with orthogonal protecting groups is used to sequentially label an antibody with two different 
payloads.  
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1.4. Bacterial endotoxins in the context of protein expression 
 

The term endotoxin was coined by Richard Pfeiffer to describe toxins associated with the bacterial 

membrane. Its conception was based on the observation that heat killed cholera bacteria were lethal 

to guinea pigs despite their inability to produce or actively secrete toxic compounds contained in the 

cytosol (exotoxins). [207] Later research, however, established that endotoxins can be released during 

cell division, lysis or as part of secreted outer membrane vesicles. [208], [209] In an unprecise manner of 

generalization, the name endotoxin is often used synonymously with that of its most abundant family 

member, the compound class of LPS, despite the existence of structurally distinct endotoxin classes, 

such as -endotoxins (fig. 27). [210] For many organisms, LPS is nonetheless the most relevant agent of 

endotoxic bioactivity.  

 

A: Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)  

 

B: -endotoxin 

Figure 27: Structures of endotoxins. A: LPS are the most common endotoxins and consist of a polysaccharide and a lipid 

part. B: In contrast, -endotoxins are proteins. Structure of Bacillus thuringiensis Cry3Bb1 -endotoxin (PDB# 1ji6) 
published in [210]. 
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1.4.1. Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) 
 

LPS are a major component of the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria, where they can 

account for 75% of the bacterial surface. [211] Their exact structure varies even within compounds 

produced by a single bacterial culture, yet certain common architectural features apply 

throughout. [208]  

 

All LPS can be divided into a polysaccharide part, called the O-antigen, and a phosphoglycolipid named 

lipid A. The former consists of a variable number of strain-specific, repeating oligosaccharide units of 

one to eight glycosyl residues. For LPS produced by the family Enterobacteriaceae, this O-antigen 

transitions into a more conserved hetero-oligosaccharide core region, which can in turn be separated 

into an inner and an outer region. These regions differ in the substitution pattern of their constitutive 

saccharides, i.e. the inner core consists of sugars bearing charged, phosphate-derived substituents. 

Attached to the inner core is lipid A, the most conserved part of LPS. It comprises a phosphorylated 

disaccharide acylated with various aliphatic or unsaturated fatty acids. Lipid A is generally considered 

to be the main driver of LPS endotoxic action, as synthetic versions of it were shown to exhibit identical 

bioactivity to isolated bacterial LPS in a wide range of assays. [212] Some versions, however, require the 

attachment of parts of the inner core to unfold their full toxic potential. [213]  

 

LPS exert their biologic activity in an indirect manner, meaning that they are neither cytotoxic nor 

inhibit any cellular functions. [208] Instead, they interact with host cells to promote the release of 

signaling factors, which induce downstream detrimental effects in an organism. Such interactions have 

been reported with endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells, but particularly with cells of the innate 

immune system such as neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages. [214] The latter are able to bind LPS 

by means of their cluster of differentiation 14 (CD14) surface receptor, which in turn triggers toll-like 

receptor 4 (TLR4)-mediated release of the pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor  (TNF-

), interleukins (IL) 1, 6, 8 and 10 and IFN-. [208], [215], [216] At high doses, this process can lead to fever 

or even septic shock and ensuing death of the organism. 

 

1.4.2. LPS detection methods 
 

LPS can occur as contaminants of fermented or bacteria-infected food products as well as 

biochemically produced pharmaceuticals. In light of their severe toxicity, it is thus desirable to 
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command robust and sensitive methods for their detection. These methods must be specific enough 

to distinguish LPS from other toxins, but at the same time account for their large structural diversity. 

To date, a range of assays has been developed, which can for instance be based on immunosorbent 

immobilization or pull-down of LPS molecules, coupled to various photometric, electrochemical or 

other readouts. [217] 

 

The first method for LPS-detection was a straightforward, activity-based assay called the rabbit 

pyrogen test (RPT). [217], [218] Therein, rabbits were injected intravenously with the sample and their 

body temperature was monitored. As suggested by the name, the RPT is not specific for LPS, but 

responds to any kind of fever-inducing agent (pyrogen). While this assay arguably gives the most direct 

information on the safety profile of a substance, it comes with a number of drawbacks. First and 

foremost, it requires a large consumption of animals, which is exacerbated by the limitation of 

multiple tests on the same animal due to the development of pyrogen tolerance. Furthermore, its 

result may be influenced by the animal’s constitution (e.g. stress) and it is not suitable to examine 

certain pharmaceuticals, such as immunosuppressive agents and human cellular preparations, like 

blood components and stem cells. Also, it does not allow quantitative determination of a sample’s 

pyrogen content. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, the method still currently finds application in 

Germany and the European Union. [219] 

 

The most common biochemical assay is based on the peculiar immune reaction of the horseshoe crab 

(Limulidae) against gram-negative bacterial infection. The blood of these crabs contains an enzyme 

called factor C, which triggers a coagulation cascade in response to LPS. [220] Coagulation of limulus 

whole blood lysates can therefore be used as a direct readout to determine the LPS-content of a 

sample or the enzyme cascade can be coupled to a fluorogenic reporter. This technology is known as 

the bacterial endotoxin test (BET) or limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) test (fig. 28). Due to its high 

sensitivity, the LAL test allows the detection of minute amounts of endotoxins at concentrations as 

low as 0.005 endotoxin units (EU)/mL, corresponding to approximately 0.0005 ng of standard LPS/mL.  

[221] In addition, it can be performed in most modern, biochemical laboratories with standard 

equipment and does not require the authorization procedure associated with animal experiments. 

However, the complex composition of biologically farmed blood lysate makes the assay susceptible to 

interference by other substances or physicochemical properties. Notable interference factors include 

pH, ionic strength, aluminium hydroxide, a common adjuvant in vaccine formulations, and -1,3-

glucans, which can be washed out from cellulose contained in laboratory materials such as syringe 
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filters or solid supports for immobilization. [218] Moreover, the farming of their blood puts some strain 

on the vulnerable horseshoe crab population. Even though most animals survive the harvesting 

process, handling factors such as bleeding volume and induced stress cause post-bleeding mortality 

rates of 5-30%, along with indirect influences through stress-induced alterations in breeding 

behavior. [222]  

 
Some of these disadvantages can be resolved by using a recombinant version of factor C directly 

coupled with a fluorogenic readout of activity in a refined version of the LAL test called the 

recombinant factor C (rFC) assay. This obviates the need for animal farming and, by simplifying the 

signaling cascade down to a single enzyme, makes the method much more robust against external 

interference. The rFC assay for instance no longer produces false positive results in the presence of 

glucans. [218] 

 

 

Figure 28: Mechanistic principles of the LAL test. A: (Blue) Blood is harvested from horseshoe crabs, which contains the 
enzymes of the coagulation cascade. B: The coagulation cascade is triggered by the specific reaction of factor C with LPS. 
Factor C activates factor B, which in turn prompts coagulation activity by a clotting enzyme. This downstream process can 

also be initiated through other routes, for instance via the activation of factor G by -1,3-glucans, leading to false positive 
results. Coupling factor C directly to a fluorogenic readout by use of a recombinant variant can prevent this interference. 
Asterisks (*) denote activated enzyme forms. 

 
A complementary biochemical method for the non-specific detection of pyrogens is the monocyte 

activation test (MAT) (fig. 29). In this procedure, isolated/cultured monocytes or whole blood samples 

are incubated with a sample and the release of inflammatory cytokines is detected by an enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Similar to the RPT, this method gives a very direct impression of 
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the pyrogenic potential of a sample without suffering from the drawbacks associated with animal 

testing and showing increased sensitivity. It is, however, more laborious and less sensitive for the 

detection of LPS than the LAL and rFC assays and not compatible with certain compound classes, e.g. 

cytotoxic drugs. [218]  

 

 

Figure 29: Mechanistic principle of the MAT. Monocytes from whole blood samples or cell culture release cytokines upon 
incubation with pyrogen-containing preparations, which are subsequently detected by ELISA. The method is not specific for 
LPS but responds to all variations of endotoxin and non-endotoxin pyrogens. 

 

1.4.3. Methods for LPS removal 
 

To avoid endotoxin-induced sepsis and other side effects, substances and appliances designed for in 

vivo application need to be purified from LPS. Strict guidelines that limit the tolerable amount of 

residual LPS for humans depending on the intended mode of administration have been put into place 

by regulatory institutions, such as the Council of Europe and the United States Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) via the European and Unites States Pharmacopoeias. Thereby, any mode of 

application is restricted to a maximum dose of 5 EU/kg/h, except for intrathecal injections with 0.2 

EU/kg/h. [223] It is common practice to adopt these values for pre-clinical in vivo models, even though 

some frequently used laboratory animals (e.g. mice, rats) show a significantly higher LPS tolerance 

than humans. [224]–[226] 

 
LPS cleanup is complicated by the remarkable stability of the molecule. Durable laboratory equipment 

can be de-pyrogenized by dry heat exposure at 170-250 °C or by treatment with strong chemicals such 

as 50 mM hydrochloric acid at 100 °C, 0.5 M sodium hydroxide at 50 °C, or hydrogen peroxide. [227], 

[228] However, these methods are obviously incompatible with many chemical or even biological 

products. Other purification strategies therefore rely on separation of the intact LPS from the product. 
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While these methods are able to conserve sensitive compounds, they oftentimes require multiple 

rounds or combinations of different methods of purification and can be complicated by the tendency 

of LPS to tightly associate with biomolecules. [229] Most separation procedures are based on either size 

or physicochemical properties (i.e. charge, amphiphilicity), although some systems involving structural 

pattern recognition exist as well. [230] 

 

The size-dependent strategies are especially effective, if there is a large difference in molecular weight 

between the product and LPS. Smaller compounds can be efficiently purified by filtration-based 

techniques, such as ultrafiltration or reverse osmosis (mainly for water purification). [227], [231] Other 

methods include size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and density gradient centrifugation, using for 

example cesium chloride solutions. [232], [233] If the product is larger than LPS, purification may also be 

performed by selective precipitation with non-ionic polymers like PEG. The foundation for this 

separation procedure is the polymer-induced decrease in the solubility of other macromolecules, 

which shows a steeper dependency on polymer concentration with increasing molecular weight. [234] 

Owing to their large size, PEG precipitation is therefore a popular protocol for the general purification 

of bacteriophages. [235] In order to avoid co-precipitation of LPS, it may be necessary to first disrupt 

the interaction of the biomolecule with the endotoxin, e.g. by the addition of detergents. [223]  

 

The physicochemical separation techniques typically target one of the two ends of the amphiphilic LPS 

molecule. Those aimed at the polysaccharide portion try to exploit hydrophilic or charge-based 

interactions to achieve specific adsorption or retention. Notable examples from this category are 

anion exchange chromatography and incubation with -poly-L-lysine affinity-based immobilization 

resins. [232], [236] Another set of methods aims instead at the lipophilic lipid A part of LPS. In certain 

cases, LPS removal was successfully achieved by hydrophobic interaction chromatography or 

extraction with organic solvents, such as n-butanol and n-octanol. [229], [237] One further, well-known 

strategy once again utilizes the potential of detergents to break up biomolecule-LPS-interactions. It 

combines this benefit with the heat-sensitive solubility behavior of certain non-ionic, PEG-containing 

surfactants, which form a water-immiscible phase above a discrete temperature known as the cloud 

point. During this so-called cloud point extraction (CPE), or aqueous two-phase separation (ATPS), the 

LPS-containing sample is mixed with the detergent at a low temperature, leading to the solubilization 

of endotoxin associated with biomolecules. Then, the temperature is increased beyond the cloud 

point and the LPS-containing detergent layer separated by centrifugation (fig. 30). [238] The exact 

location of the cloud point can be tuned by the length of the detergent’s PEG-chain, whereat Triton X-

114 is a convenient choice with a cloud point of 28.5 °C. [239] After CPE, it is important to remove 
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residual detergent from the aqueous phase to avoid interference with later protein concentration and 

endotoxin content determination, which can be achieved by adsorption to non-polar polystyrene 

beads. [240]  

 

 

Figure 30: Separation principle of CPE. LPS-contaminated samples are incubated with a non-ionic, PEG-containing detergent 
at a temperature below the cloud point, leading to solubilization and detachment of LPS from biomolecules. Upon increasing 
the temperature beyond the cloud point, the detergent with the LPS partitions into a separate phase, which sediments and 
can be removed after centrifugation.  

 

1.5. Mucus as a barrier in drug delivery 
 

Mucus is a protective hydrogel that covers mostly luminal epithelia which are exposed to the 

environment, such as the respiratory, gastrointestinal and urogenital tracts as well as the eye and the 

middle ear. [241]–[243] While typically consisting of more than 90% of water, its main structural 

components are large (0.2-200 mDa) glycoproteins of the mucin (MUC) family, that form a mesh of 

entangled and cross-linked fibrils (fig. 31). [241], [244]  

 

Mucus exerts its protective effect by immobilizing substances and pathogens by a multitude of 

interactions to prepare them for excretion. The constitutive mucins on the one hand comprise highly 

glycosylated regions bearing negative charge by nature of their sulfate and carboxyl moieties. These 

regions entrap cationic compounds through electrostatic interaction. [241], [245] On the other hand, 

several studies have demonstrated that negative surface charge can confer particles with a certain 

amount of mucus mobility by shielding the core structure from mucin interaction via charge repulsion. 

[246], [247] In addition, mucins contain lipophilic stretches that immobilize particles by hydrophobic 

interaction. [241], [245] This ambivalent affinity is the reason for the high efficacy of the mucus barrier. 

Finally, mucus impairs the movement of large particles by steric obstruction and virtue of its high 

viscosity. This effect is typically associated with particles exceeding the mucus’ mesh size, which has 
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in some cases been determined by comparing the size-dependent mucus mobility of comparable 

particles. [248], [249] 

 

To ensure efficient clearance of immobilized particles from the organism, mucus is constantly excreted 

and replaced. Rates for complete turnover are often in the range of several minutes to hours. [241] 

However, the pace of mucus replacement varies with the depth within the mucosa. The inner layer of 

the mucous membrane consists mainly of cell-bound mucins, which show a longer residence time than 

the secreted mucins of the outer layer. [250] In the mucosa of the respiratory tract and the middle ear, 

mucus excretion is furthermore aided by motile cilia on the epithelium. By performing a beating 

motion, these organelles mechanically transport the mucus towards the gastrointestinal tract, where 

pathogens can be neutralized by gastric acid. This process is referred to as mucociliary clearance. [243], 

[251], [252] 

 

 

Figure 31: Mucin structures. A: MUC1 is a typical example of a cell-bound mucin. It is anchored to the membrane by a 
transmembrane domain, followed by a sea-urchin-sperm-protein-enterokinase-agrin (SEA) domain. The main part of the 
molecule consists of the heavily glycosylated proline-threonine-serine-rich (PTS) domain. MUC2 is a representative of the 
secreted mucin subclass. The N-terminal part comprises three full and one incomplete von Willebrand factor (VWF) type D-
like domains, while the C-terminal portion contains one VWF-D-like domain and the B, C and cysteine knot (CK) domains. The 
central region of MUC2 contains two PTS domains separated by cysteine-rich domains. These regions are composed of highly 
repetitive units and their number and composition varies between family members. B: Assembly of secreted MUC2 to form a 
mesh structure. First, disulfide bonds are introduced between MUC2 C-termini to form dimers, which are later connected via 
their N-termini to form a large polymer. 
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When aiming for drug delivery to the mucosal epithelium, the above-described barrier properties of 

mucus constitute a challenging hurdle to overcome. Macromolecules and nanoparticles in particular 

can show low mucus mobility owing to the high number of possible interactions. A variety of strategies 

has been explored to address this issue.  

 

Nanoparticles that are used as carriers for small molecule drugs in fact are often modified with 

mucoadhesive functionalities to extend their residence time in the mucosa to the duration of mucus 

turnover. This can lead to increased localized drug release and delivery, granted that the payload can 

traverse the mucus fast enough to reach the underlying epithelium. Mucoadhesion can be induced by 

exploiting charge interaction between mucus and cationic polymers such as chitosan, or by relying on 

hydrogen bonding, chain entanglement and hydrophobic interactions of non-cationic, high molecular 

weight polymers like poly(acrylic acid) or poly(fumaric-co-sebacic acid) (fig. 32). [253]–[255] Some systems 

make use of disulfide exchange between mucus and thiolated macromolecules to achieve 

immobilization or use lectins for mucus binding. [256], [257] Mucoadhesion is especially effective for 

particles that are able to penetrate into the lower, cell-bound mucus layer. 

 
 

 

Figure 32: Surface coatings for trans-mucosal drug delivery with nanoparticles and macromolecules. Mucoadhesive coatings 
are used to increase the residence time of a carrier nanoparticle for prolonged payload release. Mucopenetrating coatings 
enable therapeutic macromolecules to traverse the mucus and reach the underlying epithelium. 
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If, on the other hand, macromolecules or nanoparticles themselves are the active therapeutic, 

mucoadhesion needs to be limited to permit sufficient transit to the site of action. The most popular 

approach to increase their mucus mobility is coating with intermediate molecular weight PEG (2-

5 kDa). [245] PEG as a neutral, but hydrophilic polymer is able to shield a core structure from both 

electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions at chain lengths short enough to avoid entanglement with 

the mucin mesh, if it covers the surface in sufficient density. [258] Other polymers that have been 

explored include poly-N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide (HPMA) and pluronics, which are triblock 

copolymers of PEG and poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) with a PEG-PPO-PEG structure. [259], [260] The same 

rationale of creating a net neutral, but hydrophilic surface finds further application in the form of 

zwitterionic shells, as exemplified by studies of phosphatidylcholine lipid micelles. [261] Furthermore, 

the incorporation of perfluoroalkyl moieties into a system for pulmonary RNA delivery was reported 

recently to enhance mucus permeation to a large extent (fig. 32). [262]  

 

1.6. Microscale thermophoresis (MST)  
 

Thermophoresis, also known as the Ludwig-Soret-effect, is the physical phenomenon of induced 

movement of molecules along a temperature gradient. It can occur in both directions, causing 

molecules to flow into or out of zones of elevated temperature within gases or liquids. [263] Naturally, 

thermophoresis is opposed by diffusion along the resulting concentration gradient, so that both 

effects will eventually reach a steady state equilibrium. The ratio of thermophoretic movement, 

expressed by the thermal diffusion coefficient DT , and the regular diffusion coefficient D is called the 

Soret-coefficient ST . [263] In cases where ST is positive, a molecule is described as experiencing positive 

thermophoresis and vice versa.  

 

𝑆𝑇 =  
𝐷𝑇

𝐷
 

 
The value of DT depends on the size, charge and solvation state of a molecule. [264], [265] Since all of these 

properties can be influenced by molecular interactions, thermophoresis is a useful parameter to 

measure binding constants. In a typical experimental setup, one interaction partner in solution is 

fluorescently labeled and kept at a constant concentration, while the unlabeled ligand is added at 

different concentrations. The solutions are aspirated in capillaries and punctually heated by several 

degrees Kelvin using an IR-laser. By measuring the fluorescence before and after IR irradiation, it is 

thereby possible to quantify binding-related changes in ST . [266] One advantage of this method is that 

it requires only minute volumes of the analytes, hence the name microscale thermophoresis. 
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Fig. 33 shows a representative example of the fluorescence readout during an MST measurement, 

which will be referred to in the following as the MST time trace. The initial fluorescence value of the 

solution is usually set to 100% in this representation, but its absolute values should as well be 

monitored to be reasonably constant. Upon irradiation, there is an immediate change in fluorescence 

intensity caused by the temperature dependence of the fluorophore. This time frame of typically < 1s 

is known as the temperature- or T-jump region. The temperature dependence of a fluorophore is 

influenced by its local environment and can in some cases give information about binding events or 

binding-induced conformational changes in close proximity. [263] In the following, fluorescence in the 

hot zone is gradually depleted by thermophoretic molecule movement, until it reaches a steady state 

equilibrium of constant fluorescence. The value of the equilibrium fluorescence correlates with the 

fraction of molecules in the ligand-bound state and therefore the dissociation constant KD . It is not 

necessary to reach the steady state during an MST measurement, as its value can be extrapolated 

from the decrease of the fluorescence curve. Once the IR-laser is switched off, the temperature-

induced effects on the fluorophore reverse, followed by equilibration of molecule concentration 

through diffusion. 

 

 

Figure 33: MST time trace during a typical measurement. A: The initial fluorescence of a sample is typically normalized to 
100% for better comparability. However, absolute values should also be monitored, as strong variations of >10% indicate 
sample aggregation or other irregular behavior. B: Directly upon IR-irradiation, temperature dependence of the fluorophore 
causes a sudden change of the signal (T-jump). C: Fluorescence is gradually depleted from the hot zone through 
thermophoresis. Irregular or bumpy curve shapes again are an indicator of sample inhomogeneity. D: In the equilibrium state 
between thermophoresis and diffusion, fluorescence is constant. If a molecular interaction takes place, different 
concentrations of a ligand will result in different values of equilibrium fluorescence. E: If heating is turned off, the 
temperature-induced effects on the fluorophore reverse. F: Particles slowly diffuse back into the depleted zone. 
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For analysis, the quotient Fnorm of fluorescence measured in the hot (Fhot) and cold (Fcold) zones is 

plotted against the corresponding ligand concentrations to obtain a generally sigmoidal binding curve, 

from which the dissociation constant KD can be determined (fig. 34).  

 

 

Figure 34: Fnorm plot of a representative MST titration series. Values for Fnorm are typically given in ‰. The KD value is located 
at the inflection point of the sigmoidal binding curve. 
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2. Project outline and aims 

 

In light of its immense impact on public health and the emergence of resistance against approved 

therapeutics, the necessity to enhance scientific understanding of the influenza virus and develop new 

strategies for its control is apparent. HA as the major virus surface protein hence has piqued the 

interest of many researchers, yet no widely accepted HA-targeting therapeutic has been developed. 

However, Q sialosides have emerged as a useful platform to study the effects of HA inhibition 

through high affinity interaction with the RBS and their potential for laboratory or clinical application 

remains to be explored. In addition, biopolymer-derived peptides can be attractive ligands to target 

HA regions other than the RBS, which could allow the development of a multivalent influenza inhibitor 

with a unique mechanism of action. Following from these considerations, two main research interests 

for the presented work were defined in advance: 

1. Expanding the scope of the Q sialoside platform with regard to functionalization, range of 

application and translation towards in vivo studies and gathering a more detailed 

understanding of their function.  

2. Developing a novel, multivalent influenza inhibitor that targets viral HA through interaction 

with biopolymer-derived peptide ligands.  

 

Project 1: Expanding the scope of the Q sialoside platform 

The development of the aforementioned Q sialosides (chapter 1.2.3.3.) encountered several 

problems during translation from in vitro to in vivo studies. In an initial experiment with BALB/c mice 

(conducted by Daniel Lauster, at the time AG Herrmann, HU Berlin), the administration of influenza 

A/X31 virus pre-incubated with non-functionalized capsids led to drastic weight loss, which is an 

indicator of a severe immune reaction (fig. 35). Additionally, and in contrast to the control group 

treated with virus + phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), the weight loss started immediately after 

treatment, before the virus could have passed its incubation time. It was therefore concluded that the 

capsids possessed some form of immunogenicity. Considering their production route employed the 

gram-negative bacterium E. coli for protein expression, it seemed plausible that this immunogenicity 

was the result of LPS contamination. One aim of the presented work hence was to investigate this 

hypothesis and find a way to overcome the capsids’ immunogenicity. 
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Figure 35: Weight loss in BALB/c mice upon treatment with Q K16Hpg mutant (Q[HPG]). Mice were treated with 100 
plaque-forming units (pfu) of influenza A/X31 pre-incubated with PBS (black curve) or Q[HPG] (purple curve). The experiment 
was performed by Daniel Lauster.  

 

Furthermore, the sialylated capsids in later studies were found unable to exert a therapeutic effect in 

infected mice. Their efficacy relied on pre-incubation with the virus prior to administration, implying 

that virus-capsid-association could be inhibited in an in vivo setting. One possible explanation for this 

would be that the capsids are getting trapped in the airway epithelium mucus layer, thus preventing 

them from reaching the virus-infected epithelial cells. Another part of this work was therefore directed 

at designing a system to examine interactions between Q sialosides and mucus and to develop 

strategies to increase potentially limited mucus mobility of the capsids.  

 

Despite the convincing geometric considerations presented in chapter 1.2.3.3., it was still insufficiently 

demonstrated that trivalent interaction of the Q sialosides with HA is the predominant binding mode 

and responsible for the high activity of the capsids. A statistical mechanics model designed by Susanne 

Liese (at the time AG Netz, Freie Universität Berlin) was able to accurately predict dissociation 

constants for Q[Sia[n]] of various PEG linker lengths by assuming mainly trivalent contributions. [146] 

To corroborate these findings it nonetheless remained to be tested if the model would hold up in a 

situation where trivalent binding is limited. This thesis describes the preparation, analysis and 

application of Q sialosides with varying degrees of vacant sugar positions to this end.  

 

Another aspect of the presented work was the preparation of bifunctional Q sialosides. This included 

fluorescently labeled variants, but also capsids bearing two different saccharides. It was envisioned 

that the combinatorial effects of two virus-binding ligands would broaden the neutralization range of 
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the inhibitor. In the following, the synthesis, characterization and bioactivity testing of various 

bifunctional capsids is reported.  

 

Project 2: Developing a broad spectrum, peptide-based HA inhibitor 

Finally, some effort was directed at creating a novel, multivalent influenza inhibitor to target HA and 

achieve broad subtype cross-neutralization. Potential peptide ligands were to be derived from HA-

binding biomolecules with particular focus on the CDR of anti-influenza bNAbs. The candidates were 

to be examined for HA affinity in biophysical assays such as MST, effective binders conjugated to a 

polymeric scaffold and the resulting multivalent constructs examined for viral inhibition.  
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3. Results and discussion 
 

3.1. Project 1: Expanding the scope of the Q sialoside platform 

 

3.1.1. Synthesis of Q sialosides and adaption of CuAAC protocol 

 

The synthesis of components for the CuAAC-reaction to form Q sialosides was performed according 

to published procedures. [146] Saba Nojoumi (at the time AK Budisa, Technische Universität Berlin) and 

Kristin Kemnitz-Hassanin (AG Hackenberger, Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie (FMP) 

Berlin) performed the SPI and provided Q[Hpg] in the form of frozen E. coli cell pellets, from which 

the capsid (14) was extracted as described in the literature. Organic synthesis of SA-azides followed 

the established synthetic route outlined in scheme 3. PEG-azides (63a-d) as well as Sia3 and Sia8 sugars 

(15b and 15d) were a gift from Simon Klenk (at the time AG Hackenberger, FMP Berlin). 

 

 

Scheme 3: Synthetic route for the preparation of SA-azides. DMAP: 4-dimethylaminopyridine, pyr: pyridine, HSAda: 
adamantanethiol, NIS: N-iodosuccinimide. 

 

It is noteworthy that the literature route yields a final product that contains varying amounts of 

sodium acetate (see chapter 5.4.1.3.). In the final deprotection step, the by-product is formed through 

acetyl hydrolysis by sodium hydroxide instead of methanolate. Following complete conversion of the 

starting material, the reaction mixture is neutralized by addition of an acidic cation exchange resin 

and no further purification is conducted. Since, at neutral pH, acetic acid is not protonated, it cannot 
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be removed during the final lyophilization step. Furthermore, the impure sugar solidifies in form of a 

tough resin, which leads to the inclusion of trace methanol. These impurities are, however, easily 

quantifiable and do not impede the following reactions, which is why no further effort was spent on 

the challenging development of a purification method for the very hydrophilic products.  

 

The protocol for the CuAAC-reaction itself was gradually adjusted over the course of the project. In 

the published procedure, CuBr is used as a reagent in superstoichiometric quantities to drive the 

reaction forward (scheme 4).  

 

 

 

Published protocol: [146] 

• 0.5-1 nmol Q[Hpg] (1:180 eq.) 

• 90 eq of Sia-N3 

• 90-180 eq CuBr* 

• 90-180 eq TEOTA* 

*Pre-mixed in 50% MeCN. 

Reaction overnight at 25°C. If 

necessary, addition of CuBr until 

completion. 

 

 

 

Adapted protocol: 

• 0.5-2 nmol Q[Hpg] (1:180 eq.) 

• 15 eq of Sia-N3 

• 10 eq Cu(OAc)2* 

• 50 eq THPTA* 

• 200 eq Na-ascorbate 

• 200 eq aminoguanidine 

*Pre-mixed in water. 

Reaction overnight at 37°C. If necessary, 

addition of ascorbate until completion. 

Scheme 4: Adaptation of the published CuAAC-protocol. 

 

Reactions frequently required the addition of 180 equivalents per Hpg of the metal. To conserve 

material and reduce the amount of cytotoxic metal added to the capsids, it seemed desirable to 

introduce a catalyst regeneration system. The CuAAC-reaction has been studied extensively by the 

Finn group, who published a general bioconjugation protocol that uses the mild reducing agent 

sodium ascorbate to regenerate Cu(I) from Cu(II). [159] However, efficient catalyst regeneration was so 

far impeded by the choice of TEOTA (26) as the accelerating ligand, which was apparently unable to 

shield the metal from the surrounding buffer. During the course of these reactions, the formation of 
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a dark precipitate (presumably copper phosphate salts) was observed and progress would eventually 

cease unless large amounts of the metal were added in multiple portions. Changing the ligand to 

THPTA, in the suggested ratio of 5:1 with respect to the metal, abolished precipitation entirely and 

allowed the adaptation of the Finn protocol. Catalyst loading was reduced to 10 equivalents, but lower 

loadings could be explored (Presolski et al. suggest as little as 1 equivalent per biomolecule 

alkyne [159]). It was observed that this reaction was moderately air-sensitive, with reactions performed 

in large vessels requiring additional ascorbate to go to completion. Capped reaction vials were 

therefore chosen in accordance with the reaction volume and, if necessary, filled up with buffer. 

Further, the excess of the sugar azide was reduced 6-fold and the reaction temperature adjusted to 

37 °C (scheme 4).  

 

3.1.2. Investigation of Q sialoside immunogenicity 
 

3.1.2.1. Determining the LPS content of phage capsid samples 

 

To establish an assay for the quantification of LPS in phage capsid samples, Q[Sia1] was prepared 

according to the abovementioned protocol. Portions before and after treatment with -poly-L-lysine 

spin columns (see chapter 3.1.2.2.) were examined in several dilutions using the LAL test. Strikingly, 

the obtained LPS concentrations did not match the dilution factors and showed a strong attenuation 

towards higher capsid concentrations, indicating interference of sample components with the assay 

(fig. 36). 
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Figure 36: LPS concentrations as indicated by LAL test for single Q[Sia1] samples in several dilutions (pyrogen-free KPi-
buffer). Observed values are given as black dots, the expected proportionality is indicated by a yellow, dashed line based 

on the highest dilution. A: Q[Sia1] after -poly-L-lysine treatment. B: Q[Sia1] before -poly-L-lysine treatment. 
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To test for interference, the assay was repeated with the addition of known quantities of reference 

LPS (“spikes”, 0.5 EU/mL). According to the manufacturer, the valid range for spike recovery, which is 

the quotient of measured by calculated LPS increase through the spike, lies between 50-200%. [221] 

Pyrogen-free potassium phosphate (KPi)-buffer (100 mM, pH 7.4), which is used for general handling 

and storage of Q capsids, showed no detectable LPS, but had a spike recovery barely below the 

tolerable limit (44%). -poly-L-lysine-treated Q[Sia1] on the other hand showed no spike recovery 

whatsoever, even in dilutions of 1:100 (pyrogen-free water). It was concluded that the LAL test for Q 

sialosides would require too high sample dilutions to quantify low amounts of LPS reliably. 

 

In the following, the LAL test was therefore replaced with the more robust rFC-assay. This method 

proved incompatible with undiluted KPi-buffer, but gave reliable spike recovery at dilutions of 1:100 

after and 1:10,000 (pyrogen-free water) before -poly-L-lysine treatment (fig. 37). Spike recovery was 

further monitored for all subsequent assays to ensure validity of the obtained results. 
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Figure 37: Spike recovery as a validation criterium in the rFC-assay. Buffer and LPS-purified Q[Sia1] are tolerated at 
dilutions of 1:100, untreated capsids require 10,000-fold dilution. The difference may result from the high LPS content 
before poly-Lys treatment or the removal of other interference factors by the poly-Lys resin. 

 

3.1.2.2. LPS-purification of Q[Sia1] 

 

As outlined in chapter 1.4.3., the LPS-tolerance of mice in the context of in vivo studies is generally 

assumed to be equal to that of humans at 5 EU/kg/h. [225] Based on previous in vitro data [146], it was 

expected that the required dose of Q[Sia1] to prevent influenza infection (100 pfu A/X31) would lie 

in the range of 100 nmol SA/kg for a single administration, which translates to 0.55 nmol of capsid per 

kg. To allow some flexibility, 1 nmol/kg were assumed as the maximum dose. This in turn limits the 

allowed LPS content of a capsid sample to 5 EU/nmol. 
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The LPS content of a Q[Sia1] sample after CuAAC and standard purification by dialysis and SEC was 

quantified by rFC-assay to 2.58 ∙ 103 EU/nmol. In order to reduce this value below the envisioned 

threshold, several strategies were attempted. First, a commercial LPS-purification kit including an -

poly-L-lysine affinity resin was tested, which achieved a reduction of ca. 50% in a single passage. 

However, this treatment was accompanied by poor sample recovery, leading to a complete loss of the 

material during the second passage (fig. 38 A and B). It seemed a plausible explanation that the poly-

cationic character of the affinity resin, which conferred its affinity for the polysaccharide part of LPS, 

in similar fashion allowed it to interact with the negatively charged SA on the capsid surface.  
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C:  

Figure 38: Comparison of different LPS-purification strategies. Values for CPE are given as average over 4 replicates with 
error bars indicating standard deviation. A: Molar LPS content before and after purification as determined by rFC-assay. 

B: Sample recovery as percentile of input. C: SEC chromatograms of CPE-treated and untreated Q[Sia1] in comparison to 

Q[Sia1] denatured by incubation with 500 mM DTT, 2 M guanidine ∙ HCl. The first signal at ca. 8 min corresponds to 
capsid aggregates, which form slowly during storage. The large signal at ca. 12 min are singular capsids.  

 

Therefore, two other strategies aimed at the lipid part of LPS were investigated. Organic extraction 

with n-octanol led to a substantial decrease by almost two orders of magnitude, but the endotoxin 

content remained slightly above the target threshold. On the other hand, a single round of CPE was 

able to reduce the LPS content to the lower detection limit of the rFC-assay, while at the same time 

affording higher sample recovery. The procedure was repeated an additional three times to ensure 
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reproducibility, with the obtained results being a bit worse but satisfactory (fig. 38 A and B). 

Furthermore, the integrity of the capsids after CPE was demonstrated by SEC, which showed similar 

chromatograms for treated and untreated Q[Sia1] in contrast to a denatured control (fig. 38 C). CPE 

was thus chosen as the standard method for LPS removal. 

 

CPE-treated Q[Sia1] was subsequently tested for immunogenicity in an MAT by Ling Yao (AG Sander, 

Charité, Berlin). The purified sample triggered no inflammatory cytokine release at concentrations up 

to 10 nM, whereas the untreated sample had an effect similar to that of a reference LPS control 

(fig. 39).  
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Figure 39: MAT results: Release of inflammatory cytokines TNF- (A) and IL-6 (B) was barely detectable in post-CPE 
samples, while pre-CPE samples at 10 and 1 nM showed levels similar or higher than 10 ng/mL reference LPS. All values 
are averaged over 4 data points with standard deviation indicated as error bars. Statistical analysis with reference to the 
buffer control and according to Student’s T-test is indicated as follows: n.s.: not significant, **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001 
(for values of zero, no statistical significance can be given). The experiment was conducted by Ling Yao (AG Sander, Charité, 
Berlin). 

 

Finally, Daniel Lauster used CPE-purified Q[Sia1] to repeat the aforementioned mouse experiment, 

observing no more weight loss induced by capsid treatment and instead protection against influenza 

A/X31 infection by pre-incubating the virus with capsids at a dose of 68 nmol SA/kg bodyweight (0.38 

nmol capsid/kg) (fig. 40). 
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Figure 40: Change in bodyweight of BALB/c mice upon inoculation with 100 pfu influenza A/X31 pre-incubated with either 

PBS (black curve) or Q[Sia1] (blue curve). Data points are averaged from one animal study with five mice per group, and 
were statistically analyzed by a two-tailed Mann–Whitney test. Statistical significance is indicated as follows: *P = 0.0317, 
‡P = 0.0317, †P = 0.0159, ◊P = 0.0079. The experiment was performed by Daniel Lauster. 

 

3.1.3. Investigation of Q sialoside binding mode 
 

3.1.3.1. Synthesis and analysis of partially functionalized Q sialosides 

 

For the investigation of the binding mode valency between Q sialosides and HA, several partially 

functionalized capsid variants were synthesized. Control over the degree of functionalization (DF) was 

achieved through the number of SA azide equivalents per Hpg in the CuAAC reaction. In general, Sia1 

was found to react more efficiently than the derivatives with longer PEG-linkers, requiring fewer 

equivalents of the sugar for a given conversion rate. In such fashion, partially sialylated capsids for 

linker lengths of 1, 3, 5 and 8 PEG units were prepared with a DF of 20-100% (fig. 41 A).  

 

The DF of the final products was determined by comparing signal intensities of denatured capsid 

protein monomers in intact protein MS after following the reduction alkylation protocol for sample 

preparation. Despite MS not per se being a quantitative analysis method, the validity of this approach 

was confirmed in a control experiment by mixing equal parts of fully sialylated and non-functionalized 

capsids (fig. 41 B).* Notably, MS analysis following the tryptic digest protocol did not allow accurate 

quantification by MS signal intensity. 

 
* It should be noted that the mass spectrometer was re-calibrated during the course of the project. 

This is why, in chapter 5.5., some of the observed intact protein masses deviate from the calculated 

values with tendentially positive and some with tendentially negative mass shifts.  
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Figure 41: A: Relation of input equivalents of SA azide to obtained DF. Sugars with linker lengths of 3, 5 and 8 PEG units 
show similar, almost linear dependencies, Sia1 seems to react more efficiently. B: Equal MS signal intensities of sialylated 

and non-functionalized Q capsid monomers in a 1:1 mixture of Q[Hpg] and Q[Sia1]. Masses include the alkylation of 
two cysteines by iodoacetamide. 

 

3.1.3.2. Bioactivity of partially functionalized Q sialosides and statistical analysis 

 

The inhibitory activity of partially functionalized Q sialosides was investigated in a HAI test with 

influenza A/X31. It was found that Ki for all assayed linker lengths increased exponentially with 

decreasing DF. Shorter linkers reached a lower maximum Ki, however, their incline with lowering DF 

was steeper, leading to an intersection of all curves between DF = 30 - 50% (fig. 42). Notably, Q[Sia5] 

showed the highest Ki value among the fully functionalized capsids in this experiment. This is 

contradictory to the literature, which reports the Ki of Q[Sia5] at DF = 100% in between those of 

Q[Sia3] and Q[Sia8]. [146]  

  

A:  B: 
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Figure 42: Ki in relation to DF for partially functionalized Q sialosides with different PEG linker lengths against influenza 
A/X31. Markers indicate measuring points (single measurements), straight lines represent monomial fit functions given in 
bottom left corner. 

 

For full sialylation it had already been shown previously that for A/X31 the best inhibition could be 

achieved with the shortest linker of one PEG unit. [146] This can be rationalized by the accurate 

triangular pre-organization of SA on the capsid surface as demonstrated in chapter 1.2.3.3., where 

longer linkers introduce unnecessary flexibility that leads to a higher loss of entropy upon binding. In 

capsids with low degrees of sialylation on the other hand, flexible linkers could allow the formation of 

alternate triangle configurations to compensate for vacant sugar positions, effecting a less 

pronounced loss of inhibitory activity (fig. 43). 

 
A: 

 

B: 

 
Figure 43: Triangular pre-organization of SA on the capsid surface in the context of neighboring symmetry units (protein 
structure PDB# 1QBE [149]). A: Triangular arrangement of K16Hpg positions (blue spheres connected by red lines) on an 

icosahedral surface of the Q capsid. Neighboring positions are also indicated as blue spheres. B: Alternative triangular 
arrangement (red lines) for a more flexible linker. Radii of 1.5 nm, which is approximately the most probable end-to-end 
distance for a PEG(8) linker [146], are indicated as blue circles around three SA attachment points, one of which is not part 
of the same icosahedral symmetry unit. 
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To approximate these results using statistical mechanics, Susanne Liese (AG Weber, Max Planck 

Institute for the Physics of Complex Systems, Dresden) adapted a published model for the prediction 

of Ki values in fully sialylated capsids. [146] The approach is based on the determination of a binding 

probability P for every group of three sialylated positions, which is dependent on the sum of their 

distances di to the desired triangular arrangement and the number of PEG units N of the linker as 

follows (fig. 44): 

 
A: 

 

B: 

 

C:      𝑷 ~ 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒆
−𝟓  ∙ 𝐞𝐱 𝐩 [−

𝟑

𝟐
 ∙

𝒅𝟏
𝟐+ 𝒅𝟐

𝟐+ 𝒅𝟑
𝟐

𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒆
𝟐 ]     with 𝒓𝒆𝒕𝒆 ≈ 𝟓 Å √𝑵  

Figure 44: Mathematical foundation of the statistical mechanics model for Ki prediction by Susanne Liese. A: Schematic 

of a partially sialylated Q capsid. B: Enhanced view of the orange-bordered area from A. The smallest combined 
distances (d1-3) from a projection of the SA binding sites in the HA RBS onto the capsid surface (red triangle) to the 
selected conjugation sites (blue dots) are used to determine the binding probability. C: The binding probability P depends 
on the sum of distances (d1-3) and the number of PEG units in the linker (N). rete is the end-to-end distance of the linker. 

 

Since this formula is entirely constructed around arrangements of three individual positions, it 

represents only the contribution of trivalent binding events between HA and the capsids to the binding 

probablity P. By application to a set of randomly generated, partially sialylated capsid models, one can 

determine an average binding probability for any given value of DF and the number of PEG units in 

the linker N, which can finally be used to predict Ki. A comparison of theoretical and experimental 

results is given in fig.45. 

 

In general, the model gave a good approximation of the experimental results. For linker lengths of 3 

and 8 PEG units, there was barely any discrepancy. For Q[Sia1], the model gave a very accurate 

prediction of Ki for DF ≤ 50% but overestimated the inhibitor’s potency at low DF. Here it is possible 

that the simplified expression for the end-to-end distance of the linker rete assumes too much flexibility 

for low N, while at the same time not taking into account that fully extended conformations may not 

have the correct SA orientation for HA binding. For Q[Sia5] on the other hand, the experimental 

values deviate towards higher Ki at DF ≥ 50%. This in fact may be due to outliers among the 
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experimental results, since the values in question, as previously noted, conflict with those reported in 

the literature. [146] In conclusion, however, neglecting mono- and bivalent HA-interactions for Ki -

calculation in no case led to the prediction of values higher than those practically verified. This is a 

further indication for the prevalence of trivalent binding during influenza inhibition by Q sialosides. 

 

A: B: 

 

C: 

 

D: 

 

Figure 45: Comparison of Ki values as measured in HAI test of partially functionalized Q sialosides with strain A/X31  (data 
points) and theoretically predicted values (curves) in relation to DF. 

 

3.1.4. Fluorescently labeled Q sialosides 
 

3.1.4.1. Synthesis of CuAAC-compatible fluorescent dyes 

 

To enable tracing in microscopy or fluorimetry experiments, particularly in the context of the before 

mentioned mucus mobility studies, it was envisioned to endow Q sialosides with a fluorescent 

reporter dye. Rather than resorting to unspecific labeling to obtain poorly defined product mixtures, 

e.g. with commercial electrophilic fluorophore derivatives, the dye should be attached to a fraction of 

the Hpg conjugation sites on the capsid by CuAAC. To this end, two fluorescent dye azides were 
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prepared by the synthetic route outlined in scheme 5. Briefly, aminoazidopentane (67) was prepared 

according to literature procedures starting from dibromopentane (65) via nucleophilic substitution 

with sodium azide and subsequent reduction of one of the resulting azide moieties in diazidopentane 

(66) with triphenylphosphine. [267], [268] This linker was then attached to the dyes by standard amide 

coupling using the coupling reagent HATU. 

 

 

Scheme 5: Synthetic route to obtain fluorescent dye azides. Rhodamine (TAMRA) and fluorescein (FAM) were both used as 
mixtures of their respective 5- and 6-carboxyl regioisomers. 

 

3.1.4.2. Synthesis and analysis of fluorescently labeled Q sialosides 

 

Concomitant conjugation of dyes and sugars to Q was achieved in a one-pot CuAAC reaction 

screening different ratios of fluorophore and SA azides to control the degree of labeling. The initial 

attempt featured 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) azide in a 1:9 ratio to Sia1. Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) showed a fluorescent band at the height of the Q 

capsid protein monomer, confirming successful attachment of the dye (fig. 46 A). Furthermore, the 

purified product showed a clear yellow tint by eye. A degree of labeling of 16% was determined by 

comparing optical absorption of the product at 494 nm to a calibration curve of Q[Hpg] mixed with 

different concentrations of the free dye (fig. 46 B). Q[Sia1,FAM(16%)] (69) was later compared to 

Q[Sia1] in a HAI test with influenza A/X31 and showed an equal Ki of 0.2 nM.  

 

The FAM conjugate, however, had several disadvantages. First, the high dye content made it fairly 

hydrophobic, so that it required 30% aqueous MeCN as a solvent during synthesis and purification and 

was incompatible with liquid chromatography (LC)-MS analysis due to precipitation. Secondly, the 

FAM fluorophore showed a rapid bleaching rate in fluorimetric analysis. The fluorophore was 
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therefore exchanged with 5(6)- TAMRA in the following and the dye:sugar ratios during CuAAC were 

gradually lowered.  
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Figure 46: A: SDS-PAGE of CuAAC reaction mixture between Q[Hpg], Sia1 and FAM-N3. A clear fluorescent band in the 

FAM-channel at 14 kDa shows labeling of the Q capsid monomer. The non-fluorescent band at ca. 28 kDa may be the 
result of Cu-catalyzed alkyne-alkyne cross-coupling by-products that form during SDS-PAGE sample preparation if the 
CuAAC reaction is not complete. B: Reference curve used for determination of degree of labeling of Q[Sia1,FAM(16%)]. 
Dotted lines indicate interpolated dye concentration from measured OD494, which can be used to calculate the degree of 
labeling at a known concentration of capsids.  

 

A second round of experiments was conducted using the TAMRA-N3:Sia1 ratios listed in table 3. The 

new fluorophore seemed to be even more hydrophobic than FAM, causing visible aggregation and 

sedimentation of conjugated products (70a and b) at ratios of 1:4 and 1:9. None of the products had 

sufficient aqueous solubility for intact protein LC-MS analysis, thus TAMRA-loading was determined 

analogous to the FAM-conjugate by OD555. In addition, the reactions could not be pushed to complete 

conversion of the Hpg starting material as indicated by tryptic digest LC-MS. DF(TAMRA) may therefore 

appear lower compared to fully functionalized capsids. A HAI test interestingly still showed K i -values 

within a 4-8-fold range of the fully functionalized Q[Sia1] control for all samples. 

 

Table 3: Ratios of dye and SA azides used in CuAAC and TAMRA loading of corresponding products as determined by OD555. 
* Samples visibly aggregated and sedimented within one day of storage. 

Ratio TAMRA-N3:Sia1 DF(TAMRA) by OD555 Product 

1:4 18%* 70a 

1:9 16.5%* 70b 

1:19 8.8% 70c 

1:49 4.7% 70d 
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In consequence of the yet unsatisfactory solubility the TAMRA-N3:Sia1 ratio was lowered even further 

in a third set of experiments (table 4). The product with the lowest TAMRA-loading (70f) could be 

obtained with complete conversion of all Hpg functionalities and retained sufficient hydrophilicity for 

intact protein LC-MS analysis. According to these findings, a ratio of 1:199 was chosen for following 

preparations of labeled Q sialosides.  

 

Table 4: Ratios of dye and SA azides used in CuAAC and TAMRA loading of corresponding products as determined by LC-MS. 
* Average including later syntheses. 

Ratio TAMRA-N3:Sia1 DF(TAMRA) by LC-MS Product 

1:99 7% 70e 

1:199 3% (± 2%)* 70f 

 

Notably, the values for DF(TAMRA) obtained by intact protein LC-MS seemed disproportionately high 

compared to those obtained by OD555. To investigate this discrepancy, a partially Sia1-functionalized 

capsid with DF(Sia1) = 95% was labeled by CuAAC with an excess of TAMRA-N3 and full conversion of 

Hpg residues was confirmed by LC-MS after tryptic digest. Since the accuracy DF(Sia1) determination 

by intact protein LC-MS has been demonstrated (chapter 3.1.3.1.), the resulting bifunctional conjugate 

(70g) should have a DF(TAMRA) of exactly 5%. The conjugate was then analyzed to determine 

DF(TAMRA) by both OD555 and intact protein LC-MS. The former method indicated a value of 

DF(TAMRA) = 1%, whereas the latter afforded the expected result of DF(TAMRA) = 5%. It was thus 

concluded that intact protein LC-MS is the more accurate method to determine DF(TAMRA) in 

bifunctional Q sialosides and should be applied whenever aqueous solubility of the conjugates 

allows it.  

 

To assess their aggregation behavior in solution, the capsids were investigated using dynamic light 

scattering (DLS). Unlabeled Q[Sia1] (17a) showed a uniform population of particles with a 

hydrodynamic diameter of ca. 30 nm, which corresponds to the diameter of wild type Q 

bacteriophage as reported in the literature. [148] The sedimented, TAMRA-labeled product (70a) 

showed an additional population around 1 µm, which was identified as Q aggregates. 

Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] (70f) showed no aggregates directly after purification and no more than 5% 

aggregation within one month of storage at 4 °C and concentrations of 0.5-1 mg/mL (fig. 47). 
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Figure 47: DLS spectra of labeled Q sialosides. A: Light scattering intensity distribution for Q[Sia1] (green curve) showing 

no aggregation and Q[Sia1,TAMRA(18%)] showing a second population of aggregates at ca. 1 µm.  

B: Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] showed 4% aggregation after 1 month of storage. 

 

Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] (70f) was further examined for its ability to bind influenza A/X31 using cryogenic 

TEM by Dr. Kai Ludwig (Freie Universität Berlin). The capsids showed good encapsulation of the virus 

with no apparent difference to unlabeled variants (fig. 48). 

 

A: 

 

B: 

 

Figure 48: Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] encapsulates influenza A/X31 in cryo-TEM. A: Cryo-TEM micrograph of virus-capsid-
mixture. The larger spherical or elongated viral particles are encapsulated by the smaller spherical capsids. B: 
Representative 3-dimensional model of a capsid-enclosed viral particle based on cryogenic electron tomography. The virus 
is shown as a yellow sphere in the center, surrounded by capsids depicted as pink spheres. These figures were provided by 
Dr. Kai Ludwig (Freie Universität Berlin). 

 

TAMRA-labeled Q sialosides were applied in a cellular model of the airway epithelium to assess their 

mucus mobility by Zheng Tan (AG Hedtrich, University of British Columbia, Canada). 

Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] (70f) was found to be trapped in the outer mucus layer without the ability to 

reach the underlying epithelial cells – a finding, which explains the absence of therapeutic efficacy of 

Q sialosides in in vivo studies (fig. 49). 
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Figure 49: Q[Sia1,TAMRA(2%)] gets trapped in the mucus layer of a cellular airway epithelium model. These micrographs 
were provided by Zheng Tan (AG Hedtrich, University of British Columbia, Canada). 

 

3.1.5. Q sialoside esters 
 

To engineer the mucus mobility of Q sialosides, it was envisioned in the following to modify the 

carboxylic acid function of SA with various esters. The literature describes a straightforward 

preparation of a SA methyl ester by reacting the unprotected sugar with methyl iodide. [269] It was 

found that this concept is transferrable to Sia1 and several novel derivatives could be prepared and 

isolated. The results are summarized in table 5.  

 

Table 5: Reaction conditions and yields for the preparation of Sia1 esters. *Product not isolated.  

 

R-X Product Equivalents Additives Temperature Reaction time Yield 

 
71 2 - r.t. 1 h  - * 

 
72 2.6 - 50 °C 12 h 40% 

 

73 2.6 NEt3 (3 eq) 50 °C 12 h 44% 

 
74 7.8 NEt3 (3 eq) 50 °C 12 h 41% 

 
75 3.9 NEt3 (3 eq) 70 °C 12 h  - * 
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By performing the reaction in deuterated DMSO, it was possible to monitor conversion of the starting 

material by decrease of the C3 axial proton signal in 1H-NMR (1.28 ppm) (fig. 50 A). All reactions could 

be pushed to full conversion by adding sufficient excess of the halogen reagent and applying moderate 

heating. Initially, triethylamine was added to neutralize emerging hydrohalogenic acid, but LC-MS data 

indicated that it is alkylated by the halogen reagents, especially at high temperatures, to form 

quaternary amines (fig. 50 B). It should therefore be omitted or substituted with a less nucleophilic 

base in future applications. 

 

The formation of the methyl ester Sia1Me (71) was observed in LC-MS and 1H-NMR of a small-scale 

reaction, underscoring the feasibility of this reaction despite there being not enough material for 

isolation by preparative high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). For practical reasons, 

however, the compound was routinely prepared by selective de-acetylation of the precursor Sia1OAc 

(64a, see chapter 3.1.1.) with sodium methoxide, saving one reaction step in the overall synthesis 

(scheme 6). Choline ester 75 was also detected in the 1H-NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture, but 

could not be isolated due to aqueous lability.  

 

 

Scheme 6: Comparison of synthetic routes towards Sia1Me (71) from Sia1OAc (64a). Deacetylation of the precursor can be 
controlled to leave the SA ester intact, affording the desired product in a single reaction step. For synthesis of Sia1OAc (64a), 
see chapter 3.1.1., scheme 3. 

 

All five SA esters in table 5 were used in CuAAC reactions with Q[Hpg]. For the ones, which could not 

be isolated, an appropriate amount of the esterification reaction mixture was used as a reagent. All 

reactions led to complete conversion of Hpg in the starting material and formation of the desired 

products (76-80, see chapter 5.5.2.6.) as observed by LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol) during the 

reaction. However, intact protein MS of the purified products showed ester hydrolysis to varying 

extents, which was most pronounced for the choline (80) and o-nitrobenzyl (78) ester variants. This 

prompted an investigation of the aqueous stability of the SA esters. To achieve this, isolated SA esters 

(71-74) were dissolved in buffers made from deuterated water and again monitored in 1H-NMR to 

quantify the ratio of the respective C3 axial proton signals.  
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A: 

 

 

B:   

 

 

Figure 50: A: 1H-NMR signals of Sia1 (15a) and Sia1oNB (73) in the reaction mixture. Both do not show any overlap with 
other strong signals and therefore allow easy quantification of reaction progress. B: LC-MS chromatogram of the same 
reaction mixture showing the formation of quaternary ammonium by-product (81). 
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All esters showed steady decomposition by hydrolysis in 100 mM KPi-buffer at pH = 7.4 with half-life 

times in the range of 2-4 months (fig. 51). In line with the previous observations on SA ester-

functionalized capsids, Sia1choline (75) was the most labile, to an extent that it could not be isolated. 

Sia1oNB (73) had the second shortest half-life at 66 days. Sia1oNB (73) was further investigated under 

CuAAC (chapter 5.5.1.) and intact protein MS sample preparation (chapter 5.3.3.1.) conditions, both 

of which led to approximately 10% of ester hydrolysis. 
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Figure 51: Rates of hydrolysis of SA esters in 100 mM KPi-buffer, pH = 7.4. Half-live times are indicated beneath the 
respective structures. Sia1Me (71) and Sia1allyl (74) had already partially decomposed during isolation or storage at the 
beginning of the assay.  

 

3.1.5.1. Photodeprotection of Sia1oNB 

 

Sia1oNB (73) was designed as a caged SA derivative with the ability to restore the free acid 

functionality upon UV irradiation (scheme 7).  

 

 

Scheme 7: Photodeprotection of o-nitrobenzylesters by UV irradiation. The electrophilic aromatic by-product generally needs 
to be intercepted by sacrificial nucleophiles (e.g. solvent) to prevent reaction with protein side chains.  

71: t1/2 = 106 days 

 
73: t1/2 = 66 days 

72: t1/2 = 104 days 
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To test whether this release mechanism was viable in the context of phage capsids, Q[Sia1oNB] (78) 

was irradiated at  = 293 nm for different time intervals and examined by LC-MS (tryptic digest 

protocol). Over the course of 5 min, the signal for the peptide containing the intact ester vanished 

entirely, while a new signal for the free acid-containing product appeared (fig. 52). 
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Figure 52: Extracted ion chromatograms (XIC) for Sia1oNB- (A) and Sia1 (B) -containing tryptic digest fragment peptides 

after the indicated times of UV irradiation of Q[Sia1oNB]. 

 

3.1.6. Other bifunctional Q sialosides 
 

As outlined in chapter 1.2.3.3., it had been shown previously that the strain-specific inhibitory activity 

of Q sialosides can depend on the length of the PEG-linker. To broaden the range of application, it 

was thus envisioned to combine Sia[n] with different linker lengths on the same capsid. In a convenient 

one-pot CuAAC procedure, equal amounts of Sia1 (15a) and Sia3, 5 or 8 (15b-d) were mixed to obtain 

these bi-functional capsids. The ratios of the respective sugars were determined by intact protein MS 

to be approximately 1:1 (chapter 5.5.3.1.). 
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The inhibitory activity of the bifunctional capsids was investigated in a HAI test (fig. 53). For A/X31, 

Q[Sia1+5] (83) and Q[Sia1+8] (84) showed intermediary Ki values between their monofunctional 

counterparts. Interestingly, the Ki value of Q[Sia1+3] (82) appeared to be lower than that of both 

monofunctional variants, hinting at a possible cooperative effect between the two sugar derivatives.  
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Figure 53: Ki values for A/X31 of bifunctional Q sialosides in comparison to monofunctional variants (single 
measurements). 

 

To test for cross-strain neutralization, the HAI test was repeated with two of the remaining virus 

strains from table 1 (A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (H1N1) and A/WSN/1933 (H1N1)). However, the assay was 

complicated, likely by the low activity of the virus concentrate that was available at the time. Influenza 

concentrate, which is harvested from chicken eggs, may retain residual impurities from the breeding 

host after isolation, as indicated by a turbidity of the solution. If the hemagglutinating activity of the 

concentrate is low, a large amount of concentrate needs to be added to the examined samples, which 

plausibly can lead to interference of said impurities with the assay. For both strains, turbidity of the 

concentrate and low hemagglutinating activity were observed in conjunction with erratic 

hemagglutination patterns in HAI titration series (fig. 54). The results were therefore deemed invalid 

and the test should be repeated with fresh virus concentrate. 

 

 

Figure 54: Comparison of HAI test dilution series with different virus concentrates. The figure shows two duplicates of the 
same sample, which is serially diluted from left to right. For A/X31, there is a clear change from negative to positive 
hemagglutination when lowering the capsid concentration below Ki. For A/PR8, results alternate between positive and 
negative hemagglutination without a clear pattern. 

A/ 31 A/PR8 

Capsid dilu on Capsid dilu on
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Another bispecific Q sialoside was designed to inhibit both avian and human influenza strains by 

combining 2,3- and 2,6-SL on one capsid. Dual functionalization was again achieved in a one-pot 

CuAAC reaction by adding equal amounts of the regiosiomeric oligosaccharide azides. However, as 

both sugars have the same molecular mass, it was impossible to determine their ratio after 

conjugation by the standard intact protein MS protocol. The products were therefore digested with a 

commercial -2,3-selective NA prior to analysis. To establish suitable digest conditions, 

monofunctional Q[2,3-SL] (22a) and Q[2,6-SL] (22b) were prepared and treated with the enzyme at 

different loadings and incubation times. The results shown in table 6 demonstrate that the enzyme 

was not entirely specific, since no conditions were found that left Q[2,6-SL] (22b) fully intact while at 

the same time processing Q[2,3-SL] (22a) entirely. It was determined that a ratio of 1 µL NA per 7 µg 

capsid protein with 1 h of incubation at 37°C would give the highest selectivity for 2,3- over 2,6-SL 

cleavage, which is seven times lower than the manufacturer recommendation. With the optimized NA 

digest protocol, determination of the regioisomeric ratio of Q[2,3-SL,2,6-SL] (22c) could be 

accomplished (chapter 5.5.3.2.). 

 

Table 6: Screening of NA loading and incubation times to achieve selective 2,3-SL cleavage on Q sialosides. Monofunctional 

Q sialosides 22a and b were digested separately to determine conditions that would leave 2,6-SL intact, while at the same 
time cleaving 2,3-SL entirely. The amount of cleaved sugar was measured by intact protein MS. 

 Cleaved sugar 

 1 µL NA : 4 µg capsid protein, different incubation times 

 1 h 2.5 h 5 h 7.5 h 24 h 

Q[2,3-SL] (22a) 98% 99% 99% 99% 100% 

Q[2,6-SL] (22b) 7% 12% 20% 23% 43% 

 Different ratios of NA : capsid protein, 1 h incubation 

 1 µL : 4 µg 1 µL : 10 µg 1 µL : 20 µg 

Q[2,3-SL] (22a) 98% 93% 80% 

Q[2,6-SL] (22b) 7% 4% 4% 
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3.2. Project 2: Developing a broad spectrum, peptide-based HA inhibitor 
 

3.2.1. Selection of peptide ligand library 
 

To create a novel, peptide-based influenza inhibitor targeting HA, a library of possible new peptide 

ligands for the virus was assembled. Biomolecules with reported affinity for influenza HA (mainly 

antibodies) served as templates for their design. The selection of candidates was then narrowed down 

according to the following criteria: 

 

1. Range and potency of biomolecule-HA-interaction: As an advantage over many earlier 

systems, the novel inhibitor was supposed to target a broad range of HA subtypes. Peptides 

were therefore selected preferentially from biomolecules showing strong cross-subtype 

binding. 

2. Availability of sequence and structural information: To allow rational design and modification 

of candidates, biomolecules were selected for which HA-interacting stretches and residues 

were well characterized.  

3. Number of interactions contributing to biomolecule-HA-interaction: The fewer regions 

contributed to the overall affinity of the biomolecule (e.g. the fewer CDR of an antibody made 

contact), the higher should the affinity of individual peptides be. 

4. Predicted solubility of the derived peptides: Very hydrophobic peptides were excluded. 

 
Ultimately, a total of 15 peptides were selected and synthesized via SPPS by Ines Kretzschmar and 

Dagmar Krause (AG Hackenberger, FMP Berlin) (table 7). 6 thereof were based on the CDR of bNAb 

MEDI8852, isolated by Kallewaard, Corti, Collins, Neu et al. [112] This antibody neutralizes influenza of 

various HA subtypes (H1, H2, H3, H5, H6, H7 and H9) and was shown to bind to an epitope in the 

conserved stem region of HA, mainly through interactions with CDRH2, CDRH3 and CDRL1. Another 6 

peptides represent the heavy chain CDR regions of bNAbs F10 and D8 from a work of Sui, Hwang et 

al. [270] Both of these related antibodies show broad cross-subtype neutralization and crystallographic 

combined with in silico data suggests they interact with HA mainly through their heavy chain CDRs. 

Like MEDI8852, the epitope of F10 and D8 lies in the HA stem region. As a consequence, both were 

unable to inhibit cellular recognition or red blood cell hemagglutination by the virus, but rather exert 

their protective effect by preventing viral membrane fusion. The final 3 peptides were developed by 

Ammendolia, Agamennone et al. on the basis of bovine lactoferrin. [271] They reported exceptional Ki 

values in HAI tests against several H1, H3, H5 and H7 strains and efficient inhibition of infection in 

vitro, along with convenient solubility characteristics of the peptides.  
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Table 7: Peptide library for the development of a multivalent HA inhibitor. Peptides derived from bNAb CDR were named 
following the template [name of bNAb] [descriptor of CDR with H for heavy chain, L for light chain] (e.g. MEDI8852 CDRH1), 
while peptides based on lactoferrin are in the following referred to as bovine lactoferrin-derived (bLd) peptides 1-3. 

Parent biomolecule Description/Name Primary sequence 

MEDI8852 CDRH1 SYNAVWN 

  CDRH2 RTYYRSGWYNDYAESVKS 

  CDRH3 SGHITVFGVNVDAFDM 

  CDRL1 RTSQSLSSYTH 

  CDRL2 AASSRGS 

  CDRL3 QQSRT 

F10 CDRH1 EVTFSSFA 

  CDRH2 ISPMFGTP 

  CDRH3 ARSPSYICSGGTCVFDH 

D8 CDRH1 GGTFSAYA 

  CDRH2 IIGMFGTA 

  CDRH3 ARGLYYYESSFDY 

Bovine lactoferrin bLd1 SKHSSLDCVLRP 

 bLd2 AGDDQGLDKCVPNSKEK 

 bLd3 NGESSADWAKN 

 

3.2.2. Affinity measurements with recombinant HA 
 

The selected peptides were to be assayed for their affinity towards HA using MST. To this end, a 

recombinant, trimeric version of influenza A/Wisconsin/67/2005 (H3N2) HA was obtained from a 

commercial supplier.  

 
The protein contained a His8-tag, which served as a handle for non-covalent fluorophore attachment 

through a commercial, Ni-coordinating, nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)-functionalized dye (chapter 

5.3.12.1.). Labeling efficiency of the dye was confirmed, as recommended by the supplier, in an MST 

titration experiment, using the recombinant HA protein or a model Hisn-peptide (provided in the kit) 

at constant concentrations and varying the concentration of the labeling reagent. For the model 

peptide, a regular, sigmoidal dependency of the measured fluorescence change in relation to the dye 

concentration was observed (fig. 55 A). The HA protein, however, showed an unusual kink in the 

titration curves. At intermediary concentrations of the labeling reagent, the initial fluorescence of the 

mixture dipped sharply, while Fnorm went through a local maximum (fig. 55 B and C). This behavior was 
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the same over two individual experiments. MST time traces during the measurement were stable, 

indicating that the irregular fluorescence behavior is not the result of protein aggregation (fig. 55 D). 

Notwithstanding these observations, the obtained titration curve suggests that labeling of the H3 

protein occurs with a KD of 10-20 nM. 

 

A: 

 

B: 

 

C: 

 

D: 

 

Figure 55: MST titration experiments to confirm labeling efficiency of Ni-NTA-dye. The concentration of the labeling 
reagent was varied to obtain the affinity of the dye to the peptide or protein. A: Fnorm plot of Hisn model peptide showing 
a typical sigmoidal shape. B: Fnorm curve of recombinant H3 HA-His8 (A/Wisconsin/67/2005) with unusual kink at 
intermediary dye concentrations. C: Initial fluorescence curve of H3 HA-His8 showing a kink at the same dye concentration. 
D: MST time traces of H3 HA-His8 showing no signs of aggregation. Blue and red highlighted areas indicate time intervals 
for approximation of unbound and bound states, respectively. 

 

With the labeled protein in hand, MST titrations were conducted with some of the peptides from 

table 7 and initial measurements afforded promising results (table 8).  

 

Table 8: KD values of biomolecule-derived peptides for H3 HA (A/Wisconsin/67/2005) as obtained by MST. These values may 
be distorted due to partially degraded protein. Empty fields do not mean that the peptide showed no affinity, but rather 
that no measurement could be conducted. 

 MEDI8852 

Peptide CDR H1 CDR H2 CDR H3 CDR L1 CDR L2 CDR L3 

KD [µm] 0,12 (± 0.06) - 22 (± 6) - 102 (± 18) - 

 F10 D8 

Peptide CDR H1 CDR H2 CDR H3 CDR H1 CDR H2 CDR H3 

KD [µm] - 52 (± 18) - 56 (± 19) 94 (± 34) - 

Hisn model peptide 
KD = 28 (± 12) nM 

H3 HA-His8 
KD = 10-20 nM 

H3 HA-His8 
Initial fluorescence 

H3 HA-His8 
MST time traces 
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However, the quality of data deteriorated over the course of several days, so that replicates of 

previously successful experiments eventually no longer yielded a response amplitude (fig. 56). This 

was attributed to protein degradation over the course of repeated freeze and thaw cycles during that 

period, which in turn means that the values in table 8 are possibly inaccurate.  

 

A: 

 

B:  

 

Figure 56: Deterioration of MST data quality over several freeze and thaw cycles of H3 HA (A/Wisconsin/67/2005). A: First 
titration experiment of MEDI8852 CDRL2 peptide versus H3 HA showing the expected sigmoidal curve shape. B: After three 
freeze/thaw cycles of the protein, MST titration of the same peptide shows erratic results, making KD approximation 
impossible. 

 

In the following, it was therefore attempted to establish suitable storage conditions for the protein. 

As the manufacturer recommends storage at –20 °C, a fresh batch of H3 HA was aliquoted into single 

use portions on arrival and placed in a freezer until required. Curiously, despite being exposed to the 

same conditions as H3 protein from the initial measurements, these aliquots again elicited no 

response amplitude in replicate MST titrations. It was concluded that there was an inconsistency in 

the quality of supplied material, which ultimately prompted a strategic change towards whole viruses 

instead of recombinant HA to conduct the affinity measurements. 

 

3.2.3. Affinity measurements with influenza virus 
 

To circumvent the difficulties of MST affinity measurements with recombinant HA, UV-inactivated 

influenza viruses were tested as an alternative target. A/X31 was labeled with a membrane-binding 

rhodamine dye (octadecylrhomamine B chloride, R18) (chapter 5.3.12.2) and an MST titration curve 

was successfully recorded to obtain the KD of the MEDI8852 CDRL2 peptide (fig. 57). Alas, the virus 

concentrate used in that experiment, which was generously provided by Daniel Lauster, did not suffice 

for more than one measurement.  

MEDI8852 CDRL2 
1 freeze/thaw cycle 
KD = 102 (± 18) µM 

MEDI8852 CDRL2 
3 freeze/thaw cycles 
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A: 

 

B: 

 

Figure 57: MST titration series of MEDI8852 CDRL2 peptide against influenza A/X31. A: MST time traces showing positive 
thermophoresis and regular, logarithmic curve shapes. Blue and red highlighted areas indicate time intervals for 
approximation of unbound and bound states, respectively. B: Fnorm plot with sigmoidal KD fit function.  

 

When the experiment was repeated with a new batch of A/X31 concentrate (a gift of AG Herrmann, 

HU Berlin), the labeled virus exhibited very irregular thermophoresis. Despite following the same 

procedure, the virus now experienced negative instead of positive thermophoresis, while the time 

traces looked highly erratic (fig. 58). Interestingly, its behavior seemed to normalize with increasing 

concentrations of the peptide ligand. The obtained KD value was roughly three times higher than the 

one from the previous virus batch. Some further measurements with other peptides were attempted, 

but the poor data quality of the time traces did not allow the determination of a binding curve. 

 

A: 

 

B: 

 

Figure 58: Irregular MST time traces obtained with the second batch of A/X31 concentrate. A: The R18 labeled virus 
without any added ligand showed negative thermophoresis and a highly erratic curve shape. Shown are the time traces of 
three identical replicates. B: Time traces of the same virus sample with added peptide ligand. The concentration of the 
peptide increases from top to bottom. At high concentrations of the ligand, the shape of the MST time traces returns to 
the expected logarithmic decay.  

 

These puzzling results led to an investigation of the virus concentrate by electron microscopy (Dr. Kai 

Ludwig, Freie Universität Berlin), which determined a high amount of membrane unbound HA in in 

the solution (data not shown). It was concluded that this impurity was responsible for the observed 

difficulties and, as the amount of virus was too small for further purification, the material was 

discarded. 

A/X31 – batch 1 
MEDI8852 CDRL2 
MST time traces 

A/X31 – batch 1 
MEDI8852 CDRL2 
KD = 359 (± 225) µM 

A/X31 – batch 2 
No ligand 
MST time traces 

A/X31 – batch 2 
MEDI 8852 CDRL2 
MST time traces 
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One further attempt at reproducing the initial measurement of MEDI8852 CDRL2 was made with a 

batch of A/X31 concentrate kindly provided by AG Wolff of the Robert-Koch-Institute Berlin. Due to 

internal regulations, this sample had to be deactivated by incubation with -propiolactone instead of 

UV-irradiation like the previous ones. During the MST experiment, the virus yielded regular time traces 

and sigmoidal binding curves. However, the R18 labeled material exhibited very low fluorescence, 

which led to unsatisfactory data quality and fluctuating results among replicates (fig. 59).  

 

A: 

 

B: 

 

C: 

 

D:  

 

Figure 59: MST titration experiments with the third batch of A/X31 concentrate and MEDI8852 CDRL2. A: Time traces have 
a regular, logarithmic shape, but bad signal-to-noise ratio. Blue and red highlighted areas indicate time intervals for 
approximation of unbound and bound states, respectively. B: Fnorm plots with sigmoidal KD fit functions. The graphic shows 
data of four identical replicates. KD values between the highest and lowest results vary by a factor of ca. 10. C: Overall 
fluorescence of MST capillaries in the titration series of the first batch of virus concentrate. D: Overall capillary fluorescence 
in the titration series of the third batch of virus concentrate.  

 

To gain insight into the reason for these complications, the virus concentrate was again examined by 

electron microscopy (Kai Ludwig). The images clearly showed damage to the structure of the viral 

spike proteins, which was not observed in a control sample that had not been deactivated by -

propiolactone treatment (fig. 60). The deactivated virus moreover had an approximately 1000 times 

higher hemagglutination titer than reported reference values, further indicating damage to its 

structure. [272] In conclusion, it was decided that the material was unsuitable for MST measurements.  
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A:  B:  

Figure 60: Negative stain electron micrographs of A/X31 samples. A: Intact virus reference sample with clearly visible 
surface spike protein structure. B: Virus concentrate batch 3 with no recognizable spike protein structure.  

 

3.2.4. Synthesis of polymer peptide conjugates 
 

In light of the preliminary, but promising affinity data of some of the peptides, multivalent polymer 

peptide conjugates were synthesized for bioactivity studies. MEDI8852 and bLd peptides were 

synthesized by SPPS (Ines Kretzschmar) with an N-terminal propargylacetic acid (Paa) handle for 

CuAAC conjugation. Azide-functionalized LPG as a scaffold was kindly provided by Sumati Bhatia (AG 

Haag, Freie Universität Berlin). CuAAC was performed in a variation of the protocol outlined in chapter 

5.5.1. and progress of the reaction was monitored by the decrease of the (N3) signal in infrared 

spectroscopy (ca. 2100 cm-1) (scheme 8). However, this method proved somewhat unreliable, as 

several partially functionalized conjugates were obtained that had shown no more azide signal during 

the reaction (table 9). In case of MEDI8852 CDRH1 and CDRH3, no suitable reaction conditions could 

be found to accommodate the poor aqueous solubility of the Paa-capped peptides.  

 

 

Scheme 8: General reaction scheme of CuAAC conjugations between LPG and Paa-capped peptides.   

 

The DF of the final products, representing the number of peptides per PG monomer, was determined 

by 1H-NMR spectroscopy. Since peak broadening complicated the assignment and integration of 

signals in the polymeric product, spectra of unconjugated peptides were used as a reference. Briefly, 

isolated signals (aromatic or methyl protons) were first used to normalize the integrals of each 
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spectrum to a common standard. Then, both spectra were integrated over the entire range from 4.5-

1 ppm (fig. 61). This area contains the signals of the PG backbone as well as most of the peptide 

protons. The DF can then be determined according to: 

∫ (𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡)

4.5 𝑝𝑝𝑚

1 𝑝𝑝𝑚

 =  ∫ (𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒)

4.5 𝑝𝑝𝑚

1 𝑝𝑝𝑚

 +   
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝐷𝐹
 

A: 

 
B: 

 
Figure 61: 1H-NMR spectra for DF determination of an LPG-Paa-bLd3 (bLd3: NGESSADWAKN) polymer peptide conjugate. 
Integrals are indicated in green. A: Reference spectrum of the unbound peptide with 5 characteristic aromatic protons 
used for normalization. B: Product spectrum with polymer-typical broadened peak shape. Aromatic protons were used for 
normalization, including an additional triazole proton after conjugation.  
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The obtained conjugates were in the following examined for influenza neutralization in a HAI test 

against strains A/X31 (H3N2) and A/PR8 (H1N1) (table 9). Unfortunately, none of the conjugates was 

able to inhibit hemagglutination up to the highest tested concentrations of at least 400 µM. This 

finding was somewhat surprising with regard to the bLd conjugates, as the literature reports 

exceptionally high Ki values for free peptides against a variety of H1 and H3 strains, including PR8.  

 

Table 9: DF and Ki values for LPG-peptide-conjugates. Paa-capped peptides were conjugated to LPG with a molecular weight 
of 10 kDa and 13% or 45% of monomers functionalized with an azide moiety (indicated as DFmax.). Calculated loading of 
peptide in the conjugate (DFconjugate) may be higher than DFstarting material due to limited accuracy of the spectroscopic method. 

Peptide Sequence DFmax. DFconjugate Product Ki  (A/X31) Ki  (A/PR8) 

MEDI 8852       

CDRH2 RTYYRSGWYNDYAESVKS 13% 5% 85a > 400 µM > 400 µM 

CDRL1 RTSQSLSSYTH 13% 6% 85b > 800 µM > 800 µM 

CDRL2 AASSRGS 13% 12% 85c > 500 µM > 500 µM 

CDRL3 QQSRT 13% 14% 85d > 500 µM > 500 µM 

bLd1 SKHSSLDCVLRP 13% 5% 85e > 800 µM > 800 µM 

bLd2 AGDDQGLDKCVPNSKEK 13% 16% 85f > 400 µM > 400 µM 

bLd3 NGESSADWAKN 13% 12% 85g > 500 µM > 500 µM 

  45% ca. 40% 85h > 800 µM > 800 µM 

 

 

3.2.5. HA-expressing mammalian cells 
 

In an effort to establish a reliable platform for affinity screening of potential HA ligands (or the 

production of recombinant protein), HA-expressing mammalian cells were briefly explored. The 

Marasco group (Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA), who have published a work using HA 

expressing mammalian cells to isolate anti-HA bNABs [273], kindly provided two stably transfected 

HEK293t cell lines expressing A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2) and A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1) HA. The HA 

expression cassette includes a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter to allow facile identification 

of HA positive cells. Expression and surface localization of HA in cultured cell populations could be 

confirmed by Western Blot (fig. 62).  
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Figure 62: Western blots of HEK293t cell lysate expressing A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2) or A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1) HA 
(right lanes). Cells were treated with the cell impermeable protease trypsin before lysis, which cleaves only membrane-
localized HA0 into HA1 (second band) and HA2 (not visible with the applied antibodies). Both left lanes are a reference protein 
ladder.  

 

However, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis showed that a large fraction of cultured 

cells was GFP-negative, suggesting that they had lost the HA expression cassette (fig. 63). These cell 

lines may still be used for HA affinity assays in the future, after re-seeding the GFP-positive population 

and applying selection pressure during culture.  

 

A: HEK293t wild type B: HEK293t Perth (H3) C: HEK293t Vietnam (H5) 

   

Figure 63: FACS data showing the loss of the GFP reporter in HA expressing cell populations. A: Control wild HEK293t wild 
type population showing no GFP signal. B: A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2) HA expressing cell population was 41.3% GFP-positive. 
C: A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1) HA expressing cell population was 9.37% GFP-positive. 
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4. Summary and outlook 

 

4.1. Project 1: Expanding the scope of the Q sialoside platform 
 

The main part of this work focuses on the design and preparation of next generation Q sialosides as 

well as their application in the context of influenza virus research. The scope of the Q sialoside 

platform was expanded from mono- to heterobifunctional capsids to enable fluorescence tracing and 

expand the bioactivity range, partially sialylated capsids to probe the HA binding mode and endotoxin-

free preparations for in vivo studies. In addition, several new monosaccharides were investigated in 

the context of capsid mucus mobility. Synthetic protocols and analytic methods were established or 

optimized to facilitate the production of these conjugates.  

 

Quantification of the LPS content of Q sialoside samples was established by means of rFC assay, 

whereas the initially applied LAL test turned out to be too unreliable and prone to interference. With 

this tool in hand, it was possible to assess the efficacy of various reported endotoxin purification 

strategies in the context of Q sialosides. Cationic -poly-L-lysine affinity resin designed to remove LPS 

by charge interaction with its polysaccharide chain showed insufficient LPS selectivity, which led to 

great material loss during purification. On the other hand, n-octanol extraction and CPE both were 

able to selectively remove LPS from capsid preparations, with CPE being the most effective method. 

CPE-treated Q[Sia1] was shown to elicit no inflammatory cytokine release in an MAT and 

demonstrated safe for in vivo application in a mouse model. While this is already a satisfactory result, 

the moderate material loss associated with CPE could warrant the exploration of alternative 

workflows. Previous work by Branston et al. on the M13 bacteriophage showed that detachment of 

LPS by the addition of detergent could prevent co-precipitation of the endotoxin during PEG-induced 

fractionation. [274] As the protocol for isolating Q[Hpg] from its bacterial expression host already 

features a PEG-induced fractionation step, this method could easily be implemented. Another 

possibility would be the use of epitope-based affinity resins such as EndoTrap®, which is commercially 

available in convenient centrifugal columns. 

 

A study of the binding mode valency between Q sialosides and influenza HA was conducted by 

preparing a library of partially functionalized capsids with different linker lengths between SA and the 
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capsid and comparing their inhibitory potency in the HAI test to a statistical model. All variants showed 

an exponential loss of inhibitory activity with decreasing DF, however, the effect was less pronounced 

for longer linkers. This observation can hypothetically be attributed to the longer linkers’ greater 

flexibility, allowing them to rescue triangular pre-organization to match the HA RBS over vacant 

scaffold positions. Excluding mono- and bivalent binding from the mathematical approximation of Ki 

did not result in an underestimation of the Ki value, which is an indication that these binding modes 

play no major role in the interaction between the capsids and the virus. This observation holds true 

even for capsids with low DF, where trivalent binding is severely limited. Despite generally showing an 

exponential increase of Ki with decreasing DF, capsids of all tested linker lengths showed efficient 

hemagglutination inhibition with Ki in the range of 1-10 nM above a DF = 50%. For capsids with longer 

linkers, while achieving higher maximum Ki values, the decline was less steep, which could be 

explained by the greater flexibility of these conjugates at forming trivalent binding motives. These 

results are the foundation for the development of heterobifunctional Q sialosides. 

 

The preparation of fluorescently labeled Q sialosides was achieved in a one-pot CuAAC reaction 

between Q[Hpg] and two suitable fluorophore and SA azides. Conditions to obtain a satisfactory 

balance between the degree of labeling with the hydrophobic dye and the solubility characteristics of 

the conjugate were established. By using an excess of 199:1 of the SA over the dye azide, 

Q[Sia1,TAMRA] could reproducibly be prepared with a degree of labeling of ≤ 5%. Aggregation of 

TAMRA-labeled capsids in aqueous buffer was monitored by DLS over an extended amount of time 

and a safe storage period of at least one month was determined. The inhibitory activity of TAMRA-

labeled Q sialosides was found to be similar to that of monofunctional variants in vitro. In the 

following, these capsids were used to verify the hypothesis, that mucus entrapment is responsible for 

the therapeutic inefficacy of Q sialosides in infected animals. TAMRA-labeled Q[Sia1] was found 

unable to cross the mucus barrier in a cellular model of the airway epithelium.  

 

Several SA ester derivatives were synthesized to investigate the effect of different functionalities on 

capsid mucus mobility. Esterification was straightforwardly achieved by nucleophilic substitution using 

unprotected Sia1 (15a) and a corresponding halogenated reagent. However, the ester linkage turned 

out to be labile under neutral, aqueous conditions, which are used for storage of capsid conjugates. 

Half-life times for ester bond hydrolysis ranged from 2-4 months for most assayed compounds, with 

the exception of choline ester 75, which was even too labile for aqueous isolation. It may therefore 

be worthwhile to substitute the ester for a more stable amide bond in the desired compounds. 
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Amidation of unprotected SA has been reported using standard coupling reagents such as 

hexafluorophosphate azabenzotriazole tetramethyl uronium (HATU), benzotriazol-1-

yloxytris(dimethylamino)phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (BOP) or 4-(4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-

2-yl)-4-methyl-morpholinium chloride (DMTMM). [275]–[277] Alternatively, it appears promising to attach 

mucopenetrating moieties, e.g. medium sized neutral and hydrophilic polymers (see chapter 1.5.), 

directly to the capsids via the Hpg alkyne handle in a multicomponent CuAAC reaction. The effect of 

different ratios of SA to mucopenetrating groups would then need to be investigated with regard to 

both mucus mobility, but also inhibitory strength.  

 

Further, heterobifunctional Q sialosides bearing two different sugar derivatives were prepared. A 

variant containing two isomeric sialyllactose oligosaccharides was characterized by a newly 

established MS procedure based on the selective digestion of -2,3-SL. A mixed capsid conjugate of 

Sia1 and Sia3 (82) showed a very low Ki value in a HAI test against A/X31. Unfortunately, limited access 

to influenza virus concentrate precluded the investigation of cross-subtype inhibition by the mixed 

conjugates, which would be an interesting next step. 

 

4.2. Project 2: Developing a broad spectrum, peptide-based HA inhibitor 
 

As part of a secondary project, this work describes efforts to identify biomolecule-derived peptide 

ligands of influenza HA and their translation into a novel, multivalent inhibitor. The initial library of 

peptide candidates consisted of 15 peptides derived from 4 different biomolecules, most of which 

were bNAbs. MST titrations with recombinant H3 HA (A/Wisconsin/67/2005) or inactivated A/X31 

virus yielded promising KD values for some of the peptides that would warrant further investigation.  

 

The most critical step towards this would be to establish a reliable supply of HA for the affinity 

measurements. Aside from relying on commercial biochemical vendors, there is a variety of 

possibilities to obtain the protein in the laboratory. For example, influenza can be propagated in 

embryonated chicken eggs to obtain sufficient material either for direct testing, or for the isolation of 

the HA ectodomain after digestion with bromelain. [278]–[280] This method, however, requires the work 

with infectious viruses and should only be performed in facilities with the appropriate biosafety 

standards. Alternatively, recombinant HA can be produced using the baculovirus expression vector 

system in insect cells. [281], [282] Correctly folded and glycosylated protein has been obtained with this 
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technology under standard biochemical laboratory conditions, making it a compelling application 

given the availability of a suitable HA expression vector. [283], [284] Less well-established heterologous 

hosts for HA expression are yeast and some bacteria, which are oftentimes limited to the production 

of protein fragments. [285]–[289]  

 

An interesting variation is the presentation of heterologous HA on the surface of mammalian cells. HA 

that is expressed in a eukaryotic host is generally shuttled to the cell membrane, where it is able to 

perform its regular functions such as erythrocyte binding and initiation of membrane fusion. [290] Like 

insect cells, mammalian cells are able to introduce N-linked glycosylation and disulfide bond formation 

in the heterologous protein, rendering them a popular model to study HA interactions under low 

biohazard conditions. [291] Numerous reports exist that apply this technology in different cell lines. [273], 

[290]–[295] Two stably transfected HA-expressing cell lines, which were kindly provided by the Marasco 

lab (Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA), were briefly investigated and found to have lost their HA 

expression cassettes to a large extent. However, given sufficient time for cell sorting and selective 

culture, these cell lines can potentially be used e.g. for FACS-based affinity assays or the isolation of 

recombinant HA for MST. 

 

Once the HA affinity assay has been established, it would be of interest to expand the library of peptide 

ligand candidates. Other well-characterized bNAbs from the literature comprise for instance the HA 

stem-binding 56.a.09, 54.f.01 and 31.a.83 [296], 27F3 [297] and 39.29 [298]. For all of these examples, a 

few main interacting CDR, which show the greatest potential to be strong peptide ligands, can be 

identified based on crystallographic data. Furthermore, the HA head region-binding S139/1 bNAb was 

reported to form a main interaction by inserting one of its CDR-loops into the protein’s RBS. [116], [117], 

[299] If it is possible to derive a peptide ligand from this CDR, the geometric pre-organization principle 

used in Q sialosides may be transferred to obtain a high affinity, multivalent peptide inhibitor 

targeting the HA RBS.  
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5. Materials and methods  

 

5.1. Chemicals and solvents 

 

Dry solvents were purchased from Acros Organics (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, 

USA). Octadecylrhomamine B chloride dye as ethanolic solution was kindly provided by Daniel Lauster 

(AG Herrmann, HU Berlin). The remaining chemicals and solvents were obtained from various 

chemical vendors in reagent grade. All materials were used without further purification unless 

specified otherwise.  

 

The following reagents were obtained through BEI Resources, NIAID, NIH: H3 Hemagglutinin (HA) 

Protein with C-Terminal Histidine Tag from Influenza Virus, A/Wisconsin/67/2005 (H3N2), 

Recombinant from Baculovirus, NR-49237. Monoclonal Anti-Influenza Virus H5 Hemagglutinin (HA), 

A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1), Clone 11F4 (produced in vitro), NR-13449. 

 

5.2. Virus strains 

 

Virus strains used in this work were influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 (H1N1) (in short A/PR8), A/X31 

(H3N2), which is a laboratory strain reassorted from A/Aichi/2/68 (H3N2) and A/PR8, and 

A/WSN/1933 (H1N1). All were generously provided by either AG Herrmann (HU Berlin) or AG Wolff 

(RKI Berlin). 

 

5.3. General techniques 

 

5.3.1. Silica gel chromatography 

 

Purification by silica gel column chromatography was performed either manually (stationary phase: 

VWR Chemicals, Normasil 60 Å, 40-63 µm) or automated by a CombiFlash® NextGen 300+ instrument 

(Teledyne ISCO, Nebraska, USA) using either RediSep® Rf normal phase (Teledyne ISCO, Nebraska, 

USA) or Chromabond® Flash RS, 40-63 µm (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) pre-packed columns in 

sizes of 4, 15, 40 or 80 g as stationary phases. Samples were applied either adsorbed on silica or Celite® 

545 (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) or as solutions in the respective eluent. 
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For thin layer chromatography (TLC), silica gel-coated aluminum plates with fluorescence indicator 

F254 (DC Kieselgel 60 F₂₅₄, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) were applied. Detection was performed 

either via absorption at 254 nm or by staining with one of the following reagents after heating with a 

hot air gun: 

 

Potassium permanganate stain: 

• 1.5 g KMnO4 

• 10 g K2CO3 

• 1.25 mL 10% NaOH 

• 200 mL H2O 

Cerium molybdate stain: 

• 12 g (NH4)2MoO4 

• 0.5 g Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 

• 15 mL conc. H2SO4 

• 235 mL H2O 

 

For the mobile phase, methanol and ethyl acetate (GPR Rectapur®) were purchased from VWR 

International (Radnor, Pennsylvania, USA), dichloromethane (≥99.8%, analytical reagent grade) from 

Fisher Chemical (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and n-hexane (Chemsolute, 95%, ACS, Reag. Ph. Eur.) 

from Th. Geyer (Renningen, Germany).  

 

5.3.2. Preparative HPLC 

 

Purification by preparative HPLC was conducted using a PLC 2050 UV-1 system (Gilson Inc., Middleton, 

Wisconsin, USA) equipped with one of the following columns: VP 250/10 Nucleodur C18 HTec, 5 µm 

(Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany), VP 250/21 Nucleodur C18 HTec, 5 µm (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, 

Germany), VP 250/32 Nucleodur C18 HTec, 5 µm (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) or PLRP-S, 10 

µm, 300 Å, 1 kg (Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA). Water for the mobile phase was purified with a 

PURELAB flex 4 system (ELGA LabWater, High Wycombe, UK), acetonitrile was purchased in 

CHROMASOLV™ Gradient grade from Honeywell (Seelze, Germany) and recycled multiple times by 

distillation. For some purifications, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (≥99.9%, Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, 

Karlsruhe, Germany) was added to both eluents. Substances were routinely detected by ultraviolet 

(UV) absorption at 220 nm. 
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5.3.3. Analytical LC-MS 

 

LC-MS analysis of small molecules and peptides was performed on an ACQUITY H-class instrument 

(Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts, USA) equipped with an ACQUITY UPLC®-BEH C18 1.7 

µm, 2.1x50 mm column (Waters Corporation) and a PDA mass detector (Waters Corporation). The 

standard gradient was 5-95% acetonitrile (≥99.9%, LC-MS grade, Fisher Chemical, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) in water (purified by PURELAB flex 4 system, ELGA LabWater, High Wycombe, 

UK) over 2.5 min at 0.6 mL/min, with both eluents containing 0.1% TFA (≥99.9%, Carl Roth GmbH + 

Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany), which was adjusted appropriately for individual applications. Substances 

were routinely detected by UV absorption at 220 nm. 

 

LC-MS analysis of proteins was conducted using an ACQUITY H-class instrument (Waters Corporation) 

equipped with an ACQUITY UPLC®-Protein BEH C4, 300 Å, 1.7 µm, 2.1x50 mm column (Waters 

Corporation) and a XEVO G2-XS QTof mass analyzer (Waters Corporation). The liquid phase consisted 

of mixtures of acetonitrile and water as described above, containing, instead of TFA, 0.01% of formic 

acid (FA) (≥99.0%, Optima™ LC/MS Grade, Fisher Chemical). The obtained data was processed using 

the software MassLynx (version 4.1, Waters Corporation) and protein spectra were deconvoluted by 

the included MaxEnt1 algorithm. 

 

Protein samples were either injected untreated in aqueous buffer or - in case of Q capsid protein 

derivatives - prepared for analysis by one of the following protocols: 

 

5.3.3.1. Reduction and alkylation protocol 

 

10 µg of protein were incubated at 95 °C for 5-10 min and subsequently mixed with an equal volume 

of 100 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) buffer, pH 8.5, containing 12 M urea. Dithiothreitol 

(DTT) was added from a 100 mM aqueous stock solution to a final concentration of 5 mM and the 

mixture incubated at 37 °C for 1h. Then, iodoacetamide (or acrylamide) was added from a ca. 500 mM 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) stock solution to reach 50 mM and incubation at 37 °C was continued for 

another 30 min. Finally, the mixture was diluted 1:10 with 20% acetonitrile, 0.4% FA in water (to a 

DMSO concentration of 1%) and washed 6x with the same solvent in a 10 kDa cutoff centrifugal spin 

filter (Amicon® Ultra Ultracel® regenerated cellulose, Merck Millipore Ltd., Cork, Ireland), 

concentrated to ca. 100 µL, filtered through a 0.2 µm syringe filter (Minisart® RC 4, Sartorius Stedim 

Lab Ltd., Stonehouse, UK) and injected bypassing the LC into the QToF mass analyzer. 
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Commonly observed by-products with the reduction and alkylation sample preparation protocol are 

those obtained by alkylation of non-thiol functions (+ 57 Da for iodoacetamide, + 72 Da for acrylamide) 

and formamide adducts (+ 43 Da) if boiling is done in urea-containing sample buffer. Furthermore, the 

spectra frequently contain signals from included K+ (+ 38 Da) or H2PO4
- (+ 98 Da) ions, which stem from 

the storage buffer. The intensity of these signals was found in all cases to be proportional to their 

parent signals.  

 

5.3.3.2. Tryptic digest protocol 

 

Non-purified samples (e.g. reaction mixtures) were washed 3x with 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

buffer, pH 7.4, in a 100 kDa cutoff centrifugal spin filter (Vivaspin® 500, PES, Sartorius Stedim Lab Ltd., 

Stonehouse, UK) and concentrated to ca. 100 µL. Purified samples were used as is. 10 µg of protein 

were incubated at 95 °C for 10 min, cooled to room temperature (r.t.) and incubated with 0.5 µg tosyl 

phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone (TPCK)-treated trypsin (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) at 37 °C 

for at least 2 h. The sample was filtered through a 0.2 µm syringe filter (Minisart® RC 4, Sartorius 

Stedim Lab Ltd., Stonehouse, UK) and analyzed via LC-MS using a gradient of 5-95% acetonitrile + 

0.01% FA in 26 min at a flow of 0.3 mL/min. 

 

High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) of small molecules was carried out on an ACQUITY H-class 

instrument (Waters Corporation) equipped with an Acquity UPLC®-protein BEH C18, 1.7 µm, 2.1x 50 

mm column (Waters Corporation) and a XEVO G2-XS QTof mass analyzer (Waters Corporation). A 

typical gradient went from 5-95% acetonitrile in water + 0.01% FA in 6 min at a flow of 0.3 mL/min. 

 

5.3.4. Preparative size-exclusion chromatography 

 

Protein purification by size-exclusion chromatography was conducted on an ÄKTA FPLC system 

equipped with a P-920 pump system, a UPC-900 detector, a FRAC-950 fraction collector and a 

Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, Illinois, USA). 

Polymer-peptide conjugates were purified on the same FPLC system using a Superdex 75 Increase 

10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare). 

 

5.3.5. Gel electrophoresis 
 

SDS-PAGE gels were prepared using standard protocols. All samples were boiled in Laemmli-buffer 

containing -mercaptoethanol prior to loading. Electrophoresis was performed in a Mini-PROTEAN 
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system (Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Hercules, California, USA) at 250 V for indicated times. Protein 

bands were visualized by Coomassie stain using Comassie Brilliant Blue G-250 (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) in a ChemiDoc Imaging System 8 (Bio-Rad Laboratories). 

 

5.3.6. Protein concentration determination  
 

Concentrations of protein solutions were determined using a Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Absorption at 562 nm was 

measured on a Tecan Infinite M-Plex plate reader (Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, Switzerland) and 

results evaluated using the software Prism (version 5.04, GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, 

California, USA).  

 

5.3.7. Q[Hpg] extraction from cell pellets 
 

E. coli cell pellets from SPI at -20 °C were thawed on ice and resuspended in 100 mM KPi-buffer, pH 

7.4. Cells were lysed on an LM10 Microfluidizer (Microfluidics, Westwood, Massachusetts, USA) at 

14,000 psi, centrifuged at 50,000 rcf, 20 min, 4 °C to remove cell debris and the supernatant mixed 

with 10% (w/v) PEG8000 and 100 mM NaCl incubated at 4 °C overnight to precipitate the capsids. The 

next morning, the precipitate was collected by centrifugation (10,000 rcf, 10 min, 4 °C) and 

resuspended in KPi. Two volumes of n-BuOH : CHCl3 = 1 : 1 were added and the phases mixed 

thoroughly, then separated by centrifugation  at 10,000 rcf, 10 min, 4 °C. An off-white, gel-like layer 

formed in between both phases and the aqueous layer was collected from the top. In the following, 

capsids were purified by sucrose gradient (12 mL, 10-40% in water, 2 mL of sample) centrifugation at 

100,000 rcf, 4.5 h, 4°C using an Optima LE-80K ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Brea, California, USA) 

with an SW 40 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter). Fractions of 1 mL were screened for Q content by SDS-

PAGE and combined product fractions washed extensively in a 100 kDa cutoff centrifugal spin filter 

(Amicon® Ultra-4 Ultracel-100 regenerated cellulose, Merck KGaA) to remove sucrose. Capsids were 

stored at 4 °C and 0.02% NaN3 was routinely added to prevent bacterial contamination. 

 

5.3.8. LPS purification of Q sialosides 

 

LPS purification and all following steps were carried out using commercially available, pyrogen-free 

plasticware. Handling of open containers was carried out inside a laminar flow cabinet. Glassware was 

rendered endotoxin-free by heating to 250 °C for at least 30 min. Buffers were prepared using salts as 

obtained by the suppliers and sterile, endotoxin-free water (Merck KGaA). Organic solvent and 
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detergent was used as commercially available. BioBeads SM-2 (Bio-Rad Laboratories) were de-

pyrogenized by soaking in 0.5 M NaOH at r.t. overnight, washing with pyrogen-free water until the 

fractions came back neutral and then soaking overnight in pyrogen-free water to see if the pH 

remained constant.  

 

5.3.8.1. -poly-L-lysine affinity resin 

 

For LPS removal by -poly-L-lysine affinity resin, commercial Pierce™ High Capacity Endotoxin Removal 

Spin Columns (ThermoFisher) were used according to manufacturer instructions.  

 

5.3.8.2. n-Octanol extraction 

 

LPS-removal by n-octanol extraction was achieved following a protocol reported by van Belleghem et 

al. [232] Capsids at a concentration ca. 500 nM in KPi-buffer were supplemented with 20 mM MgCl2 and 

incubated at 4 °C for 1 h. Afterwards 40% (v/v) n-octanol was added and the mixture incubated with 

steady inversion overnight at r.t., then 1 h at 4 °C and the layers separated by centrifugation at 10,000 

rcf, 3 min. The organic layer was discarded and capsids stored at 4 °C until further use.  

 

5.3.8.3. CPE with Triton X-114 

 

CPE was carried out using an adapted version of the method described by Aida et al. [238] Capsids were 

diluted to 1-2 mg/mL in 100 mM KPi-buffer (pH = 7.4) and incubated at 0 °C with 1% (v/v) Triton X-114 

for 10 min with occasional mixing. Afterwards, the sample was warmed to 37 °C and centrifuged at 

15,000 rcf, 37 °C, 2 min. BioBeads SM-2 (Bio-Rad Laboratories) were soaked in KPi for 5 min, KPi was 

removed and the upper, detergent-poor layer of the phage sample was added. After incubation at r.t. 

for 2 h under inversion, the sample was filtered through a 0.22 µm syringe filter and stored at 4 °C 

until further use.  

 

5.3.9. Quantification of LPS content 

 

5.3.9.1. LAL test 

 

Quantification of LPS content by LAL test was carried out using a commercial Limulus Amebocyte 

Lysate (LAL) Kinetic-QCL™ kit (Lonza Group AG, Basel, Switzerland) according to the manufacturer’s 
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instructions. Chromogenic readout was measured on a Tecan Infinite M-Plex plate reader (Tecan) and 

results evaluated using the software Prism (version 5.04, GraphPad Software). 

 

5.3.9.2. rFC-assay 

 

For LPS quantification by rFC-assay, the commercial PyroGene™ Recombinant Factor C Endotoxin 

Detection Assay kit (Lonza) was used according to the enclosed instructions. Chromogenic readout 

was measured on a Tecan Infinite M-Plex plate reader (Tecan) and results evaluated using the software 

Prism (version 5.04, GraphPad Software). 

 

5.3.10. HAI test 

 

EDTA-stabilized human donor blood (German Red Cross) was diluted with Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) and 

erythrocytes were pelleted at 1500 rcf, 10 min, 4 °C repeatedly until the supernatant came back clear. 

Erythrocytes were diluted 1:100 with DPBS to obtain a 1% working suspension, which was stored on 

ice. Concentrated virus stocks from -80 °C storage were thawed on ice. To determine viral activity, 

serial 1:2 dilutions in DPBS were prepared in a 96-well round bottom plate at a total volume of 25 µL, 

after which 50 µL 1% erythrocyte suspension were added to each well and the mixtures incubated for 

1 h at r.t. Based on these results, a 4 HAU/5 µL virus working solution was prepared in DPBS. Accurate 

virus titer of the working solution was verified by another hemagglutination test starting from 4 HAU 

with 25 µL total volume in the first well. 

 

For the HAI test, inhibitors were serially diluted in a 96-well round bottom plate at 20 µL total volume. 

5 µL (4 HAU) virus working solution were added and the mixtures incubated for 30 min at r.t. Ensuingly, 

50 µL 1% erythrocyte suspension were added to each well and results documented following another 

hour of incubation. 

 

5.3.11. Photodeprotection of SA esters 

 

For photodeprotection by UV-irradiation a Hg (Xe) arc lamp (LOT-QuantumDesign GmbH, Darmstadt, 

Germany) equipped with a 297 nm filter with 15% transmission (Andover Inc., Salem, New Haven, 

USA) was used. Samples were dissolved in 100 mM Tris-buffer, pH = 7.4, and positioned in 20 cm 

distance to the source. 
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5.3.12. Microscale thermophoresis 

 

MST measurements were performed on a Monolith NT.115 instrument (NanoTemper Technologies) 

using the red (RED-tris-NTA dye) or green (R18 dye) fluorescence channels with standard glass 

capillaries. Measuring conditions were 50 nM HA protein in PBS-Tween20 (0.05%), 5% DMSO at 60% 

LED power and 40% MST power or ca. 0.5 mg/mL influenza virus in DPBS at 100% LED power, 80% 

MST power, both at 22 °C. Fluorescently labeled compounds were tested for homogeneity prior to the 

experiment by comparing the Fnorm values of at least three samples. If the variability of absolute values 

was more than 8‰, the samples were considered unfit for measurement. The same experiment was 

repeated with added ligand to determine the highest tolerable ligand concentration.  

 

For the titration experiment, peptide ligands were serially diluted and mixed in a 1:1 (V:V) ratio with 

the labeled interaction partner to obtain 12-16 samples. The samples were examined for initial 

fluorescence values and samples deviating by more than 10% from the average were excluded. Each 

sample was then measured 10 times to obtain the average Fnorm value for KD determination. The first 

and last measurements were furthermore compared to exclude deteriorate values by a slowly 

established binding equilibrium. The results were analyzed using the software MO.Affinity Analysis 

v2.3 (NanoTemper Technologies). 

 

5.3.12.1. Labeling of HA-His8 with RED-tris-NTA 

 

His-tagged HA protein was labeled with red fluorescent dye using the commercial Monolith His-Tag 

Labeling Kit RED-tris-NTA (NanoTemper Technologies, Munich, Germany) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

5.3.12.2. R18 labeling of influenza viruses 

 

For labeling of influenza viruses with fluorescent octadecylrhomamine B chloride (R18) dye, virus 

concentrates from -80 °C stock solutions were thawed at 4 °C and diluted with DPBS to a concentration 

of 1 mg/mL. 20 µM R18 were added from a 2 mM stock solution in EtOH and the mixture incubated in 

the dark for 30 min at r.t. with gentle shaking. Afterwards, the solution was diluted at least 10x with 

DPBS and the labeled virus pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000 rcf, 4°C, 5 min. The supernatant was 

discarded and the virus soaked for 15 min at 4 °C in an adequate amount of DPBS to obtain a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL, then resuspended thoroughly and filtered through a 0.45 µm syringe filter. 
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5.3.13. Western blots 

 

Western blots were performed directly after SDS-PAGE. Gels were transferred to nitrocellulose in 

standard Towbin buffer using a Mini-Trans Blot chamber (Bio-Rad Laboratories) at 200 mA, 1h. 

Successful transfer was confirmed by Ponceau staining, after which gels were washed 2x with Tris-

buffered saline (TBS) (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) + 0.1% Tween-20 (TBS-T (0.1%)). The 

membrane was blocked using Roti®Block (Carl Roth) for 1 h at r.t., followed by incubation with the 

primary antibodies (rb--HA (A/Perth/16/2009 (H3N2), ThermoFisher, product# PA5-81734, 1:1000; 

ms--HA (A/Vietnam/1203/2004 (H5N1), BEI Resources, product# NR-13449, 1:1000; rb--GAPDH, 

Abcam (Cambridge, UK), product# ab9485, 1:2500) in TBS-T (0.1%) + 5% BSA overnight at 4 °C. The 

membranes were washed 3x with TBS-T (0.1%), then incubated with secondary antibodies (gt--ms 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP), Abcam, product# ab97023, 1:2000; gt--rb HRP, Abcam, product# 

ab6721, 1:2000) in TBS-T (0.1%) + 5% BSA for 1 h at r.t. and washed again with TBS-T (0.1%). 

Membranes were developed with enhanced chemoluminescence reagent (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 

Inc., Heidelberg, Germany) and the bands were detected with a ChemiDoc Imaging System 8 (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories). 

 

5.3.14. Cell culture and lysate preparation 

 

HEK293t cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Gibco – ThermoFisher) containing 

10% fetal calf serum 1% penicillin/streptomycin and phenol red as an indicator (DMEM+) at 37°C under 

a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were passaged after detachment with accutase. For the experiment, cells 

were detached with trypsin and either diluted 10:1 with DMEM+ for FACS or lysed with 

radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (minus deoxycholate) at 4 °C for 30 min, followed by 

centrifugation at 12,000 rcf, 4 °C, 20 min to be used for Western blots.  

 

5.3.15. Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 

 

FACS was conducted by Claudia Rutz (FMP Berlin) on a FACS Melody instrument (BD BioScience, San 

Jose, California, USA). 

 

5.3.16. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

 

DLS was performed using a Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=Cambridge&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLQz9U3sDS3KHrEaMwt8PLHPWEprUlrTl5jVOHiCs7IL3fNK8ksqRQS42KDsnikuLjgmngWsXI6J-YmFWWmpKcCALGvtjlOAAAA
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=San+Jose,+California&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLQz9U3SDMwKXvEaMwt8PLHPWEprUlrTl5jVOHiCs7IL3fNK8ksqRQS42KDsnikuLjgmngWsYoEJ-YpeOUXp-ooOCfmZKblF-VlJgIA0w3ACVkAAAA
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&q=San+Jose,+California&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLQz9U3SDMwKXvEaMwt8PLHPWEprUlrTl5jVOHiCs7IL3fNK8ksqRQS42KDsnikuLjgmngWsYoEJ-YpeOUXp-ooOCfmZKblF-VlJgIA0w3ACVkAAAA
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5.4. Organic synthesis 
 

5.4.1. SA azides 

 

Synthesis of SA azides was carried out following protocols reported by Lauster, Klenk et al. [146] 

 

5.4.1.1. Precursor synthesis 

 

Neu5Ac methyl ester (Methyl(4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2,4-dihydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypro-

pyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (60): 

 

Neu5Ac (59) 10 g  32.33 mmol 

TFA 1 mL  0.4 eq 

 

Neu5Ac (59) was suspended in MeOH (200 mL) and TFA was added. The mixture was exposed to 

microwave irradiation at 80 °C in a closed vial for 30 min. Liquids were evaporated under reduced 

pressure to afford the product as a brown to grey solid (10.3 g, 98.5% yield). 

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, MeOD) δ = 4.07 – 3.95 (m, 2H), 3.87 – 3.74 (m, 2H), 3.76 (s, 3H), 3.69 (ddd, J = 9.0, 

5.6, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 3.60 (dd, J = 11.0, 5.6 Hz, 1H), 3.47 (dd, J = 9.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 2.20 (dd, J = 12.9, 4.9 Hz, 

1H), 2.00 (s, 3H), 1.88 ppm (dd, J = 12.9, 11.3 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A1). The analytical data was in accordance 

with the literature. [146]  

 

Peracetyl Neu5Ac methyl ester ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S)-3-acetamido-4,6-diacetoxy-6-(methoxycarbo-

nyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (61): 

 

Neu5Ac methyl ester (60) 10.3 g  31.86 mmol 

Acetic anhydride 52 mL 17 eq 

4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) 200 mg 0.05 eq 

Pyridine 52 mL 20 eq 
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Reagents were combined in a sealed microwave reaction vial and irradiated at 70 °C for 10 min. Liquids 

were concentrated in vacuo and the residue azeotroped with toluene (3x150 mL), then resolved in 

CH2Cl2 (150 mL), washed with 1 M HCl (3x50 mL) and water (3x50 mL). The organic layer was dried 

over MgSO4 and the solvent evaporated yielding the product as brown foam (14 g with 10 wt% residual 

toluene according to 1H-NMR, 74% yield).  

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 5.40 – 5.15 (m, 2H), 5.11 – 4.93 (m, 1H), 4.69, 4.49, 4.35, 4.20-3.97 (4x 

dd, J = 10.8, 2.4 Hz, J = 12.4, 2.6 Hz, J = 12.5, 2.6 Hz and one buried in multiplet, 2H total), 4.20 – 3.97 

(m, 2H), 3.77 (2x s, 1H), 2.63 – 2.49 (m, 1H), 2.16 – 1.99 (m, 16H), 1.89 ppm (s, 3H) (see fig. A2). The 

analytical data was in accordance with the literature. [146] 

 

Neu5Ac adamantyl glycoside donor ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-(((3S,5S,7S)-ada-

mantan-1-yl)thio)-6-(methoxycarbonyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyltriacetate) (62): 

 

Peracetyl Neu5Ac methyl ester (61) 5 g 8.44 mmol 

Adamantanethiol (HSAda) 1.56 g 1.1 eq 

BF3 ∙ Et2O 2.5 mL 2.4 eq 

 

Under inert gas atmosphere in a flame-dried flask, carbohydrate 61 was dissolved in dry CH2Cl2 (75 

mL). At 0 °C, adamantanethiol was added in one portion, then BF3-etherate was added dropwise, 

accompanied by a slight color change from brown to dark green. The mixture was stirred slowly 

reaching r.t. overnight. Reaction progress was monitored by TLC (7.5% MeOH in CH2Cl2, cerium 

molybdate stain). Upon completion, the mixture was diluted with CH2Cl2, washed 3x each with 1 M 

HCl and sat. NaHCO3 (aq.), dried over MgSO4 and concentrated under reduced pressure to afford the 

crude product as a brown foam. Column chromatography (SiO2 (50:1 (w/w)), hexane:EtOAc = 1:3–1:9) 

yielded the pure product in form of a white powder (3 g, 56%).  
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1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 5.47 (dd, J = 2.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 5.37 (d, J = 10.4 Hz, 1H), 5.27 (ddd, J = 11.8, 

10.4, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 5.16 (dt, J = 8.9, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 5.00 (dd, J = 12.3, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 4.54 (dd, J = 10.5, 2.7 Hz, 

1H), 4.21 (dd, J = 12.3, 8.9 Hz, 1H), 4.14 – 4.01 (m, 1H), 3.83 (s, 3H), 2.53 (dd, J = 13.6, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 2.12 

(s, 3H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 2.02 – 1.96 (bm, 13H), 1.91 – 1.84 (bm, 6H), 1.69 – 1.61 ppm (bm, 6H) (see fig. 

A3). The analytical data was in accordance with the literature. [146] 

 

5.4.1.2. Glycosylation reactions 

 

5.4.1.2.1. General procedure 

 

4 Å powdered molecular sieves for SA glycosylation were prepared by soaking with 2 M HCl for 12 h, 

followed by thorough washing with water and drying at 200 °C for 24 h. A Schlenk flask was equipped 

with molecular sieves, which were dried once more under vacuum with a hot air gun. Then, under 

inert gas atmosphere, Neu5Ac adamantly glycoside donor (62) and the respective PEG azide were 

dissolved in dry CH2Cl2:MeCN = 2:1 and the mixture stirred at r.t. for 1 h. The reaction was cooled 

to -78 °C and N-iodosuccinimide (NIS), then TFA were added. Reaction progress was monitored by LC-

MS. Upon completion, the reaction was neutralized by the addition of NEt3 (5x volume of TFA), filtered 

through Celite®, washed with 20% Na2S2O3 (aq.), dried over MgSO4 and concentrated under reduced 

pressure. Purification of the resulting crude material was achieved by preparative HPLC with the 

indicated gradients.  

 

5.4.1.2.2. Protocols and analyses 

 

Sia1OAc ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S,6R)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-(2-azidoethoxy)-6-(methoxycarbonyl)-

tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (64a): 

 

Neu5Ac adamantyl glycoside donor (62) 1 g 1.56 mmol 

PEG(1) azide (30 wt% Et2O) (63a) 250 mg  1.2 eq 

NIS 700 mg 2 eq 

TFA 180 µL 1.3 eq 
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Sia1OAc was obtained according to the general protocol after 2 h reaction time and isolation by 

preparative HPLC (30-70% MeCN/water in 45 min, retention time (RT) = 31 min (53% ACN)) as a white 

powder (425 mg, 49%). 

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 5.41 (ddd, J = 8.6, 5.7, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 5.32 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.2 Hz, 1H), 5.13 (d, 

J = 9.9 Hz, 1H), 4.89 (ddd, J = 12.3, 10.1, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 4.30 (dd, J = 12.4, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 4.14 – 4.02 (m, 3H), 

3.98 (ddd, J = 10.8, 5.6, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 3.82 (s, 3H), 3.49 (ddd, J = 10.7, 7.5, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 3.39 (ddd, J = 13.4, 

7.5, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 3.31 (ddd, J = 13.3, 5.6, 3.1 Hz, 1H), 2.63 (dd, J = 12.9, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.15 (s, 3H), 2.14 (s, 

3H), 2.04 (s, 3H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 1.98 (t, J = 12.6 Hz, 1H), 1.89 ppm (s, 3H) (see fig. A4). The analytical data 

was in accordance with the literature. [146] 

 

Sia5OAc ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S,6R)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-((14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecyl)-

oxy)-6-(methoxycarbonyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (64c): 

 

Neu5Ac adamantyl glycoside donor (62) 150 mg 234 µmol 

PEG(5) azide (63c) 74 mg 1.2 eq 

NIS 105 mg 2 eq 

TFA 30 µL 1.3 eq 

 

Sia5OAc was obtained according to the general protocol after 2 h reaction time and isolation by 

preparative HPLC (20-90% MeCN/water in 45 min) as a white powder (7 mg, 0.5%). The low yield is 

likely the result of inaccurate measuring of the small TFA volume, which led to the addition of excess 

acid and formation of by-product after elimination at the anomeric position. 

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 5.38 (ddd, J = 8.4, 5.6, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 5.31 (dd, J = 8.5, 1.9 Hz, 1H), 5.12 (d, 

J = 9.2 Hz, 1H), 4.85 (ddd, J = 12.4, 9.4, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 4.29 (dd, J = 12.5, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 4.12 – 4.00 (m, 3H), 

3.89 (ddd, J = 10.9, 5.3, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 3.79 (s, 3H), 3.71 – 3.57 (m, 16H), 3.45 (ddd, J = 10.5, 6.7, 3.5 Hz, 

1H), 3.39 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H), 2.61 (dd, J = 12.8, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.14 (s, 3H), 2.13 (s, 3H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 2.02 

(s, 3H), 1.97 (t, J = 12.6 Hz, 1H), 1.87 (s, 3H) (see fig. A5). The analytical data was in accordance with 

the literature. [146] 
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5.4.1.3. Deprotection of SA azides 

 

5.4.1.3.1. General procedure 

 

Protected sugar azides were dissolved in MeOH (0.05 mL/mg) and 1 M NaOH (aq.) (0.015 mL/mg) was 

added. The mixture was stirred at r.t. and reaction progress was monitored by TLC (EtOAc, cerium 

molybdate stain). Commercial Dowex® 50WX4 H+ form resin (Merck KGaA) was washed with MeOH 

until the washes came back clear. When the deprotection was complete, the pH of the solution was 

adjusted to 7.4 using Dowex® resin, followed by filtration through cotton, removal of MeOH under 

reduced pressure and lyophilization of the aqueous leftover. 

 

5.4.1.3.2. Protocols and analyses 

 

Sia1 ((2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)te-

trahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylic acid) (15a): 

 

Sia1 (15a) was obtained from Sia1OAc (64a) (490 mg, 876 µmol) according to the general protocol 

after 30 min of reaction time as a colorless resin (399 mg, quant. conversion). The 1H-NMR spectrum 

showed impurities of acetate species and methanol, which could not be removed by repeated 

lyophilization. 

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δ = 4.01 – 3.76 (m, 4H), 3.72 – 3.52 (m, 5H), 3.45 (td, J = 4.5, 2.6 Hz, 2H), 2.73 

(dd, J = 12.4, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.01 (s, 3H), 1.67 ppm (t, J = 12.2 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A6). The analytical data was 

in accordance with the literature. [146] 
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Sia5 ((2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-((14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecyl)oxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-

1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylic acid) (15c):  

 

Sia5 (15c) was obtained from Sia5OAc (64c) (7 mg, 10 µmol) according to the general protocol after 

45 min of reaction time as a pink foam (9 mg, quant. conversion). The 1H-NMR spectrum showed 

impurities of acetate species and methanol, which could not be removed by repeated lyophilization. 

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O) δ = 3.99 – 3.59 (m, 25H), 3.56 – 3.52 (m, 2H), 2.78 (dd, J = 12.5, 4.7 Hz, 1H), 

2.07 (s, 3H), 1.72 ppm (t, J = 12.2 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A7). The analytical data was in accordance with the 

literature. [146] 

 

5.4.2. Fluorophore azides 

 

1,5-diazidopentane (66): 

 

1,5-dibromopentane (65) 150 µL 1 mmol 

Sodium azide 212 mg 3 eq 

 

Compound 66 was synthesized according to a modified literature procedure. [267] Reagents were 

combined in DMF (5 mL) and heated to 100 °C for 3 h using an oil bath. Complete conversion of starting 

material was verified by TLC (hexane, KMnO4 stain). Some water was added and the mixture extracted 

3x with Et2O. The combined organic layers were washed 2x with water, dried over MgSO4 and 

concentrated at 40 °C, 100 mbar to avoid loss of the volatile product. Purification by column 

chromatography (SiO2 (30:1 (w:w)), hexane:EtOAc = 1:0 – 10:1) afforded the product as a colorless oil 

(157 mg, 93%).  

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 3.29 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 4H), 1.70 – 1.55 (m, 4H), 1.47 ppm (tdd, J = 12.0, 6.0, 

3.1 Hz, 2H) (see fig. A8). The signals match those reported in the literature. [267] The spectrum shows 

some residual hexane and EtOAc (1 wt%), which could not be removed due to volatility of the product. 
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5-azidopentan-1-amine (67): 

 

1,5-diazidopentane (66) 156 mg 1 mmol 

Triphenylphosphine 256 mg 1 eq 

 
Compound 67 was synthesized according to a modified literature procedure. [268] Diazidopentane (66) 

was dissolved in Et2O:EtOAc = 1:1 (3 mL) and mixed with 3 mL 5% HCl (aq.). The mixture was cooled 

to 0 °C and PPh3 was added. After stirring for 18 h slowly reaching r.t., some 1 M HCl (aq.) was added 

and the organic phase discarded. The aqueous layer was washed 2x with CH2Cl2, then adjusted to pH 

= 12 with conc. NaOH (aq.) and extracted 4x with CH2Cl2. The combined organics were dried over 

MgSO4 and concentrated at 40°C, 100 mbar to yield the product as a colorless oil (64 mg, 49%). 

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.28 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.79 – 2.64 (m, 4H), 1.81 – 1.30 ppm (m, 6H) (see 

fig. A9). The signals match those reported in the literature with the exception of a shift in the amine 

protons. [268] 

 

5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein-C5-azide (FAM-N3, N-(5-azidopentyl)-3',6'-dihydroxy-3-oxo-3H-

spiro[isobenzofuran-1,9'-xanthene]-5(6)-carboxamide) (68a): 

 

5-azidopentan-1-amine (67) 60 mg 468 µmol 

5(6)-carboxyfluorescein 369 mg 2.1 eq 

Hexafluorophosphateazabenzotriazoletetramethyluronium (HATU) 356 mg 2 eq 

N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) 326 µL 4 eq 

 

Carboxyfluorescein and HATU were combined in DMF (5 mL) and the solution added to amine 67. 

After addition of DIPEA, the mixture was stirred at r.t. for 3 h. Reaction progress was monitored by LC-

MS. Liquids were evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue purified by HPLC (40-75% 

MeCN/water in 45 min) affording the regioisomeric products with RT of 35 and 36 min as red powders 

(65 mg and 39 mg, combined 46%). 
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Low resolution MS(ESI-QDa) calc. [FAM-N3+H]+ (C26H23N4O6
+) m/z = 487.16, found 487.21 ( = 100 

ppm), calc. [FAM-N3+Na]+ (C26H22N4O6Na+) m/z = 509.14, found 509.18 ( = 79 ppm) (see fig. A30). 

 

5(6)-Tetramethylrhodamine-C5-azide (TAMRA-N3, N-(5-azidopentyl)-3',6'-bis(dimethylamino)-3-oxo-

3H-spiro[isobenzofuran-1,9'-xanthene]-5(6)-carboxamide) (68b):  

 

5-azidopentan-1-amine (67) 60 mg 468 µmol 

5(6)-tetramethylrhodamine 65 mg 0.5 eq 

HATU 52 mg 1.1 eq 

DIPEA 132 µL 4 eq 

 

Tetramethylrhodamine and HATU were dissolved in DMF (5 mL) and added to amine (67). After 

addition of DIPEA, the mixture was stirred for 3 h at r.t. Reaction progress was monitored by LC-MS. 

Liquids were evaporated under reduced pressure and the residue purified by HPLC (20-65% 

MeCN/water in 45 min) affording the product as a mixture of regioisomers at RT = 38 min (65 mg dark 

purple powder).  

 

1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 8.73 – 8.52 (2x m, 1H), 8.44 – 8.21 (m, 1H), 8.17, 7.78 (2x s, 1H), 7.34 – 

7.16  (m, 1H), 7.10 (dd, J = 9.4, 6.8 Hz, 2H), 6.82 (ddd, J = 12.1, 9.4, 2.4 Hz, 2H), 6.72 (dd, J = 8.2, 2.4 

Hz, 2H), 3.52 – 2.93 (m, 5H), 3.27, 3.25 (2x s, 12H), 1.82 – 1.19 ppm (m, 5H) (see fig. A10).  

13C-NMR (151 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 167.09 (s), 166.95 (s), 165.91 (s), 165.67 (s), 160.04 (s), 159.14 (s), 

158.88 (s), 157.55 (s), 157.25 (s), 157.19 (s), 138.21 (s), 136.60 (s), 135.67 (s), 133.51 (s), 131.80 (s), 

131.55 (s), 131.44 (s), 131.35 (s), 130.27 (s), 130.08 (s), 129.34 (s), 129.24 (s), 116.18 (s), 114.36 (s), 

114.27 (s), 114.20 (s), 113.95 (s), 113.73 (s), 96.39 (s), 96.31 (s), 51.34 (s), 51.30 (s), 40.84 (s), 40.76 

(s), 40.28 (s), 29.69 (s), 28.66 (s), 28.55 (s), 28.50 (s), 28.45 (s), 24.12 (s), 24.06 ppm (s) (see fig. A24).  

HRMS (ESI-QToF) calc. [M+H]+ (C30H35N6O4
+) m/z = 541.25578 , found 541.25436 ( = 2.65 ppm). 
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5.4.3. SA azide esters 
 

Sia1 methyl ester (Sia1Me, methyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-

((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (71): 

 

Sia1OAc (64a) 20 mg  36 µmol 

NaOMe 8 mg  4 eq 

 

Sia1OAc (64a) was dissolved in MeOH (1 mL) and NaOH was added as 10 mg/mL solution in MeOH. 

The mixture was stirred at r.t. for 2 h, after which LC-MS analysis showed complete turnover of starting 

material to product. Some water was added and the solution neutralized with Dowex® 50WX4 H+ form 

resin (Merck KGaA), filtered trough cotton, concentrated under reduced pressure and lyophilized to 

obtain the product as a clear resin (22 mg, quant. conversion). The 1H-NMR spectrum showed an 

ambiguous signal at 8.5 ppm, which may be the amide proton made visible through high amounts of 

water in the D2O used as solvent. 

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O) δ = 4.00 (ddd, J = 10.9, 5.9, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.95 – 3.85 (m, 4H), 3.92 (s, 3H), 3.84 

– 3.77 (m, 1H), 3.73 (ddd, J = 10.6, 6.8, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 3.71 – 3.65 (m, 1H), 3.59 (dd, J = 8.9, 1.3 Hz, 1H), 

3.50 (qdt, J = 9.4, 5.9,f 3.4 Hz, 2H), 2.76 (dd, J = 12.8, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 1.87 ppm (dd, J = 12.8, 

11.9 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A11). 

13C-NMR (151 MHz, D2O) δ = 175.04 (s), 169.89 (s), 99.08 (s), 72.99 (s), 70.62 (s), 68.30 (s), 67.17 (s), 

63.27 (s), 63.14 (s), 53.45 (s), 51.73 (s), 50.30 (s), 39.11 (s), 22.12 ppm (s) (see fig. A25). 

 

Me-PEG(5)-iodide (16-iodo-2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecane) (87): 

 

Me-PEG(5)-OH (86) 300 mg  1.19 mmol 

Iodine 754 mg 2.5 eq 

Triphenylphosphine 780 mg 2.5 eq 

Imidazole 243 mg 3 eq 
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Iodine, PPh3 and imidazole were combined in anhydrous THF (15 mL) and cooled to 0 °C. Me-PEG(5)-

OH (86) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (3 mL) and added dropwise. Cooling was removed and the 

mixture stirred for 4 h at r.t., after which LC-MS and TLC (7.5% MeOH in CH2Cl2, KMnO4 stain) indicated 

complete conversion of starting material. Purification by HPLC yielded the product as a clear oil 

(213 mg, 50%). 

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 3.75 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 3.68-3.63 (m, 14H), 3.56 – 3.53 (m, 2H), 3.38 (s, 

3H), 3.26 ppm (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H) (see fig. A12).  

13C NMR (151 MHz, CDCl3) δ = 72.01 (s), 71.96 (s), 70.65- 70.58 (m), 70.48 (s), 70.24 (s), 67.09 (s), 59.06 

(s), 2.86 ppm (s) (see fig. A26). 

HRMS (ESI-QToF) calc. [M+Na]+ (C11H23O5INa+) m/z = 385.04824, found 385.0468 ( = 4 ppm). 

 

Sia1 PEG(5)-Me ester (Sia1PEG(5)Me, 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecan-16-yl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-

acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-

carboxylate) (72): 

 

Sia1 (15a) 25 mg 53 µmol 

Me-PEG(5)-iodide (87) 50 mg 2.6 eq 

 

Reagents were combined in deuterated DMSO and incubated at 50 °C for 12 h, upon which 1H-NMR 

of the reaction mixture showed complete conversion of the free acid. Purification by HPLC (5-60% 

MeCN/H2O in 45 min) yielded the product with RT = 20 min as a light yellow resin (16 mg, 40%).  

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O) δ = 4.51 (q, J = 4.0 Hz, 2H), 4.02 (ddd, J = 10.8, 6.1, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 3.95 – 3.86 

(m, 6H), 3.83 – 3.64 (m, 19H), 3.59 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H), 3.52 (qdd, J = 13.6, 6.5, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 3.41 (s, 3H), 

2.79 (dd, J = 12.8, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 1.88 ppm (t, J = 12.4 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A13). 
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13C NMR (151 MHz, D2O) δ = 175.01 (s), 169.12 (s), 99.05 (s), 73.04 (s), 71.01 (s), 70.66 (s), 69.60 (br s), 

69.44 (s), 68.41 (s), 68.30 (s), 67.15 (s), 65.35 (s), 63.39 (s), 63.13 (s), 58.08 (s), 51.77 (s), 50.30 (s), 

39.26 (s), 22.14 ppm (s) (see fig. A27). 

HRMS (ESI-QToF) calc. [M+Na]+ (C24H44N4O14Na+) m/z = 635.2746, found 635.2723 ( = 3.6 ppm). 

 

Sia1 o-nitrobenzyl ester (Sia1oNB, 2-nitrobenzyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-

hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (78): 

 

Sia1 (15a) 25 mg 53 µmol 

o-Nitrobenzylbromide (88) 50 mg 2.6 eq 

NEt3 25 µL 3 eq 

 

Reagents were combined in deuterated DMSO and incubated at 50 °C for 12 h, upon which 1H-NMR 

of the reaction mixture showed complete conversion of the free acid. Purification by HPLC (5-95% 

MeCN/H2O in 45 min) yielded the product as a white powder (12 mg, 44%).  

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O) δ = 8.22 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.84 (td, J = 7.6, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (dd, J = 7.7, 

1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.70 (td, J = 7.9, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 5.73 (d, J = 13.0 Hz, 1H), 5.66 (d, J = 13.0 Hz, 1H), 3.98 (ddd, J 

= 10.8, 5.9, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 3.94 – 3.89 (m, 2H), 3.88 – 3.83 (m, 2H), 3.78 (dq, J = 12.0, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 3.65 

(dtd, J = 13.9, 7.1, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 3.58 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 3.49 (ddd, J = 13.6, 7.3, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 3.42 (ddd, J 

= 13.7, 5.9, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 2.72 (dd, J = 12.8, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 1.88 ppm (t, J = 12.4 Hz, 1H) (see 

fig. A14). 

13C-NMR (151 MHz, DMSO) δ = 171.51 (s), 168.08 (s), 147.31 (s), 134.31 (s), 130.63 (s), 129.55 (s), 

129.45 (s), 124.93 (s), 98.41 (s), 70.68 (s), 68.84 (s), 66.08 (s), 63.76 (s), 63.39 (s), 62.63 (s), 57.45 (s), 

52.16 (s), 50.00 (s), 40.06 (s), 22.68 ppm (s) (see fig. A28). 

HRMS (ESI-QToF) calc. [M+H]+ (C20H28N5O11
+) m/z = 514.1780, found 514.1747 ( = 6 ppm). 
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Sia1 allyl ester (Sia1allyl, allyl-(2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-

1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (74): 

 

Sia1 (15a) 25 mg 53 µmol 

Allyl bromide 45 µL 7.8 eq 

NEt3 25 µL 3 eq 

 

Sia1 (15a) and allyl bromide (15 µL, 2.6 eq.) were combined in deuterated DMSO and incubated at 

50 °C for 12 h. 1H-NMR of the reaction mixture showed incomplete conversion of the free acid. 

Another portion of allyl bromide (30 µL, 5.2 eq.) was added and incubation at 50 °C continued for 24 

h, after which complete conversion was confirmed. Purification by HPLC (5-95% MeCN/H2O in 45 min) 

yielded the product as a white powder (9 mg, 41%).  

 

1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O) δ = 6.06 (ddt, J = 16.7, 10.4, 6.0 Hz, 1H), 5.48 (dd, J = 17.2, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 5.40 

(dd, J = 10.4, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 4.84 (dd, J = 6.1, 1.3 Hz, 2H), 4.01 (ddd, J = 10.8, 5.9, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 3.92 – 3.86 

(m, 4H), 3.80 (dddd, J = 12.0, 7.5, 4.5, 2.0 Hz, 1H), 3.74 (ddd, J = 10.6, 6.9, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 3.72 – 3.66 (m, 

1H), 3.60 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 3.50 (qdd, J = 13.6, 6.4, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 2.78 (dd, J = 12.8, 4.6 Hz, 1H), 2.06 (s, 

3H), 1.88 ppm (t, J = 12.4 Hz, 1H) (see fig. A15). 

13C-NMR (151 MHz, D2O) δ = 175.06 (s), 169.04 (s), 130.99 (s), 120.12 (s), 99.06 (s), 73.05 (s), 70.68 (s), 

68.33 (s), 67.55 (s), 67.10 (s), 63.35 (s), 63.12 (s), 51.79 (s), 50.31 (s), 39.17 (s), 22.13 ppm (s) (see fig. 

A29). 

HRMS (ESI-QToF) calc. [M+Na]+ (C16H26N4O9Na+) m/z = 441.1592, found 441.1570 ( = 5 ppm). 

 

5.5. Q bioconjugation 
 

5.5.1. General procedure 

 

For bioconjugation, Q[Hpg] was transferred from NaN3-containing storage buffer to regular KPi using 

PD MidiTrap G-25 protein desalting columns (Cytivia, Marlborough, Massachusetts, USA). Stock 

solutions of 100 mM Na-ascorbate and 100 mM aminoguanidine ∙ HCl in KPi-buffer were prepared. 

Catalyst mix was prepared by mixing equal parts of 200 mM Cu(OAc)2 and 1 M THPTA in water. In a 
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snap cap reaction vial, 0.5-2 nmol Q[Hpg] were mixed with 36000 eq aminoguanidine, 1800 eq 

Cu(OAc)2 / 9000 eq THPTA from catalyst mix and the indicated amounts of azide. If necessary, KPi was 

added to fill up the reaction vial. Finally, 36000 eq of Na-ascorbate were added and the capped vial 

incubated at 37 °C overnight. Complete conversion of starting material could be verified by analytical 

LC-MS using the tryptic digest protocol and additional ascorbate was occasionally added to convert 

residual azide.  

 

Purification of the products was performed by 1-2 rounds of dialysis against KPi + 5 mM EDTA and one 

round of dialysis against KPi, followed by SEC. Products were stored at 4 °C in KPi + 0.02% NaN3. 

 

5.5.2. Monofunctional Q sialosides 
 

5.5.2.1. Sia1 variants 

 

Q[Sia1(100%)] (17a):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 500 µg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(100%)] as 614 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (31%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A31) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14595 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14633 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14693, found 14693 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A31) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+H]+ (C66H111N20O26
+) m/z = 1599.797, found 1599.788 ( = 5.6 

ppm), calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.397 ( = 6.2 ppm); 

calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.932 ( = 9.4 ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

= 
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Q[Sia1(85%)] (17b):  

 

 

 

 

85% 

 

 
18% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 33 µg (1 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(85%)] as 455 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (23%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A32) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218 Da, found 14217 Da; calc. 

[Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14256 Da, found 14255 Da; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14315 Da, found 14314 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14595 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + 

K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14633 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14693, 

found 14693 Da. 

 

Q[Sia1(67%)] (17c):  

 

 

 

 

67% 

 

 
33% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 50 µg (0.75 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(67%)] as 1.025 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (26%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A33) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218 Da, found 14217 Da; calc. 

[Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14256 Da, found 14256 Da; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14315 Da, found 14315 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14595 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + 

K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14634 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14693, 

found 14693 Da. 

= 

= 
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Q[Sia1(45%)] (17d):  

 

 

 

 

45% 

 

 
55% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 33 µg (0.5 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(45%)] as 1.17 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (29%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A34) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218 Da, found 14218 Da; calc. 

[Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14256 Da, found 14256 Da; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14315 Da, found 14315 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14596 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + 

K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14634 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14693, 

found 14693 Da. 

 

Q[Sia1(19%)] (17e):  

 

 

 

 

19% 

 

 
81% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 17 µg (0.25 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(19%)] as 1.18 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (30%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A35) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218 Da, found 14218 Da; calc. 

[Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14256 Da, found 14256 Da; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14315 Da, found 14315 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14596 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + 

K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14634 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + H3PO4] M = 14693, 

found 14694 Da. 

= 

= 
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5.5.2.2. Sia3 variants 

 

Q[Sia3(100%)] (18a):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 500 µg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(100%)] as 370 nM solution in 500 µL KPi-buffer (37%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A36) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[K16Met] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14240 Da, found 14242 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14684 Da, found 14687 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14722 Da, found 14725 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 3x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14741, found 14743 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A36) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia3]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C70H120N20O28
2+) m/z = 844.4285, found 844.433 ( = 5.3 

ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

Q[Sia3(93%)] (18b):  

 

 

 

 

93% 

 

 
7% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 420 µg (5 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(93%)] as 1.694 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (42%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A37) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14712 Da, found 14715 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14755 Da, found 14758 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14798 Da, found 14801 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14841 Da, found 14843 Da. 

 

Q[Sia3(83%)] (18c):  

 

 

 

 

83% 

 

 
17% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 280 µg (3.3 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(83%)] as 1.573 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (39%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A38) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14249; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M 

= 14712 Da, found 14715 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14755 

Da, found 14758 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14798 Da, found 

14800 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14841 Da, found 14843 Da. 

 

Q[Sia3(53%)] (18d):  

 

 

 

 

53% 

 

 
47% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 140 µg (1.7 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(53%)] as 1.665 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (42%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A39) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14248; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x 

formamide] M = 14375, found 14378; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14712 Da, found 

14715 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14755 Da, found 14758 

Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14798 Da, found 14801 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14841 Da, found 14843 Da. 

 

Q[Sia3(35%)] (18e):  

 

 

 

 

35% 

 

 
65% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 112 µg (1.3 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(35%)] as 1.439 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (36%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A40) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14391; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14684, found 14686; calc. [Q[Sia3] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14741, found 14743; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14798, found 14800; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14855, 

found 14857. 

  

= 
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Q[Sia3(21%)] (18f):  

 

 

 

 

21% 

 

 
79% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 56 µg (0.7 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia3(21%)] as 1.178 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (29%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A41) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14391; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14684, found 14686; calc. [Q[Sia3] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14741, found 14743; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14798, found 14800. 

 

5.5.2.3. Sia5 variants 

 

Q[Sia5(100%)] (19a):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 2500 µg (25 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(100%)] as 1.25 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (31%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A42) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14800, found 14803. 

= 

= 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. 42) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia5]D14-R24+2H]+ (C74H128N20O30
2+) m/z = 888.455, found 888.461 ( = 6.8 

ppm); calc. [Q[Sia5]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C74H129N20O30
3+) m/z = 592.639, found 592.635 ( = 6.7 ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

Q[Sia5(94%)] (19b):  

 

 

 

 

94% 

 

 
6% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 500 µg (5 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(94%)] as 1.316 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (33%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A43) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14800 Da, found 14803 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14843 Da, found 14846 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14886 Da, found 14888 Da. 

 

Q[Sia5(78%)] (19c):  

 

 

 

 

78% 

 

 
22% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 333 µg (3.3 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(78%)] as 2.057 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (51%). 

 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A44) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14249; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M 

= 14800 Da, found 14803 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14843 

Da, found 14846 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14886 Da, found 

14889 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x formamide] M = 14929 Da, found 14931 Da. 

 

Q[Sia5(48%)] (19d):  

 

 

 

 

48% 

 

 
52% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 166 µg (1.7 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(48%)] as 1.375 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (34%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A45) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14249; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x 

formamide] M = 14375, found 14378; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14800 Da, found 

14803 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14843 Da, found 14846 

Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14886 Da, found 14889 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x formamide] M = 14929 Da, found 14931 Da. 

  

= 
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Q[Sia5(35%)] (19e):  

 

 

 

 

35% 

 

 
65% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 133 µg (1.3 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(35%)] as 1.15 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (29%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A46) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14772, 

found 14774; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14829, found 14831; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14886, found 14888. 

 

Q[Sia5(20%)] (19f):  

 

 

 

 

20% 

 

 
80% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 67 µg (0.7 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia5(20%)] as 1.85 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (46%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A47) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14390; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14772, found 14774; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14829, found 14831; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14886, found 14888. 

= 

= 
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5.5.2.4. Sia8 variants 

 

Q[Sia8(100%)] (20a):  

 

 

 

 

100% 
 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 3000 µg (25 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(100%)] as 1.36 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (34%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A48) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14933, found 14935. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A48) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia8]D14-R24+2H]+ (C80H140N20O33
2+) m/z = 954.494, found 954.495 ( = 1.0 

ppm); calc. [Q[Sia8]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C80H141N20O33
3+) m/z = 636.665, found 636.661 ( = 6.3 ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

Q[Sia8(92%)] (20b):  

 

 

 

 

92% 

 

 
8% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 600 µg (5 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(92%)] as 1.447 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (36%). 

 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A49) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14933, found 14935; calc. [Q[Sia8] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14975, found 14978; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 

2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 15018, found 14021; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 

3x formamide] M = 15061, found 15064. 

 

Q[Sia8(69%)] (20c):  

 

 

 

 

69% 

 

 
31% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 400 µg (3.3 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(69%)] as 1.771 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (44%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A50) 

MS(ESI-QToF) ) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14249; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x 

formamide] M = 14375, found 14378; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14933, found 

14935; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14975, found 14978; calc. 

[Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 15018, found 14021; calc. [Q[Sia8] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x formamide] M = 15061, found 15063. 

 

Q[Sia8(34%)] (20d):  

 

 

 

 

34% 

 

 
66% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 200 µg (0.7 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(34%)] as 1.847 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (46%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A51) 

MS(ESI-QToF) ) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246, found 14249; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14289, found 14291; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x 

acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 3x 

formamide] M = 14375, found 14377; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14933, found 

14935; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 1x formamide] M = 14975, found 14978; calc. 

[Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide + 2x formamide] M = 15018, found 14021. 

 

Q[Sia8(27%)] (20e):  

 

 

 

 

27% 

 

 
73% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 165 µg (1.3 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(27%)] as 1.82 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (46%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A52) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14391; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14904, found 14907; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14961, found 14964; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 15018, found 15020. 

 

Q[Sia8(23%)] (20f):  

 

 

 

 

23% 

 

 
77% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 123 µg (1 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(23%)] as 805 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (20%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A53) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14391; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14904, found 14907; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14961, found 14964; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 15018, found 15020. 

 

Q[Sia8(15%)] (20g):  

 

 

 

 

15% 

 

 
85% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 83 µg (0.7 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) according to the protocol outlined in 

chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia8(15%)] as 2.13 µM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (53%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A54) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218, found 14220; calc. [Q[Hpg] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14275, found 14277; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 14332, found 14334; calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] M = 14389, 

found 14391; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14904, found 14907; calc. [Q[Sia5] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14961, found 14963; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 4x 

iodoacetamide] M = 15018, found 15020. 

  

= 
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5.5.2.5. Siallyllactose variants 

 

Q[2,3-SL] (22a): 

 

 

 

 

100% 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 1.75 mg (15 eq./Hpg) 2,3-SL (21a) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[2,3-SL] as 562 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (28%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A55) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14876 Da, found 14878 Da; calc. 

[Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14914 Da, found 14916 Da; calc. [Q[2,3-SL] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14933 Da, found 14935 Da; calc. [Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 3x 

iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14971 Da, found 14973 Da; calc. [Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] 

M = 14990 Da, found 14992 Da. 

 

Q[2,6-SL] (22b): 

 

 

 

 

100% 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 1.75 mg (15 eq./Hpg) 2,6-SL (21b) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[2,6-SL] as 750 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (38%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A56) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14876 Da, found 14878 Da; calc. 

[Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14914 Da, found 14917 Da; calc. [Q[2,6-SL] 

(monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14933 Da, found 14935 Da; calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 3x 

iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14971 Da, found 14973 Da; calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] 

M = 14990 Da, found 14992 Da. 

= 

= 
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5.5.2.6. SA ester variants 

 

Q[Sia1Me(100%)] (76):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 500 µg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia1Me (71) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1Me(100%)] as 581 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (29%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A57) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer)] M = 14482 Da, found 14485 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1Me] 

(monomer)] M = 14497 Da, found 14500 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1Me] (monomer) + 1x acrylamide] M = 14568 

Da, found 14571 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A57) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1Me]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C67H114N20O26
2+) m/z = 807.410, found 807.417 ( = 

8.7 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia1Me]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C67H115N20O26
3+) m/z = 538.609, found 538.611 ( = 3.7 

ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me(100%)] (77):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 2 mg (35 eq./Hpg) Sia1PEG(5)Me (72) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me(100%)] as 435 nM solution in 500 µL KPi-

buffer (44%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A58) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[K16M] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14240 Da, found 14242 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14830 Da, found 14834 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14868 Da, found 14872 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14887 Da, found 14890 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + Hpg + Sia1PEG(5)Me (double Hpg incorporation 

during SPI)] M = 15551 Da, found 15555 Da. 

 

Q[Sia1oNB(100%)] (78):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 0.7 mg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia1oNB (73) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1oNB(100%)] as 910 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (46%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A59) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer)] M = 14482 Da, found 14484 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 1x acrylamide] M = 14553 Da, found 14555 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1oNB] (monomer)] M = 14617 Da, found 

14620 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1oNB] (monomer) + 1x acrylamide] M = 14688 Da, found 14691 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1oNB] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14759 Da, found 14762 Da. 

 

Q[Sia1allyl(100%)] (79):  

 

 

 

 

100% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 0.8 mg (21 eq./Hpg) Sia1allyl (74) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1allyl(100%)] as 332 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (17%). 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A60) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14599 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1allyl] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14636 Da, found 14639 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1allyl] 

(monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14674 Da, found 14677 Da. 

 

 Q[Sia1choline(X%)] (80):  

 

 

 

 

X% 

 

 

100-X% 

 

 

Sia1 (15a) (14 mg, 30 µmol), triethylamine (15 µL, 3 eq.) and bromocholine bromide (9 mg, 1 eq.) were 

combined in deuterated DMSO and incubated at r.t. for 36 h. 1H-NMR of the reaction mixture showed 

very little progress. Another two portions of bromocholine bromide were added over 2 days and 

incubation continued at 60 °C until the reaction was complete. 30 µL of this reaction mixture (ca. 0.7 

mg of Sia1choline, ca. 15 eq./Hpg) were subsequently used in a CuAAC reaction with 0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] 

as outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1choline(X%)] as 856 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-

buffer (43%). 

 
Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): Due to pronounced lability to hydrolysis, the 

product contained mostly the cleaved ester degradation product at the time of measurement (see fig. 

A61). 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer)] M = 14482 Da, found 14485 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 1x acrylamide] M = 14553 Da, found 14556 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 

14623 Da, found 14627 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1choline] (monomer)] M = 14568 Da, found 14570 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1choline] (monomer) + 1x acrylamide] M = 14639 Da, found 14641 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1choline] 

(monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14710 Da, found 14712 Da. 

= 
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5.5.3. Bifunctional Q sialosides 
 

5.5.3.1. Linker length combinations 

 

Q[Sia1(39%),Sia3(61%)] (82):  

 
 

 

 

39% 

 

 

61% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 510 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 567 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia3 (15b) 

according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(39%),Sia3(61%)] as 1.545 µM 

solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (39%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A62) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14598 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14652 Da, found 14655 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14709 Da, found 14711 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] 

M = 14684 Da, found 14686 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14741 Da, found 

14743 Da; calc. [Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14798 Da, found 14800 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia3] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14855 Da, found 14857 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A62) 

7.22 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+H]+ (C66H111N20O26
+) m/z = 1599.80, found 1599.83 ( 

= 19 ppm), calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.412 ( = 12 ppm); 

calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.932 ( = 7.5 ppm). 

7.48 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia3]D14-R24+H]+ (C70H119N20O28
2+) m/z =  1687.85, found 1687.89 

( = 24 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia3]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C70H120N20O28
2+) m/z = 844.4285, found 844.445 ( = 20 

ppm); calc. [Q[Sia3]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C70H121N20O28
3+) m/z = 563.288, found 563.294 ( = 11 ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

= 
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Q[Sia1(39%),Sia5(61%)] (83):  

 
 

 

 

39% 

 

 

61% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 510 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 750 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia5 (15c) 

according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(39%),Sia5(61%)] as 1.47 µM 

solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (37%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A63) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14598 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14652 Da, found 14655 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14709 Da, found 14712 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] 

M = 14772 Da, found 14774 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14829 Da, found 

14831 Da; calc. [Q[Sia5] (monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14886 Da, found 14888 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A63) 

7.24 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+H]+ (C66H111N20O26
+) m/z = 1599.80, found 1599.83 ( 

= 19 ppm), calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.412 ( = 12 ppm); 

calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.932 ( = 7.5 ppm). 

7.83 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia5]D14-R24+2H]+ (C74H128N20O30
2+) m/z = 888.455, found 888.473 

( = 20 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia5]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C74H129N20O30
3+) m/z = 592.639, found 592.645 ( = 10 

ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

  

= 
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Q[Sia1(49%),Sia8(51%)] (84):  

 
 

 

 

49% 

 

 

51% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] was treated with 510 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 928 µg (7.5 eq./Hpg) Sia8 (15d) 

according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(49%),Sia8(51%)] as 1.73 µM 

solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (43%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A64) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14598 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14652 Da, found 14655 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 4x iodoacetamide] M = 14709 Da, found 14712 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 5x iodoacetamide] 

M = 14766 Da, found 14769 Da; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14904 Da, found 

14907 Da; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 3x iodoacetamide] M = 14961 Da, found 14964 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia8] (monomer) + 4x iodoacetamide] M = 15018 Da, found 15020 Da; calc. [Q[Sia8] (monomer) 

+ 5x iodoacetamide] M = 15075 Da, found 15077 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A64) 

7.26 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+H]+ (C66H111N20O26
+) m/z = 1599.80, found 1599.85 ( 

= 31 ppm), calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.412 ( = 12 ppm); 

calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.941 ( = 7.5 ppm). 

8.30 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia8]D14-R24+2H]+ (C80H140N20O33
2+) m/z = 954.494, found 954.521 

( = 28 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia8]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C80H141N20O33
3+) m/z = 636.665, found 636.671 ( = 9.4 

ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

= 
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5.5.3.2. Bifunctional siallyllactose variant 

 

Q[2,3-SL(62%),2,6-SL(38%)] (22c): 

 

 

 

 

62% 

 

 

38% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 0.5 mg (4 eq./Hpg) of both 2,3- and 2,6-SL (22a and b) according 

to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[2,3-SL(62%),2,6-SL(38%)] as 927 nM solution in 

250 µL KPi-buffer (46%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol), before NA digest: (see fig. A65) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[K16M] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14240 Da, found 14242 Da; calc. 

[Q[SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14876 Da, found 14879 Da; calc. [Q[SL] (monomer) + 

2x iodoacetamide + HOAc + H+ – 2 H2O (acetal formation with reaction buffer salt)] M = 14901, found 

14903.  

 

To determine the relative content of 2,3- and 2,6-SL, 12.5 µg of the sample were incubated with 

1.79 µL (ratio 7:1 (m:V)) -2,3-neuraminidase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) for 1 h at 

37 °C. The enzyme was inactivated by heating prior to intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation 

protocol). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol), after NA digest: (see fig. A65) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[K16M] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14240 Da, found 14241 Da; calc. 

[Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide – Neu5Ac] M = 14585 Da, found 14587 Da; calc. [Q[2,3-

SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide – Neu5Ac + HOAc + H+ – 2 H2O (acetal formation with reaction 

buffer salt)] 14610, found 14612; calc. [Q[2,3-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide – Neu5Ac + K+] M 

= 14623 Da, found 14625 Da;.calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14876 Da, found 

14878 Da; calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide + HOAc + H+ – 2 H2O (acetal formation 

with reaction buffer salt)] M = 14901, found 14903; calc. [Q[2,6-SL] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide 

+ K+] M = 14914 Da, found 14916 Da. 

= 
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5.5.3.3. Fluorophore-labeled Q sialosides 

 

Q[Sia1(84%),FAM(16%)] (69):  

 

 

 

 

84% 

 

 

16% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 6 mg (90 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 880 µg FAM-N3 (68a) (10 

eq./HPG) according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(84%),FAM(16%)] as 

237 nM solution in 500 µL KPi-buffer (12%). 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A66) 

Signals at 6.26 min and 8.65 min correspond to 5- and 6-carboxyfluorescein regioisomeric products 

and exhibit similar MS spectra. 

8.65 min: MS (ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[FAM]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C79H113N20O23
3+) m/z = 569.942, found 569.936 

( = 10 ppm). 

5.78 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.400 

( = 2.5 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.941 ( = 7.5 

ppm). 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

  

= 
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Q[Sia1(X%),TAMRA(4.7-18%),Hpg(X%)] (70a-d):  

 

 

 

 

X% 

 

 

4.7-18% 

 

 
X% 

In four separate experiments, 0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated each with 1.5 mg (45 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) 

and 21.6, 140, 295 or 660 µg TAMRA-N3 (68b) (0.9, 2.4, 5 or 11 eq./HPG) according to the protocol 

outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain TAMRA-labeled Q sialosides. LC-MS analysis following the tryptic 

digest protocol showed incomplete conversion of Hpg moieties. Another portion of all reagents was 

added and incubation continued for another 3 days at 37 °C, but conversion remained incomplete. 

Poor aqueous solubility of the products precluded determination of Hpg and SA contents by intact 

protein MS after purification (see chapter 3.1.4.2.). DF(TAMRA) was determined by OD555 in relation 

to an unbound dye reference curve. 

 
0.9 eq TAMRA-N3: Yield: 250 µL in KPi-buffer, 109 nM (5%). DF(TAMRA) = 18% 

2.4 eq TAMRA-N3: Yield: 1 mL in KPi-buffer, 150 nM (30%). DF(TAMRA) = 16.5% 

5 eq TAMRA-N3: Yield: 750 µL in KPi-buffer, 232 nM (35%). DF(TAMRA) = 8.8% 

11 eq TAMRA-N3: Yield: 900 µL in KPi-buffer, 204 nM (37%). DF(TAMRA) = 4.7% 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): The following data was obtained from sample 

Q[Sia1(X%),TAMRA16.5%),Hpg(X%)] and is representative for all four above mentioned products. 

(see fig. A67) 

6.20 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.397 

( = 6.2 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.932 ( = 

9.4 ppm). 

Signals at 8.64 min and 9.05 min correspond to 5- and 6-tetramethylrhodamine regioisomeric 

products. 8.64 min, 9.05 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[TAMRA]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C83H123N22O21
3+) m/z = 

587.974, found 587.969 ( = 8.5 ppm). 

6.79 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C53H90N16O17
2+) m/z = 611.333, found 611.327 

( = 9.8 ppm). 

= 
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Q[Sia1(90%),TAMRA(7%),Hpg(3%)] (70e):  

 

 

 

 

90% 

 

 

7% 

 

 
3% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 0.5 mg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 8.8 µg TAMRA-N3 (68b) 

(0.15 eq./HPG) according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain 

Q[Sia1(90%),TAMRA(7%),Hpg (3%)] as 216 nM solution in 600 µL KPi-buffer (26%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A68) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14246 Da, found 14246 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14623 Da, found 14625 Da; calc. [Q[TAMRA] (monomer) 

+ 2x acrylamide] M = 14787 Da, found 14787 Da. 

 

Q[Sia1(98%),TAMRA(2%)] (70f):  

 

 

 

 

98% 

 

 

2% 

 

1 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 1 mg (15 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) and 8.8 µg TAMRA-N3 (68b) 

(0.075 eq./HPG) according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain 

Q[Sia1(98%),TAMRA(2%)] as 901 nM solution in 600 µL KPi-buffer (54%). 

Molar extinction coefficient: 556 = 511,860 M-1 ∙ cm-1 

= 

= 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A69) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14623 Da, found 14625 Da; calc. 

[Q[TAMRA] (monomer) + 2x acrylamide] M = 14787 Da, found 14787 Da. 

 

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): (see fig. A69) 

5.85 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C66H112N20O26
2+) m/z = 800.402, found 800.401 

( = 1.2 ppm); calc. [Q[Sia1]D14-R24+3H]3+ (C66H113N20O26
3+) m/z = 533.937, found 533.932 ( = 9.4 

ppm). 

Signals at 6.26 min and 8.65 min correspond to 5- and 6-tetramethylrhodamine regioisomeric 

products. 

8.40 min, 8.77 min: MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[TAMRA]D14-R24+2H]2+ (C83H123N22O21
3+) m/z = 587.974, 

found 587.974. 

The peptide containing unreacted Hpg (1220.65 Da) could not be detected.  

 

Q[Sia1(95%),TAMRA(5%)] (70g):  

 

 

 

 

95% 

 

 

5% 

 

0.5 nmol Q[Hpg] were treated with 0.17 mg (5 eq./Hpg) Sia1 (15a) according to the protocol outlined 

in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain Q[Sia1(95%),Hpg (5%)] as 771 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (39%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A70) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Hpg] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14218 Da, found 14218 Da; calc. 

[Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14596 Da; calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) 

+ 2x iodoacetamide + K+] M = 14633 Da, found 14634 Da. 

= 
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The purified Q[Sia1(95%),Hpg (5%)] was subsequently treated with 0.32 mg (ca. 290 eq./Hpg) 

TAMRA-N3 (68b) according to the protocol outlined in chapter 5.5.1. to obtain 

Q[Sia1(95%),TAMRA(5%)] as 165 nM solution in 250 µL KPi-buffer (21%, combined 8.2%). 

 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): (see fig. A70) 

MS(ESI-QToF) calc. [Q[Sia1] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14596 Da, found 14596 Da; calc. 

[Q[TAMRA] (monomer) + 2x iodoacetamide] M = 14759 Da, found 14759 Da. 

 

5.6. Polymer-peptide-conjugate synthesis 

 

5.6.1. General procedure 

 

In a typical experiment, 3 mg of polymer (amounting to ca. 5 µmol of azide in LPG(13% N3) and ca. 

16 µmol azide in LPG(45% N3)) were combined with the Paa-capped peptide (1.5 eq. per azide) and 

aminoguanidine (25 eq. per azide) in 5 mM NH4HCO3 buffer, pH 7.4. If necessary, up to 30% MeCN 

were added to solubilize the mixture. CuSO4 (7.5 eq. per azide) and THPTA (37.5 eq. per azide) were 

combined in water and added to the reaction mixture. Finally, Na-ascorbate (25 eq. per azide) was 

added and the solution incubated for 12 h at 37 °C in a closed reaction vial. Reaction progress was 

monitored by the decrease of the (N3) signal in infrared spectroscopy (ca. 2100 cm-1) and additional 

ascorbate was added until the band disappeared.  

 

Purification of the products was performed by 1-2 rounds of dialysis against NH4HCO3 + 5 mM EDTA 

and one round of dialysis against NH4HCO3, followed by SEC in the same buffer. Products were 

lyophilized from the volatile buffer and stored as solids at -20 °C.  

 

5.6.2. Protocols 

 

LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRH2 (5%) (85a): 

 

2 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (3.3 µmol azide) were treated with 14 mg Paa-MEDI CDRH2 (1.5 eq. per azide) 

as described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a brown powder (2.7 mg, 53%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A16. 
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LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL1 (6%) (85b): 

 

3 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (5.0 µmol azide) were treated with 12.5 mg Paa-MEDI CDRL1 (1.5 eq. per azide) 

as described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a brown powder (2.5 mg, 40%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A17. 

 

LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL2 (12%) (85c): 

 

5 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (8.4 µmol azide) were treated with 8 mg Paa-MEDI CDRL2 (1.5 eq. per azide) as 

described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a colorless powder (7.5 mg, 67%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A18. 

 

LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL3 (14%) (85d): 

 

4.4 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (7.4 µmol azide) were treated with 10.6 mg Paa-MEDI CDRL3 (1.5 eq. per 

azide) as described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a pale white powder (4.5 mg, 42%). For 

1H-NMR spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A19. 

 

LPG10kDa-bLd1 (5%) (85e): 

 

3 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (5.0 µmol azide) were treated with 13.3 mg Paa-bLd1 (1.5 eq. per azide) as 

described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a brown powder (2.6 mg, 44%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A20. 

 

LPG10kDa-bLd2 (16%) (85f): 

 

2.5 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (4.2 µmol azide) were treated with 13.7 mg Paa-bLd2 (1.5 eq. per azide) as 

described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a brown powder (6 mg, 47%). For 1H-NMR spectra 

of product and reference peptide see fig. A21. 
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LPG10kDa-bLd3 (12%) (85g): 

 

3.2 mg LPG10kDa (13% N3) (4.2 µmol azide) were treated with 13.2 mg Paa-bLd3 (1.5 eq. per azide) as 

described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a pale white powder (4.5 mg, 44%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A22. 

 

LPG10kDa-bLd3 (40%) (85h): 

 

1.3 mg LPG10kDa (45% N3) (6.8 µmol azide) were treated with 15.4 mg Paa-bLd3 (1.5 eq. per azide) as 

described in chapter 5.6.1. to obtain the product as a light brown foam (5.8 mg, 60%). For 1H-NMR 

spectra of product and reference peptide see fig. A23. 
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6. Abbreviations 

Aha Azidohomoalanine 

ATPS Aqueous two-phase separation 

BET Bacterial endotoxin test 

BirA Biotin ligase 

BM2 (Influenza B) Influenza matrix protein 2 

bNAb Broadly neutralizing antibody 

BPS Bathophenanthrolinedisulfonic acid 

BSA Bovine serum albumin 

CD14 Cluster of differentiation 14 

CDR Complementary determining region 

CM2 (Influenza C and D) Influenza matrix protein 2 

CPE Cloud point extraction 

cRNA Complementary RNA 

cRNP Complementary RNP 

(Cryo-)TEM (Cryogenic) transmission electron microscopy  

CuAAC Copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition 

DF Degree of functionalization 

DIPEA N,N-Diisopropylethylamine 

DLS Dynamic light scattering 

DMAP 4-dimethylaminopyridine 

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 

(D)PBS (Dulbecco’s) phosphate-buffered saline  

DTT Dithiothreitol 

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

ER Endoplasmic reticulum 

EU Endotoxin units 

FA Formic acid 

FACS Fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

FAM 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein 

FDA United States Food and Drug Administration 

FMP Leibniz-Institut für Molekulare Pharmakologie 
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GFP Green fluorescent protein 

HA Hemagglutinin 

Hag Homoallylglycine 

HAI Hemagglutination inhibition 

HATU Hexafluorophosphateazabenzotriazoletetramethyluronium 

HAU Hemagglutinating unit 

HEF HA-esterase-fusion protein 

Hpg Homopropargylglycine 

HPLC High-performance liquid chromatography 

HPMA Poly-N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide 

HRMS High resolution mass spectrometry 

HRP Horseradish peroxidase 

IAV Influenza A virus 

IBV Influenza B virus 

ICV Influenza C virus 

IDV Influenza D virus 

IEDDA Inverse electron demand Diels-Alder 

IFN Interferon 

IL Interleukin 

KPi Potassium phosphate (buffer) 

LAL Limulus amoebocyte lysate 

LC Liquid chromatography 

(L)PG (Linear) polyglycerol 

LPS Lipopolysaccharide 

M1 Influenza matrix protein 1 

M2 (Influenza A) Influenza matrix protein 2 

MAT Monocyte activation test 

mRNA Messenger RNA 

MS  Mass spectrometry 

MST Microscale thermophoresis 

NA Neuraminidase 

Neu5Ac 5-N-acetylneuraminic acid  

NHS N-hydroxysuccinimide 

NIS N-iodosuccinimide 
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NMT N-Myristoyltransferase 

NP Influenza nucleoprotein 

NS1 Influenza non-structural protein 1 

NS2/NEP Influenza non-structural protein 2 / Nuclear export protein 

NTA Nitrilotriacetic acid 

PA Influenza virus RNA polymerase acidic subunit 

Paa Propargylacetic acid 

PB 1 and 2 Influenza virus RNA polymerase basic subunits 1 and 2 

PB1-F2 
Influenza virus RNA polymerase basic subunit 1, frame-shifted variant 
(frame 2) 

PDB(e) Protein Data Bank (Europe) 

PEG  Poly(ethylene glycol) 

Pfu Plaque-forming unit 

PPO Poly(propylene oxide) 

r.t. Room temperature 

R18 Octadecylrhomamine B chloride 

RBS Receptor-binding site 

RdRp RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

rFC Recombinant factor C 

RNA Ribonucleic acid 

RNP Ribonucleoprotein 

ROS Reactive oxygen species 

RPT Rabbit pyrogen test 

RS tRNA synthetase 

RT Retention time 

SA Sialic acid 

SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SEC Size exclusion chromatography 

SeMet Selenomethionine 

SPI Selective pressure incorporation 

SPPS Solid phase peptide synthesis 

SrtA Sortase A  

TAMRA 5(6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine 

TBHQ tert-Butylhydroquinone 
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TBTA Tris((1-benzyl-4-triazolyl)methyl)amine 

TEAB Triethylammonium bicarbonate 

TEOTA Tris((1-(2-ethoxy-2-oxoethyl)triazolyl)methyl)amine 

TFA Trifluoroacetic acid 

THPTA Tris-((3-hydroxypropyltriazolyl)methyl)amine 

TLC Thin layer chromatography 

TLR Toll-like receptor 

TNF- Tumor necrosis factor  

TPCK Tosyl phenylalanyl chloromethyl ketone 

TTL Tubulin tyrosine ligase  

UV Ultraviolet 

VLP Virus-like particle 

WHO World Health Organization 

XIC Extracted ion chromatogram 
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1H-NMR spectra 
 

Fig. A1: Neu5Ac methyl ester (Methyl(4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2,4-dihydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihy-

droxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (60): 

 

Fig. A2: Peracetyl Neu5Ac methyl ester ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S)-3-acetamido-4,6-diacetoxy-6-(metho-

xycarbonyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (61): 

 



 

iv 

Fig. A3: Neu5Ac adamantyl glycoside donor ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-(((3S,5S, 

7S)-adamantan-1-yl)thio)-6-(methoxycarbonyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-

triyltriacetate) (62): 

 

Fig. A4: Sia1OAc ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S,6R)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-(2-azidoethoxy)-6-(methoxycar-

bonyl)-tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (64a): 

  



 

v 

Fig. A5: Sia5OAc ((1S,2R)-1-((2R,3R,4S,6R)-3-acetamido-4-acetoxy-6-((14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxa-

tetradecyl)-oxy)-6-(methoxycarbonyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yl)propane-1,2,3-triyl triacetate) (64c): 

 

Fig. A6: Sia1 ((2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypro-

pyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylic acid) (15a): 



 

vi 

Fig. A7: Sia5 ((2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-((14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecyl)oxy)-4-hydroxy-6-

((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylic acid) (15c):  

 

Fig. A8: 1,5-diazidopentane (66): 

 



 

vii 

Fig. A9: 5-azidopentan-1-amine (67): 

 

 

Fig. A10: 5(6)-Tetramethylrhodamine-C5-azide (TAMRA-N3, N-(5-azidopentyl)-3',6'-bis(dimethyl-

amino)-3-oxo-3H-spiro[isobenzofuran-1,9'-xanthene]-5(6)-carboxamide) (68b):  

 



 

viii 

Fig. A11: Sia1 methyl ester (Sia1Me, methyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-

6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (71): 

 

Fig. A12: Me-PEG(5)-iodide (16-iodo-2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecane) (87): 

 



 

ix 

Fig. A13: Sia1 PEG(5)-Me ester (Sia1PEG(5)Me, 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecan-16-yl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-

5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-

carboxylate) (72): 

 

Fig. A14: Sia1 o-nitrobenzyl ester (Sia1oNB, 2-nitrobenzyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azido-

ethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (78): 

 



 

x 

Fig. A15: Sia1 allyl ester (Sia1allyl, allyl-(2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-

((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (74): 

 

  



 

xi 

Fig. A16: LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRH2 (5%) (85a): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

  



 

xii 

Fig. A17: LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL1 (6%) (85b): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 
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Fig. A18: LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL2 (12%) (85c): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product:

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

 

  



 

xiv 

Fig. A19: LPG10kDa-MEDI8852 CDRL3 (14%) (85d): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

  



 

xv 

Fig. A20: LPG10kDa-bLd1 (5%) (85e): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

  



 

xvi 

Fig. A21: LPG10kDa-bLd2 (16%) (85f): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

  



 

xvii 

Fig. A22: LPG10kDa-bLd3 (12%) (85g): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 

 

 

 

  



 

xviii 

Fig. A23: LPG10kDa-bLd3 (40%) (85h): 

1H-NMR spectrum of product: 

 

1H-NMR spectrum of reference peptide: 
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13C-NMR spectra 
 

Fig. A24: 5(6)-Tetramethylrhodamine-C5-azide (TAMRA-N3, N-(5-azidopentyl)-3',6'-bis(dimethyl-

amino)-3-oxo-3H-spiro[isobenzofuran-1,9'-xanthene]-5(6)-carboxamide) (68b):  

 

Fig. A25: Sia1 methyl ester (Sia1Me, methyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-

6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (71): 

 



 

xx 

Fig. A26: Me-PEG(5)-iodide (16-iodo-2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecane) (87): 

 

Fig. A27: Sia1 PEG(5)-Me ester (Sia1PEG(5)Me, 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxahexadecan-16-yl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-

5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-

carboxylate) (72): 

 



 

xxi 

Fig. A28: Sia1 o-nitrobenzyl ester (Sia1oNB, 2-nitrobenzyl (2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azido-

ethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (78): 

 
Fig. A29: Sia1 allyl ester (Sia1allyl, allyl-(2R,4S,5R,6R)-5-acetamido-2-(2-azidoethoxy)-4-hydroxy-6-

((1R,2R)-1,2,3-trihydroxypropyl)tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-carboxylate) (74): 

 



 

xxii 

Mass spectra 
 

Fig. A30: 5(6)-Carboxyfluorescein-C5-azide (FAM-N3, N-(5-azidopentyl)-3',6'-dihydroxy-3-oxo-3H-

spiro[isobenzofuran-1,9'-xanthene]-5(6)-carboxamide) (68a): 

Low res. LC-MS: 

 
MS 2.40 min: 

 

MS 2.47 min: 
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Fig. A31: Q[Sia1(100%)] (17a):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A32: Q[Sia1(85%)] (17b):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A33: Q[Sia1(67%)] (17c):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A34: Q[Sia1(45%)] (17d):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A35: Q[Sia1(19%)] (17e):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A36: Q[Sia3(100%)] (18a):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A37: Q[Sia3(93%)] (18b):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A38: Q[Sia3(83%)] (18c):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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 Fig. A39: Q[Sia3(53%)] (18d):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

  

Fig. A40: Q[Sia3(35%)] (18e):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A41: Q[Sia3(21%)] (18f):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 
Fig. A42: Q[Sia5(100%)] (19a):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A43: Q[Sia5(94%)] (19b):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A44: Q[Sia5(78%)] (19c):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A45: Q[Sia5(48%)] (19d):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

  

Fig. A46: Q[Sia5(35%)] (19e):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A47: Q[Sia5(20%)] (19f):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A48: Q[Sia8(100%)] (20a):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A49: Q[Sia8(92%)] (20b):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A50: Q[Sia8(69%)] (20c):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A51: Q[Sia8(34%)] (20d):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A52: Q[Sia8(27%)] (20e):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A53: Q[Sia8(23%)] (20f):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A54: Q[Sia8(15%)] (20g):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A55: Q[2,3-SL] (21a): 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

  

Fig. A56: Q[2,6-SL] (21b): 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A57: Q[Sia1Me(100%)] (76):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A58: Q[Sia1PEG(5)Me(100%)] (77):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A59: Q[Sia1oNB(100%)] (78):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 

Fig. A60: Q[Sia1allyl(100%)] (79):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Fig. A61: Q[Sia1choline(X%)] (80):  
Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): Due to pronounced lability to hydrolysis, the 

product contained mostly the cleaved ester degradation product at the time of measurement. 

 

 
Fig. A62: Q[Sia1(39%),Sia3(61%)] (82):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A63: Q[Sia1(39%),Sia5(61%)] (83):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A64: Q[Sia1(49%),Sia8(51%)] (84):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Fig. A65: Q[2,3-SL(62%),2,6-SL(38%)] (22c): 

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol), before NA digest: 
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Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol), after NA digest: 

 

 

Fig. A66: Q[Sia1(84%),FAM(16%)] (69):  

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Signals at 6.26 min and 8.65 min correspond to 5- and 6-carboxyfluorescein regioisomeric products 

and exhibit similar MS spectra. 
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Fig. A67: Q[Sia1(X%),TAMRA(4.7-18%),Hpg(Y%)] (70a-d):  

LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): The following data was obtained from sample 

Q[Sia1(X%),TAMRA16.5%),Hpg(Y%)] and is representative for all four above mentioned products. 
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The signals between 10 and 20 min do not correspond to Q[Hpg]D14-R24 peptide according to their 

MS spectra. 
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Fig. A68: Q[Sia1(90%),TAMRA(7%),Hpg(3%)] (70e):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 

 

 
Fig. A69: Q[Sia1(98%),TAMRA(2%)] (70f):  

Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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LC-MS (tryptic digest protocol): 
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Signals at 6.26 min and 8.65 min correspond to 5- and 6-tetramethylrhodamine regioisomeric 

products. 
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Fig. A70: Q[Sia1(95%),TAMRA(5%)] (70g):  

Intermediate Q[Sia1(95%),Hpg(5%)]: Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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Final product: Intact protein MS (reduction/alkylation protocol): 
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